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1 The di.,gr::im below show� how �n 0rgan can .be formed from a basic unit of life 
represented by W. 

� made up� made up �)

,�-----�\�---�(� 
Which of the following correctly represents the basic unit of life? 

(1) Cell
(2) Cell wall
(3) Cytoplasm
(4) Cell membrane



















17. The diagram below shows the you.ng of an organism during 01:,e of the stages in its life
cycle.

Which one of the following will the young above look like when it becomes an adult? 

{i) (2) 

caterpillar butterfly 

(3) (4) 

mosquito cockroach 

I\ 10 





















28. Two containers, one made of copper and the other of glass, were filled with the same
amount of water. A glass tubing was then inserted into each container and the level
of water In each tubing was adjusted to the same level as shown in the diagram below.
The containers were then heated.

• •••••• ••••.•• I

Copper container A Glass container B 

l"n which glass tubing will the water level rise first?
--�- ___ ........ -, . . -· ---�--

GlaS8 tubing in Explanation Cc,ntatner 
Copper is a better conductor of heat. The container

(1} A expand faster upon heating causing the waten level 
to rise-faster. 

· I Copper is a better conductor of heat and conduct

(2) A heat faster to the water, causing water level to rise
faster. 

Glass is a poorer conductor of heat. The glass 

(3) B I container coniracte<l upon heating causing the
· water level to rise faster.

�-
Glass is a poorer conductor of heat, causing tne

(4) 8 water in the container to absorb heat faster than
the glass. so water level rises fastflr.

l.. L------------------�� 

20 
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29. The diagram below shows two similar set-ups of an experiment used to show the
function of :1 specific cell part. The mass of the containe, without the funnel in each
set-up is 750 g.

Set-up A 

filter 
paper 

·, ,,,. 
funnel 

container 

1 

...·· 

�·" 

Set-up B 

(Goo� to the next page) 











































b)No. The mass of air did not increase as no air was removed or added in ping
pong ball. 

c)The air in the ping pong ball will lose heat to.the cold water and contract.

39)a)The rod gain heat from the burner and expands.

b}When the tiles gain heat from the surroundings and expand, the space
provides room for expansion thus the tile will not buckle.

40)a)Material A. It took the least time to melt the wax.

b)Material D. It took the longest time to melt the wax completely as it is
poorest conductor of heat. It will take the most time for the hot soup to lose 
heat to the surroundings. 
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3 The table belotv shoWs fu9 propsrtiss of ceus. X, Y and z.

CeU X CeU part 

cytoptasm ✓ 

cell membrane ✓ 

nucleus ✓ 

cenwal ✓ 

chloroplasts ✓ 

Some pupils made the following statements. 

A Cell X Is a -plant ceU. 
B Cell Y is a plant" cell. 
C Cell Z is an animal oeU • 
. D Cells X and Y can make Its own food. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

(1) A and Donly

(2) Band Conly

(3) A, Band Conly

(4) A, B, Cand D

y z 
✓ ·/

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ 

4 The cell below is taken from a plant found in pond water. 

A 

What is the function of part A? 

(1) Allows some materials to pass through.

(2) Traps sunlight for the plant to make food.

(3) Allows all materials and water to pass through.

(4) Contains information that is passed from one generation to another.

CHS/S(JP5/CA2/201 2 



5 Joe made a model of the human respiratory system as shown bek>w. 

plastic bottle---1 

Which of the following is represented by·e.a� part of the model? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

straw 

nose 

nose 

windpipe 

windpipe 

balloon plastic bot11e-

lung ribcage 

rib�ge lung 
lung ribcage 

ribcage tung 

6 A group of people was trapped in a 11ft for 30 minutes. There was no fresh 
supply of air while they were trapped inside the lift. 

Which of the following about the changes in the amount of carbon dioxide, 
water vapour and oxygen in the lift after 30 minutes is correct? 

carbon dioxide 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) ! 

CHS/Sc/P5/CA212017 

increase 

increase 

increase 

decrease 

water vapour o�gen

increase decrease

decrease increase

Increase increase

decrease decr�ase

3 



7 The table below shows !he comparison bew.,een how a man and a fish 
breathe. 

Man FISh 

Air containing oxygen enters 
Water containing dissolved 

A through the nose or mouth and 
oxygen enters through the 
mouth and passes over the 

gets inlo the lungs. gills. 

B 
Oxygen from 1he air gets into Oxygen In the air gets into the 
the blood vessels in the lungs. blood vessels in the gills. 

The lungs have many air sacs The gills have many feather-like 
to allow greater gaseous structures with a rich supply of 
exchange. blood vessels. .. 

Which of the above comparisons are correct? 

(1) A and B only

(2) A and C on�

(3) B and C only •
(4) A.Band C

-

8 The diagram below shows the different body systems in the human body. 

upper and lower body 

waste products and 
carbon dioxide 

digested food and oxygen 

E F 
---- digested_ food .._____, carbon dioxide

Which of the following correctly represents E, F and G? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

E 

respiratory 

digestive 

circulatory 

digestive 

CHS/SclF5fCA2/2017 

F I 
circulatory ! 

I 
respiratory ! 
digestive I 

circulatory I 

4 

G 

G 

digestive 

circulatory 

respiratory 

respiratory _,_



9 Kai Lung plucked a leaf from a plant and placed it in a beaker of hot water. 

hot water 

He observed that bubbles formed only on the upper surface of the leaf. 

Which one of the foHowing statements is correct? 

(1) Bubbles form in the water and Jand on the upper surface ef the leaf.

(2) Air escapes through tiny openings found on both surfaces of the leaf.

(3) The leaf has 1iny openings on the upper surface but not on the lower
surface.

(4) Air enters the lower surface of the leaf and escapes through the upper
surface.

CHSi$cJP5/CA2/2017 



10 Sue plotted a graph to show her heart rate as she \.\-'alked. ran and� 

Which graph snows her correct heart rate as she walked. ran and rested' 

(1) 

i I 
I 
I 

-t:! I • 0 = :! walk t 
f 
t 

(2) 

Time 

(3) Q) e 1 I 
I I 

t::'. • I 
I I 1'G I I 

(I} I I ::r: I I ' I ' 1 rest 
I 

walk 
I run I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 

• I 
I 

Time 

(4) Q) ... 
t 
<O 
<l> :r 

Time 

End of Booklet A 
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12 The diagram below shows the direction of blood flow in some parts of the 
human body. 

[I OrganX I A 

1J
c

Organ Y l-leart

1J
oB I All parts of the body 

human circulatory system 
(a) Name the organs X and Y. [1] Organ X:

Organ Y:
(b) Other than the direction of fiow, state one difference bet\'veen blood in [1)

A and blood in C.

(c) Name one substance in the blood where its amount is higher in D [1] than B.

CHS/Sc/P5/CA2l2017 2 

(Go on to the next page} 
I SCORE I 71 
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13 look at the diagram of the respiratory-$)'Stem shown below. 

Q: ------

-H---t-t--1--, R:------

(a) Identify the parts Q and R. Write their names in the boxes above. (1) 

(b} What is the function of the hair found in part N? (1] 

CHS/ScJP51CA212017 3 



14 The diagrams below show two cell$ from oifferent plants. 

t • 
z 

pfante,e,n x ptantceHY 

(a) Which cell part is found in both plant cells X anti Y but not in animal {1)
ce1ls?

{b) 1Mlat would happen if pa1i Z is absent in plant cell Y?

(c) V\fhat is the function of the part labelled W?

CHS/ScJP5/CA2/2017 4 
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15 The table below shows Air's breathing and pulse rate according to age. 

Age Breathing rate Pulse Rate 
(years) (average number of times (average m.-nber of beats 

per minute) per minute) 
10 22 110
20 18 85 
30 16 75 
40 14 70 
50 12 65 

(a) What is the relationship between the age and breathing rate per
minute?

,(b) Why does Ali's breathing rate increase when he is running? 

{c) Explain why Ali's heart beats fast21' after running for 10 mfnutes. 

SCORE 

(1] 

[11 

\ 
End of Booklet B 
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Q11 (a) Towards the test tub� The worm takes in oxygen in the 
test tube and prod.uces carbon dioxide. The released 
carbon dioxide is absorbed by the solution so the oil 
droplet moves inner to occupy the space. 

(b) Nitrogen.

Q12 (a) Organ X: Lung Organ Y: Heart 

(b) Blood in A is richer in oxygen than the blood in C.

(c) Carbon dioxide.

Q13 (a) Q: Windpipe 
R: Lung 

(b) the hair in part N is to trap tinny dust particles from the air
that we breathe in.
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29. The statements below desaibe the different stages In the process of rertilisatlon of the
human female reproductlon system.

A: The nucleus of the spallll fuses wfth the nucleus of the egg.

B: Many sperms reach the egg.

C: "The ferUliZed egg starts to divide.

D: One sperm enters the egg successfully.

a) Arrange the above stages of fertilisation in the cooect order in the boxes l>elow. [ 1 J

b) Study the diagram below.
Before surgery Mer surgery 

Part of the tubes at positions P and Q were removed in a re.ma.le body during a surgery. 
Fertlllsatlon of the eggs could not take place naturally In the female body after this 
surgery. Exptaln why this is so. ( 1 ] 
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2 

Booklet A (50 marks) 
For each queetion from 1 to 25, fota> options are given. ·one of them is the correct answer. Cho°'e
ihe com1ct option (17 2, 3 or 4} and shade the correct oval on the Optical AASWeT Sheet {OAS). 
(25 x 2 marks) · · 

1 Study the classmcation chart below. 

Organism 

No 

C 

Which of ·1he following can A, B and C be?

{1) 

{2) 

{3) 

{4) 

A 

Fem 

Mould 

Mould 

Fem 

B 

Mould 

Fem 

Fungi 

Earthworm 

Yes 

Yes 

C 

Earthwqan 

Fungi 

Fem 

Mould 



3 

2 Three puJ»ls we,-e arguing among themselves whMe making comparisons of the followfng 
organisms. 

Organism A OrganfsmB 

Each pupil then made the following statements. 

Susan: An the abo\le organisms need food to grow. 

OrganlamC 

John: Organisms A and B ca., move on Its own but oot �anlam C. 
Dawn: Organisms B and C contain chlorophyll but Organi8tn A does not. 

Which of the above pupil{s) had made the correct statement{s)? 

(1} John only 
(2) Da-.vnonty
(3) ·SUsanonly
(4) John, Susan and Dawn

3 Weights are added to 2 rubber bands, A and 8. The length of each rubber band, as weights 
. � added to them Is shown on the graph below. 

Length rA rubber band 
(cm) 

Rubber Band 8 

Rubber Band A 

Number of weights added 

Based on the graph, what can be conduded about the rubber bands A and 8? 

(1) Both rubber bands etretch to the same rength when the same number of weights,�
added to each of th&m.

(2) B requires more weights to be added before it stretches to the same length MA 
(3) A requires more weights to be added before it stretches to the same length as B.
(4) When the same number of weights Is added to the rubber bands, A would stretch

tonger than B.



4 

4 The diagram below shows the growth of a bean plant 

A B 

G 

C 

At which point of its growth does the bean p4ant need sunBght? 

(1} Conly 
(2) A and C only
(3} B and D only 
(4) A, B, C and D

5 Study the exper:irn.e� below. 

X 

9i Stone

�·-·-·
-----·-·'------..... 

y 

D 

What will happen to the wate.. level at X and Y and Che volume of water when the stone I$ 
gently dropped into the container? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3} 
(4) 

Water Level at X 

Increases 

Decreases 
Increases 

Decreases 

Water Level at Y Volume of Water 
lncrea� Remains the &ame 

Remains the same Remains the same 
Remains the same Increases 

Increase$ Ina-eases 



5 

6 The graph below shows 11\e number of days in each stage of the life cycle of an insect. 

Days 

26 

16 

10 

0 

Baaed on the graph above, whk:n of 1hG fobing &�ement(s) ls/an:t true? 

A The insect is a pupa for 20 days. 
B The Insect has fOU" stages In Its fife cycle. 
C There ate more male a� than female adults. 

Stage 

0 It takes a shorter time fer larva to b&c:ome a pupa than an egg to become e larva. 

(1) Bonly
(2) A and n only
(3) B and C onty
(4) A. C and O only
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7 An experiment was oonductadwith magnets ofdifrerentsizesas!Jhownln1he diagram below. 

magnetP 

The reaults of the experiment are recoroed in the table below. 

nets 

container 
thumbtack 

Mag»flt Number of tfu.anbtacks attracted 
1"Attempt ra A:.... .. 'T"': 

4 3 
3 3 
2 1 
5 4 

Based on the exp811ment. what conclusion can be drawn? 

(1) The thumbtacb attracted all the.magnets.
(2} The poles of all the magnats are -equally strong. 
(3) Magnet S is weaker in magnetism than magnet R
(4} The �iza of a magnet does not affect Its magnetic stJength. 

Ave�g& 
3.5 
1.5 
4.5 

B Joan brought a bar magnet dose to a small dish of Iron naUs as shown in the diagram below. 

A B C D 

iron nail 

She observed that the magnet attracted the iron nails. Which parts ot the mag net would attract 
the least number of Iron nails? 

(1) A and D only
(2) B and C only
(3) A, C and C only
{4} B, C and D only



A .. 
C 

G 0 
F E 

Which of the foHowing arrangements betow is po89ible? 

(1) (2) 
E H GIC of

8 A .. F 

(3) (4) 
e A G H 

10 C H IA BfE F G

' 
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10 Jean carried out an experlment to test the magnetic s1rengih of- an iron bar when given a 
certain number of strokes. She U88d the Nord'Meeking pole of the magnet to stroke the iron 
bar in the same drection. She recorded the number of paper cips the iron bar could attract 
and plotted a graph. 

magnet ·· 

I 1-- ironbar

Whtch one of 1he graphs best represents the refatk>nship between the number of strokes 
made and the number of paper dips the iron bar coutd attract? 

(1) 

(3) 

Number of 
papercllpa 
attracted 

Number of 
paperciips 
attracted 

10 30 
Number of strokes 

10 20 30 
Number of strokes 

(2) 

(4) 

Number of 
paper clips 
attracted 

Numbefof 
paperdips 
attracted 

10 20 30
Number of strokes 

0 10 20 30 
Number of strokes 
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11 Study the diagram below. The magnet fs glued to the lever and the lever is tited downwards 
at the magnet. 

Magnet 
(250g) 

..,._ __ Lever 

Metal 
cube 
(200g) 

The diagram betow shows what happens to the lever when Otjeot X is added to the set-up. 

Magnet -
(250g) 

N 

s 

30cm 30cm 

--- Lever 

Metal 
cube 
(200g) 

Based on ltle set-tJp above, Miidl of the following conclusions about Object X is definitely 
true? 

(1) It is a magnet.
(2) ft Is made of a&uminum.
(3) It is made of a non-magnetic material
(4} Object Xis attracting the magnet on the lever. 
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12 The diagram below shows the human digestive system of a man. In whicta of the 
foDowlng parts are digestive juice8 produced? 

(1) Bend C only

(2) A, S and C onfy

(3) A, D and E on)y

(4) A, B, C and-D onty



13 The diagram below shows a plant. 

11 

Which of the followilg Identify the parts of the plant to the correct function? 

(1) 

(2) 
{3) 

{4) 

Makos food for the 
.Dlant 

A 
D 
A 

Anch()l'S the plant Holds .th& plant 
flrmlY to the �-.a uDdaht 

B C 
B C 
C B 
C a 
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14 The diagram below shows stomata on the surface of a leaf. 

Which of the statements are true about stomata? 

A It traps light for pholosynttlesis. 

B It can be found on the underaide of the leaves. 
C It allows only caroon dioxide to enter lhe leaves. 

stomata 

0 It aHows gaseous exchange to take place with the surroundings. 

(1) AandConly
(2) 8 and O only

(3) A, C and D only

(4) B, C and D only

15 Benjamin was. asked to study the diagram of a eel as �owri below. He then 
lden1lfled arid de$cribed the function of four cell parts, A, B, C and D. 

Which of his statement(s) identifies and describes the function of the cell part 
correcti'j? 

A C ls the eel wall that gives the ceu·a regular shape. 
B O is a btgger chloroplast that cootrols all activities in the cell. 

C A ls 1he chloroplast that contains ch5orophylf for photosynthe$1s. 
D B I& the cytoplasm that alows only certain matenals to move In and out 

of the eel. 

(1) A only

(2) A and C only

(3) B. C and D only

(4) A. a. c and D



13 
16 Jerome places 1he stem of a plant In a coniaiMI' of water with red food 

colouring. After two hours, he cuts a section of the stem. 

·1eaves stained red

one hour later 

�: : .... 

·: .
.. ' 

. 

: .
. ; 

� : ::-
..

�.:4:;.-., .:. _ • .,.. -

red stain 

.·-· ··� 

... /20.- ' ... 

y... 
\� � 

J II t . /
Ii �· .. � •..._,:--�-

Red-cobured water Cross-secilon of the stem 

ObsefVe the leaves and the stains on the croswedion of the stem. What can 
you Infer from your observation? 

A The leaves need the red food colouring. 

B The parts of the stem coloured red transport water.

C The red stains on the [eaves are food made by the leaves. 

D The parts of the stem coloured red are connectad to the leaves.

(1} A and B only 
(2} B and D only 

(3) C and D only

(4) AB, C.and 0



1-4 

17 The diagram below represen1I the human circulatory system. A. B, c and D 
represent lhe blood fkMing In four different blood V898els fn the systems. The 
amJ\111 represent the diediurt ct blood flow. 

Lungs 

A , B 

Heart 

D ' 

other body parts 

Wlich one of the folkMing statements Is IIICOl"NCt? 

A Blood at A Is richer In oxygen than Blood at D. 

.... 

B Blood at D i3 richer jn carbon dioxide than blood at B. 

C The heart pumps blood to only other parts of the body. 

,, 

o Gaseous exchange takes plaoe in both the heart and lungs..

(1) Borq

(2) 8 and C only

(3) A, C and D onty 

(4) A. B, C and D

C 
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18 The diagrams below show"4.ci'cufts, A. B, c. D and E. 

CfraJitA 

Circuit C 

Circuit E 

Circuit B 

Clrc-ult 0 

Which of the two ctrcuitS can be used to teat the effect of the arrangement of 
bulb{s) on the brightness of the bulb(s)? 

(1) A and e
(2) A and 0
{3) Band E 
(4) C and 0
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19 Dominic tested the pros:,erttes of three rods, x, Y and z U$Jng a clrcult teeter. A

tick ( ✓) Indicates that the bulb tm lighfad up or attn'lcte(J paper clipS. He 
recorded his resub in the table below. 

Roda Bulb Ughta up Attracted paper dips 
X ✓ ✓ 

y X x-···. -

z ✓ X 

Then he � the, flow dlart as shown below to dassffy the rods. 

Yes 
I Start : · I · Is lt a rnetal7 I Is it magnetic? Yes - .Q1 I . 

No No 
-�
p Is it a conduetor of Yea

electricity? 

Whleh of the followtng letters can be. used to represent rods X, Y and Z? 

RodX 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Q 
p 
R 
Q 

RodY RodZ 
R p 
Q R 
p Q 
p R 

R 
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20 Daniel sets up -the arcuit as shown in the diagram belo'N. The bulb does not 
light up. 

switch arm 

bulb 

What should he do to make the bulb tight up? 

A He 9hollld connect the wire to Z Instead of Y. 
B He should flip the switch ann to X Instead of Z. 
C He should conn� the wires to the metal tip and metal casing of the 

bulb. 

{1) A onty 

(2) A and c onty
(3) B and C onJy 
(4} A. Band C

21 Four bulbs, P, a. Rand S, are coMected to two batteries as shown below. 

p 

R 

s 

If bulb Q fuses. whlch bulb/bulbs will still remain lighted up? 

(1) P only

(2) R and S only
(3) PandRonly
(4) P, Rand S
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22 Evan conducCed an experiment using a light sensor and a datalogger. Evan 
shone the torch on Material X anchecoroed the amount of light that can l)aS8 
throlJ9h. He then shone the torch oc, Material Y and recorded the amount of lght 
that can pass through. 

He arranged Material$ X and Y in the order as 5hown below. 

torch Material X Matenal Y screen 

\Nhfch of the following is ikety the shadow formed on the screen? 

(1)@ 

(2} 

(3) 0 
(4) 0 
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23 The table below 8hcms the freezmg points and boiling points of three unknown 
substanees, P, Q and R. 

Substance 
p 
a 
R 

Wtich of the substances, P, Q and/or R. is/are liquid at 75°C? 

(1) P only
(2) R on'Y

(3) P and Q only

(4) Q and R on1y

24 In the diagram below. a T-shaped tube with two drops of .Ink was attached to a 
�cal flask by a n1bber it('?per. The flask was than immersed in a t'Jb filled 
with ictt eubes. 

ink drops 
T�tube 

conical ffask 

----rubber stopper 

\_�t ,hr ._D-1----rub 

What wm happen to the ink drops· after 20 minutes? 

(1) The inli: drops wiJf gain heat and expand.
(2) The ink drops will move toward& each other.

(3) The ink drops will move �y from each other.

(4) The Ink drops will remain at the same position.



20 
Beaker A contained 200ml of water with temperaue at 50°C. Beaker B 
contained 200ml of water 'lffth a temperawre at oo•c. Jayden poured a, equal 
am0ll1t of� from BeaJaN-A and Beakef' B b"lto Container X. 

l ' 

' ' 
I) f ' ' 
' . 

Which of the fof1owfng statement(s) is/are true? 

,___ Container X

A The temperature of water In Co�ner X will be more than 90°C. 

B The temperature of water in COntainer X will be less than 00-C but mor& 
than50°C. 

. 
. 

C The water from Beaker A will gain he3t when mixed wtth the water from 
BeakerB. 

o The water In Beaker A contained 18$9 heat than the water In Beaker B
before they were poured Into Container X.

(1) A and B only

(2) B and D only

(3) A. C and D only

(4) B. C andD only

End of Booklet A 
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26 Tom carried out an expemlent by putting two ldentlcal slcea of bread J and K Into kfentlcal 
p&as1fc bags at room�. He eprlnlded aome water onto bread K befon.t aeatlng both 
plaetic bags. The diagram beloW 8hoWa the condition of the two slices of bn,ad -'er' 3daya. He 
observed mould� on bead K 

P1aetJc 
bag--

J K 

(a) What was Tom U)ltng to find out from the above experiment?

Moist 
bc'ead 

{b) Where did the mould in the above experiment obtain tte food from? . 

[1] 

[1] 

(c) What wil be the likely result of Tom's experiment tf bread K was placed rn th& freezer
. for 2 weekl Instead of at room temperatire? [1 J



'27 The diagram below shows the rrte cycles of two animals, the cockroach and the beetle.

Egg 

Adult 
cockroach 

Nymph --
��it 

laNa J 
Adult ·-• 
beetle Pupa 

(a) Based on the life cycles above. state one similarity and one difference betweon the lifa
cycles of both animals. {2) 

(i) Similarity:

(ii) Difference:

(b) Name another animal that has the same number of stages in its life cycle as the
adul1 beetle. [1 J 



28 Mary fills a measuring cytlnder completely with sand as shc1Nn In the diagram above. 

Sand 

Measuring 
eyllnder 

Some water is potred slowty from a beaker into the me:awn,g cylinder untll • reac:hes the brim of the 
l'rlf)88urfng oytlnder. 'When Mary was pouring the water, she noticed some l:d>bles forming on the 
surfaoe of the water in the measlling cyfinder. 

(a) Identify 1he state{s) of mar.er inside the measuring cyflnder before Mary poured the \Y8tet�- �] 

(b) Explain why bubbles formed on the surface of the water in the measuring cylinder when
Mary poured the water il. [2) 

(Go on to the ne.¥t page) 

ISCORE 
[2J 



29 Jack aet up an experiment $8 shown below. When he pieced a thin piece of sheet X between 1he 
magnet and the paper dip. he noticed that the paper ellp oontlnued to be s�nded In the air. 

(a) 

Retort!land c::::i=:::=::::n.- 8Met X

Paper dip 

string 

Baaed on the above expaiment, state a property of eheet X. [1] 

{b) Wf¥t material can the paper dip be made of that aJlows it to be suspended In the air? 
E,q:,laln your dtolce. 11)

(Go on to the next page) 

ISCOAE 
k<J 



6 
30 Jack set up an e,cperiment as lhown below. 

buzzer 

Iron rod 

(a) When the switch In the circuit is dosed, the buzzer produces a sound Explain
how this haJlpens. (2) 

(b) Jack repCaced the steel bar with a gold bar. Describe what he would observe. [1]

{Go on to the next page) 

]SCORE [21 



7 31 Gabriel placed lwo ptants In ldentlcal containers containing wat« ae shown .below. 
A layer ot oll was added to the water in each container. He placed both set.ups Inthe same location.

fayer of oi ----iliiiillll rcots -----�--;u Mapped \,VIIICact �- in J)lasfic t:;::!:.:;-:,---waleJ----\:::!�::1 bag 

The next day, Gabriel noticed that the water lever In Set-\lp A was lower than the water level in Set-up B. 
(a) � was Gabriel t,ylng to find out in the experfment?

(b) State two other varlable.s Gab�l must keep constant in order for hisexpertment to be a fair one.

[1) 

[11 

(Go on to the next page) 
I SCORE L2J 



32 The am7N9 in the dillgram below shows the movement ,;i 1Ubetance X in th& plant. 
. roots I" 

(a) What is all>ltanee X?

stem 

leaves 

" all parts of the plant . 

.·•· . .

(b) Jack tlad an apple tree in his garden. It was observed that part of the tree wasdestroyed t,v peats soon after.
8W01l8n 

A ring of bark has ,___ been bitten off by 

The part of the trunk above the dfftro.yed bark became-swcften. 

[1] 

Based on the diagram above, explHl why the partd.the trunk became.�. [2] 

(Go on to the next page) 
I SCORE 

[2J 

& 



33 In the lur(as. the air tilbe5 branch into tiny tubes that end in air sacs. The air saes 
are surrounded by trny blood veesele. The exchange of gases in the lungs takes 
place between the air sacs and the blood ves1Sels. 
The diagram below shows a section of an atr sa� in a tung of a human. 

afrsae 
blood flow 

� 
0 
0 
0 
0 

blood flow 

bloodv� 

The diagram &how8 that Gas X leaves the air sac and enter& the blood vessel and
Gas Y enter8 the air sac and·leaves the blood vessel. 
(a) Name both Gas X and Gas Y.

Gas)(; ________ _ 

Gas Y: ________ _ 

{1) 

(b) other than Gas X and Gaa Y, name two other substances that WOI be
transported In the blood in the human organ systems; (1) 

(c) Mr Tan re teated on the sofa reading l'leW$p8p8rs. Name two outdoor activitiea
tha1 wil Increase the rate of exchange of gases In his lungs. (1) 

(d) Why does Mr Tan's heart need to pump faster during these two ·outdoor
activilies? (1) 

(Go on to the next page) I SCORE 0 



34 Study the flowchart given below CQrefully. 

Cells 

Does It have a cell war?

10 

L----------------' No 
Yes 

A 
No 

Yes 

leaf cell 

(a} Is a an anlmaJ cell or plant cell? Expfaln your answer'. 

{b) complete the flowchart Write a suitable quesooo for A 

{c) Give an &xam� cf C and explain your answer. 

{1] 

[1] 

[1] 

(d} What are the similarities in the cell struGtllre of Band the leaf cell? (1] 

(Go on to the next page) I SCORE 0 
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35 Denzel set up two clR:uJt diagrams, A and Bas snawn befow. 

CircuitA Circuit B 
lhe graph below &hows the �Ip belween the number of batterle$ and the brightness of the bulbs based on the abcMl aet.ups. 

B"1,htnffa of bulb 

I (II) 

Number of babrlea 
(a) In the graph aboYe, match the line graphs to CircUit A and Circuit B. Write [1]Circuit A and Cln::uit B in the boxes next to (i} and (lf).
(b) � can Denzel do to make the bulbs In Ckwt B brighter? (1] 

(c) Explain clearly v.hat can be done to Circt.1ft B if h� wants to control the fight
bulbs Individually. [1] 



12 

(d) In th4' d�ram below, dlllW 1n the wires to $how how you can connect the (1) batteries·-and the bulw so Ula the bul� will fight up the bctJhtesl.

(e) VVhat will happen to yo11cirwt in {d) if one of the bulb fu886?

36 Look at the two circuits shown below. 

CirruitA 

.----11+ 

CirwitB 

{1] 

(a) In which circuit wiU the bulbs tight up more brtghtly? Give a reason for your (1] answer.

(b) Give one disadvantage of arranging lhe bulbs in � way a!J &hown in Circuit (11 
8. 

(Go on to the next page) 
I SCORE [2:1 



13 37 Jooathan wanted to ftnd CJUt wNch material loses heat the fastest He conducted enexperiment on containers made of different material (X. Y and Z) and filed each wfth the same amount of water at the same temperature. He placed all the containers at tha same location. 
hot water hot thermometer 

MaterialY 

The temperatures In each container were taken at five.minute intervals and recorded n the graph below. 

Temperature of water {°C) 
'\;·•··· ' ••• . X .... •.i •••••••• � ··-···...., ..•. ·••c.•······'· y ..__ -- -.::.: ____ z

-+----+----+----+------+-----+ Time (min) 
0 5 10 15 20 

(a) Which material is the best conductor of heat? Explain your answer.

(b) Based on the experiment, whidl material is the most Sli1able for makingcontainers to keep ice-cream cold for the lons}e-st period of time? Explain youranswer.

thermometer 

11] 

[2) 

(Go on to the next page) 
I SCORE L2J 
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38 Jon� conduaed an experiment to find out about the heat conductivity of different 

materials. He plaoed some wax at the top end of 3 rods mad& of dlffesffl 
materials. A, 9 and C. The three rods were then placed on 1op of a hot plate as 
shO'fiO'I below. 

He recorded the time taken for the wax to rnc,ft c;:ompletely at the top end of each 
rod � racorded them In the table below. 

IE=- A B 
16 4 22 

(a.i What can Jonas oonclude about the heat cond•.J<:tivity of materials A, B and 
C? 

(b) LJSt 2 other v:trlatsJes that Jonas needs to keep constant to ensure that the 
experiment Is fair. 

(c) The dagram below 11hows a frying pan.

Based on th& result& of the experiment. which material i6 most suitable b" 

[1] 

[1] 

making Part X of the frying pan? E)Q)la1n your answer. [1] 

End of Paper SCORE vJ 





031) 

032) 

Q33) 

034) 

Q35) 

Q36) 

037) 

Q38) 

flow to the wire, the wire coiled around the iron rod will allow the iron 
bar to be a partial electro-magnet, the iron will then attract the movable 
steel bar and now electric current could flow to the buzzer and the 
buzzer will produce a sound as there is a closed circuit. 

(b) The iron rod would not attract the gold bar and therefore the buzzer will
not roduce an sound.

(a) If the roots absorb water.
(b) The plant must be of the same type. The amount of water must be the

same.
(a) Food.
(b) As one part of the phloem was removed, the food made by the leaves

was not able to be transported to the lower part of the plants as the
food-car in tube hloem was destro ed.

(a) Oxygen. Carbon dioxide
(b) Digested food and water.
(c) Running or swimming.
d To um blood that has more di ested food and o en.

(a) Animal cell. It does not have a cell wall.
(b) Does it have chloroplast?
(c) Root cell.' It does not need 0hloroplast as it does not make food.
d Both have nucleus, cell membrane and c to lasm.

(a) (i) Circuit B
(ii) Circuit A

b. Add more batteries
c. A switch could be placed on both right side of the bulb
d.

e. 
(a) Circuit A. Both circuits have one battery but there is only one bulb in

circuit A and there are 2 bulbs in circuit B. Hence circuit A need not
share the electricity.

b If one of the bulbs fuses. the other bulb will riot Ii ht u . 
(a) Z. It allows heat lost in the shortest amount of time.
(b) X. It is the poorest conductor of heat and the ice-cream will gain the

least heat.
(a) B is the best conductor of heat, A is the second best conductor and C is

the worst conductor of heat.
(b) The wax must be of the same kind. The rods must be of the same

height.
(c) C. It took the longest time to gain heat so it is the poorest conductor of

heat.

Pg 2 
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Booklet A {28 >< l mari<s) 

For each question ftom 1 to 28, four options are givetl. One of them is the correct 
answer. Make your ch<lice (1 t 2, 3 or 4). Shade you, answer on the Optical Answer 
Sheet (56 marks} 

1 The diagram belovJ $h� hbW c:tnimals A. 8, C and D are classffted.

I Antrnals �h a hard oody coveting J

I I I 
Has fe�ver than Has three Has more than 
three body parts booy parts three body parts 

I I I 
A 8 I 

Has one paFr of 
legs on each part 

I 
C 

I 
Does not 
have leg$ 

I 
D 

Jacky found an animal as $,hOWn below. He noted that the animal had a
h�td body covering. 

: 

Which one of the following, A, B, C or D. best represents the abov� 
onlmal? 
(1) A
(2) 8
(3) C
{4) D 



2 Wh.ch one of the following C()mparisons between non-flowering plants . 
and fungi ls cotrect? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Noo--tlowering plants� 

can bear rruits 
can make food 

can be pollinated 

can mproduca by spores 

Fungi 
cannot be:ar fruits 

cannot make food 

cannot be pollinated 

cannot reproduce by spores 

3 Which one of the following does not des-crlbe the function of a plant pan 
correctJy? 

(1) 
{2) 

{3) 
(4) 

-
Plant ports 

stem 
roots 

leaves 
tlo,VErs 

Function 
trensports water only 

anci'lor the plant to the ground 
maJ<e food

altr.act animals for _pollination 

, 



4 The d'ragram �low shQws what hap�ns in lhe human digestive $y$t�.

Food en-ters 

F'¢od is chewed
into smelter p1eces.

Food is pustied along by
musculM contractions. 

A is present
Food ls broken down lnto

slrrple substances. 

Dlges lion is
completed_

B is absorbed.

Undigesleo food is
pas..<s�d into here. 
c is absorbed. 

Based on the inf�rma.tion given above, what do A, Band C represent?

A 8 
·�

C ·--7
(1)
(2) 
{3)
{4)

nutrients 
nutrients

digestive juice
digestive juic�·-

water degestive juice
digestive juke watet

nulrients .-- · -� . water i
water · i - nutrients�

__ _j____ 



5 The diagram shows an insoot. 

'Mllch of the foltovJing animals have the same number of stages rn their 
Dfe cycles as the ln$eC( .1bQve? 

�� 7� ., ) \ ---.. _ r-
j ... 

grasshopper 

chicken 

(1) chlc�en and frog only

frog 

{2) mosquito ari<i g�s$hopper only 

i3) mosquito and mealworm beetle only 

mealworm beetJe 

{4) mosquito, grasshopper and mealworm bee1!& onty 



6 Whlch one of the fo�owjng show$1he order of .stages and proca$ses IQ th& 
life cycle of a plant? 

{1) 

(.3) 

adu� �----1 young
plant plant 

---� fertilisation ,.__ _ __, 

(2) 

(4} 

adult 
plant 

fertilisation 

ypung -----1 adult 
. plant germination plant 

7 T�e diagram below shews. the cro�S•section of a flower. 

What will happen to the flower If A i3 cut off? 

A The flower will die.
B Fertilisation will not t..ik-e place, 
c The flower cannot p,oouce polten grains. 

(1) Aonty

(2) C Only

(3} A�nd Bonly 

(4) 18 and C -onty

seed 

young 
plant 

germiMliOri 

y,oong 
prant 



8 . Jackie conducted an experiment on Flower K which he found In the park 
near his home. 

Flower K 

He took three such flowers and removed some parts from each flower as 
shown below. 

Flower 1 Flo'\Ner 2 Ffower 3 

Next, he dusted pollen from Flower K onto each of the shove FloweJS 1, 
2 and 3. He observed the flowers over the next few weeks. 

Which of the flower(s) will not develop into fruits? 

{1) Flower 1 only 
(2) Flower 2 only

(3) Flowers 2 and 3 only

(4) FJowe,s 1, 2 and 3

6 



9 Kate-mapped the location of ptants P, Q·and R in an area as shown 
bek>W. 

0 0 land

0 
0 

.. river 

• 
0 0 

lanq el 
Kate found the following fruits In the same area. 

FruitX Fruit Y 

Key: 

0 plantP 

• plantQ* plantR

Fruit"Z 

. . . 

•• . . . 
. . . , ' . 

. ' 
• I ' , ... .. "'' 

Which of the following correctly matches each fruit to its parent plant? 

(1) 

(2) 

{3) 

(4) 

Fruit X 
plant P 

plant R 

plant Q
plant P 

Fruit Y Fruit 2 
planlQ plant R 

plant P plantQ 
plant P plantR 

plant R plant Q 

7 



10 Torn condi.Jcted an experiment using some similar seeds and planted . 
them in different types of soil over !WQ weeks. The size of the pots and 
the amoul'll of soil have been kept the same. He recorded his 
ex.perim�nt in the table as shown bek>w. 

Amount of Number of Average height of 
Pot Type of soil water given seeds seedUng-$ after 2 

daily{cml; planted we.eks <cml 
p Garden 100 10 5.0 
Q Sandy 100 20 9.5 

R Garden 100 20 7.S
-

s Sandy 100 10 6.0 ·-
Which of the following are possibfe alms for Tom's experiment? 
A To find oU1 if overcrowding .affects the average height of seedllngs. 
B To find out if the average heig,,..ts of seedlings affect \he gro1Nth of 

seedlmgs. 
C To find out if different types of soil used affect !he avcrn�e height 

of seedli�gs. 
D To find o�t lf diff erenl arnount.s of water given daily affect the 

ave,age height of seedlings. 
{1) A and C Ol'ity

(2) A and D only
(3) B and C only
(4) 8 $nd O Only

11 The tc!ble below shom the physical -characieti$t1cs of Angie and her
parents. Mr. anct Mr-$. Chia. 

j Mr. Chia 
I Mn;.. Chia

E3rfobes Eyelid$ ��-�les �G : �al Characteristics 

I Detached
A1t�cne<l 

SingJe
Doub� 

Yes j 
No I 

Hair length 
Short 
Short 

� 
1 A1lach�.J_�lb1e _j __ Yes ShOrt _j

How many characte,islics <M Al'lgie inherit from her pare,-.ts? 
{1) She inherited (>tle from her fal�er and one from her rn-o\her. 
(2) She intierite-d one from her f9tner and two from her mc.-ther.
(3) Stie ifihemed llflO from ner fatller c,1,d one from her 11lother.
(4) She inherited two r,orn her father end three from her motile,.

8 



12 1Nhich one of the following sta1ements is incorrect about �xual 
reproducUon in bottt 1.6w0rlng plants and humans? 

(1) PoUinaUon mos;5take ptace before rertiHsation.

(2) Sexual reproduction Involve male and fem ale reproductive cells.

(3) Fertms.atlon occur$ whEm th� male and female rl)productive cells
(use

(4) Characteristics are pa:t.Sed on from parents to lhcif young through
sexual ,eproduction.

13 Study Jeremy's family tree below. The famify tree $hows 1he members 
wtio have $traight or curved thumbs. 

Key 

ei1 
mate with 
.sltaighl thumb 

® female with 
straight thumb 

0 mate With 
curved lhvmb 

Jeremy 
0 r emah:t with 

cui'Yed lhumb 

Which one of the follo,Niog statements abou1 Jeremy's family ttee ls 
<;Orre<:l? 

(1) J&temy's parents hove straight thumbs.

(2) Both Jeremy and his sister have ::>ttaighl thumbs.

{3) Both Jeremy's grandmothers have C\lrved thumbs. 

(4) Jeremy's father ha$ � brother with a e1,m,eu lhurr'lb.



14 Study the cJassiftcation chart below. 

Objects 

Conductor of electncily Noo-conduetor of electrlcity 

Inflexible FJexlble Inflexible Flexble 

Non-magneUc Magnetic Nol)-01agnetic 

A B C 0 

Which object, A. B. C. D, E or F. represent .n steel nail aJ'ld rubter 
hose'? 

(1) 

(2) 

{3) 

(4) 

--
fo-� 

-· -

-� 
-

Steel nail 
A 

A 

C -

Rubberhose 
f - E--· 

F 
D -

10 

F 



15 The ol8gram below shows & fteeJy..suspended metal bar 8 wlth end:s 
aab811ed C tmd 0. 
VVhen magnet M 1-s brought oear bar B, Par B swings away in the 
direction as shown below. 

magnet M barB 

What �n you conclude from this experimer,t? 

(1) Bar 8 rs not a magnet

(2) Bar Bis rnade or silver,

(3) Ends Q and Care like poles.

{4} Eoo� f' and D are unlike poles.



16 Magnet A was $1i'appe.d to toy ca, P. Tm wan led to �f3:St the strength of 
4 ·magn�ts. W, X. Y and Z, of similar sizes. He moved milgnet w cie&e,
to magnet A and recorded the distance travelled by car P, 
He then repeat� the experiment wUh magnets X, Y and Z. 

I� N 

rmignet 
◄ 

carP 

Toe distances travelled by car P are sh0wn in th.'.l tabfe below. 

M�net Distance tcm) 

w 8 

X 14 

y 13 

=1 z 20 

Based on the res1,Jtts .above, which magnet Ss (he strongest? 

(1} W 

(2) X

{3) y
(4) Z



17 DennlS conducied an �erirmmt using the set�up as shown. 
The .capacity of the oonta.iner ·is 2000 cm:3.

aft {1200 cm3) �--

----- -----·-----·--------�--.. -- --- ·- -------� .. �+1�--·.· :: .. : :-:::-: :: ... :::::::::: :-: -- -·-- ··�---·-----------------�-------··-,-· water (800 cm�)--... -----.... -··-·-��---:--_-_______ ,..._._.-··-· ........ ., .. "" ... --.-----..-"' ·-·_:::.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:'A:_:�_:_:_:_:.._:_: .. : .. ::: ,,r • �•••• •-----•-• • - •• 

sealed container 

He used th� ta}) to remove 500 cm3 of wateJ _

tap 

mat was the volume of air in the container after 500 cm3 of water was 
removed? 

(1) BOO cm3 

(2) 1200 cm3 

(3) 1700 cm3 

(4) 2000 cm3 

13 



18 A torch, was used to shine at a m1.19 made from 1:1 ms=tterial that doe$ not 
allow tjght to pass through. The mug was pt2� in olfferent positions. 

Which one oft� follovving shadows c:ould not be fom1ed? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 



19 Four b&.ll<er$, W. X. Y and z. made o1 different tna1�b but of similar 
size 3nd

J 
th� 1Nere filled with the same_ aMOOnl of water and the 

water was h&ated to boiling point using simi�, heot 3ources. 

Beake.rW 

h-eal S<)urce 

.. . . , ' , 
::-.. ' , .. �··

BeakerY Beak.or Z 

The table below shows lhe lime taken for the w�ter in each bea�&r lo 
reach bOiling po-.nt 

~ ·-�
Beaker Time (min) 

22 
X 9 �--

8 ------� 
14 

- . -- ·-
Which of the following snows the ll�eJy ruaterial that each beaker was 
made of? 

[ 
(1) i

-�akerW I Beake, X I 8e8kerY BookerZ -- Iiron glass ceramic aluminium . 
I ahiminium 

.. .� 
(2) 

{3) 

{4,} 

gla$S ceramic irO" - giess· ·-
aiominium iron ceramic 

ce,�mic alum1oium 1-t◊l'l g,lass . --�---�---- _______, _______ ..,; 

lS 



20 A glass of water with some lee C\Jbes were left on th$ table ror half an 
nour. 

.;. ::'.: . . :::,'I' . ·'l. . . . .' } 

Which of 1he fotJowing ,correctly shoWS the heat gain and heat 
loss taking place in the �ce cubes, water in the glass and gJass during the 
experiment? 

I� cubes Water in the glass Glass 

heat toss heat toss heat.gain (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4} 

------
l)eat �ain heat gain heat 'oss 
heaf k>�$ heat gain heatgai'l 
heat·gain heat loss heat foss --

21 "The dlagram below shows the waler cycle. 

d cloud.� C _,, ·rr� ,,_. �--

t �--__..J \ 
Prooess S ProcessC 
I wa�e, va�our I

P,ocessA \ 

·- - ... �- �,. 

rain 

J Process D 

Which ptocesses. A. 8, C or D. repr�scnt evaporation and 
condensatkm? 

------
Condensation Evaporation 

{1) A 8 
�� 

(2) 8 A 

(3) C --r= 0 

(4) 0 C 

------; 

-----·--· 
16 



22 A large metal container is separated by 2 similar metal sheets ;nto 3 
sections t,. M aoo N. Each s�n � fit.led with 150 ml of water at 
different temperntures as shown. The room t-emperature ls at 26"C, 

metal sheet 

$ed.ioD L �nM 

g�ss cover 

Which of the fol1owiog statements �re corred at,out what would be 
observed after a peiiod of.time? 

A Heat flows from �ectlo:n L to s-eotlon M 1� sedion N. 

B Water in section M gains heal from water in section L 

c Temperature of water fn section N wm drop �fter �n hour, 
O More water droplets wm be found under the gtass cover in socHon 

L tha� fn sectron M. 

('1) A and 8 only 

(2) A and Conly

(3) A, 8 and D only

(4) S, C and O only



23 Linda heotcd � pot of tap water in her l<itchen for 1 o mhiute..c; un1il It 
started boifing. She oontinued boifLn_g ft for another 10 mlnutes be-fore 
adding scme vegetab� into the water. 

Which on,e of the foIJowing graph$ $hews the changes in the 
temperature of the water? 
(1)

i 6 
S2 .:? 

10 20 Time (min) 

10 20 
Time{mm) 

10 20 
Time Cmin) 

10 20 
TTrne (min) 

18 



24 In which one of the followlng circuits wiU the bulb not light up? 

(1) 

(3) 

25 Study the circuit diagram below. 

C 

{2) 

(4) 

bell 
,.__ ___________ -10----

Whlch of the switches must be closed in orcktr to light up only the bulb
but not ring any belt?

(1) A and Conly

(2} A and D onty 

(3) Band G only
l;I) Sand Oonly 

19 



Z6 Four material$, A1 B, c ancl D, of si.rnHar size we,e connected in the 
electrical circui as shOYJn betow. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

\Nhat could rnate,�tsA, B, C�and D be in the eleclrical circuit so 1hat only 
two of the bulbs wm lfght up? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

M3leria1A 

wood 

plastic 

silva< 
copper 

Matena.18 

coppe( 

silver 

p!astic 
plastic. 

" 

1,() 

Material c Materiaf D 

silver plasUc 

c:oppe1 Wood 
copper wood 

wood silver 



27 The diagram below shows tour bulbs A. B, C �nd D coonecled cocrectty 
iri a ctrcuit 

steel spoon 

eraser Iron nail 

Which of the bulbs wi� light when the switch is ciosed? 

(1) A and DonJy

(2) Band C on'Y

(3) A, 8 and C only

(4) A, s. C and D

28 Study the eleefr�I circuit below. 

V'.Jhat is. the minimum number of switches that has to be closed so that 
bulbs A. B and F wlll lrghl up? 

(1) 3

(2) '1
(3) 5

{4) 5 

End of Booklet A 
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29 Study the flow chart below.

Anim�l:s 

No 

Y&:, 

Y-OS 
>-----+ R 

No 

No 

Q 

Yes p 

(a) Based on the flow chart above, write down the characteristics of
animal 0.

11]

(b) How is animal a different from animal R? (1] 

(Go on to tho ne:x\ oage) Ei /I
k::::: 2 j



30 The �iag� below sh-0ws the human digestive system. 

,..,.--,1-t--.-- C 

D-'-..:-m+R-�r ·��-�M--4-E

The graph below �hows the amount of un<Hgested fy>od in each part of the 
digestive system just before it 1ravels to the next part. 

(a) Drawba:rs to complete the graph to show the�of undigested [1J 
food at A and E. n..--lM\+ 

----------·--··-·------··-·· ·· 

--------------------�-- -··---· �·--.. -
----•_.___�_w _______ _ 

--�------
-------------

i-----..-.. �--------------

...._.�-.� ......... _____________ ,_,, __ , ..... , .... ·-··-- ...... .,.. 
B C D 

(b) Exprain what happened to the digested tooo at O.

E 

11) 

(Go on to the next page)

SCORE [21 
2 



31 Look at the two fife cycles below. 

Life cycle of a eoe.wacn

t 
Life cycle of a butterfly 

Compare their life cydes.and slate two differences. 

(i) 

{2) 

(Go on to th� rJ?Xl page) f SCORE;<] 



32 Audrey counted the number of two cfifferent types -0f young plants1 M and N. at vario,tJS dista� from their .r,aretrt pf.ants in a field. The results areshown below.

._ 

0 2 4 6 Distance from parent plant (m) 

Key 
� PlantM 
D PlantN 

Which ooe of the following Is likely to be the fruit of plant M? Choose your answer and put a lid{ { ✓ ).in tile b-Ox. 
:., 

□ 
t,cplain your answer_ 

t-
,-·

□ 
{1] 

( Go on to the nex:t page} 
I SCORE�L _L___:J _ ___. 



33 Maty had roo, rods,A. a. C and D, each made of dlflerant materials. Sh� 
wanted to investigate the magnetic strength of each rod using the 
roUowing set-up. The number of pins in the tray was 50. 

She �ced Rod A 15 cm above the tray of pins aoo recorded the number 
of pins left in the tray. She repe�too the experiment with Rods B, C and D. 
The number of pins left In the tray was recorded iil th& taule below. 

Rod Number of oins left in tho trav 
A 32 

,---,. 
B 28 
C 35 
D 21 

(P) Sased on the table above. which rod was the str�t (1} 
&"lectroma9net when the switch was closed? Expl3in you( answer.

(b) Without cha�ging the s.et-up, whal c.oufd Mary do so tmit there would {1}
be feiJVCr pins feft in the tray?

(c) When- Mary replacoo lho rod wrth rod Q. she <>hscrved that the 11) 
number of pjr\$ left in tt1e tray was 50. Based on this obsef',aUoo.
whs_it ca11 you t� aboot the p1operty of 1od C?

s 



34 J� flUed a syringe with some water and then sealed the opening as 
shown belcm. 

plung�r 

3 

2 

water 

sea1&d end 

He then toed to pl>Sh In the plunger. 

(a) What do ycu think would happen to the volume of air and water in lhe {2]
syt1nge WMI) ha pushed in 1he plunger?

{b) lf Jason wer-e to con1inue pushing the ('.)lunger fn, would it reach !he (11 ··r mark (l_n the syringe? Explain yoor ans�.ver.

(Go on to lhe next page} 

(_scoRE 0 
6 



35 Zacil e9nducted an exp«imeot in a e<>mp!ete1y dark room to find out how 
wel materl�s A, B a'Od C aJow f,ght to pass through. Ha shone a torch :at 
a scteei'I made of the material A and recorded the amount of Jight that 
passed lhrougtt t}Je materiaJ using a Jlght &ensor .attached to a datalogget. 
He then repeated the �periment using materials 8 and C ooe at a time. 

tOtCh Cr light sensor attached
to datatogger 

material A 

Tne graph below sho1Ns the r�sults of Zach's. experiment. 

Material A Material 8 Material C 

{a) Giv� a reason why Zach -shouJd conduct his experiment in a 
completely d�rk room. 

'! 

Pl 



Continue from question 35· 

(b) The wfndow of a shop ls desigr.red to allow passers .. by to see the
d1sp,1ays cieany.
Based on Zach's experl�nt, 'Which material� most suitai;,!e for (2) 
msk:ing the window of the .shop?, Explain your choice.

(c} oraw light rays bekllv to-show he>w Zac.l'i's $i-ster 1s able to see what {1] 
sne is d,awing. 

E :;:_;> 

t:�:i/_gelL:=-. _31



36 (a) Justin conducted an experiment by heating three similar rods made. of 
mewls u. V and W-for 25 minut&S. He recorded the lengths of each 
rod before and after the heatlng In the table below, 

(� 

Metal Length before heating (cm) length after heating (cm) 

� 3.20 

V 3 3.07 

w 3 3.04 

�aed on the results of this experiment, what can JU5tin conclude 
aboot the effects of heating on different met.als? 

{ii} In �nother exr,erlment. Justin t)eated a thinner rod' made of metal u of
lenglh 3 cm for 25 minutes.

(1] 

Woukt the rod take less than. equal lo or longer than 25 minutes to (2) 
r�ach the length of 3.?. <:m? Give a reason for your answer.

{b} As Justin was walking across a bridge, he noticed thatm� bridge had
special jQants like the or,e shown in :the picture below.

�- .. . �,. TIVJl't • 

joints Wllh gaps 

Why do you think a bridge �eed joints with gaps in them? 

9 

121 



37 Mr. Ch�n was driving his $OJ\ to schooa-when he not;i«;ed that the wind&-A'S 
of Ns car had become mi$!)'. 

T em�ure in the car : 18"C Temperature of the 
sunoondlog air : 33•c 

(a) He observed that water droplets were formed on the outer surface of [2)
the car wind.O'M'I. E.)(plain how the water droptets were formed.

(b) Mer ha wound down one ot the windows and sinitched off the air (1} 
c;ondruoner, water dropJe� stopped forming on the outer s.1.uface of
th& windows ,;;1ft�r a while. EXPJain why it happened.

10 



33 Some chidran washed a swea�r ood ootiood that it fe:Ji heavier. 

(a) Why was the sweater heavier after it was washed?

(b) The childrell wanted to fuld out how long it took for the swealer to dry.
They nung the swea.ter up in the garden on a sunny day 10 <:Jry.

{i) Name the p,ocess tflat completely dries 1ne �ate;. 

(•ij Stc'.lte the cha.-.ge or state in (i). 

11 

(1] 

111 

11 l 



(c) Th� chUdren werghoo the sweat9t wery hour and plotted a graph
wttll their resules-

900 
§800
tl 7001ii 
CS) 600 ! 500 

� 400 
� 300 

200 
100 

0 
0 1 2� 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 

Time (h) 
How k>ri"1 did the sweater take to <Irv oornoJetetv? 

{d) The Chftdren repeated their test 1he next day. They washed and dried 
the �tar in the same way and in the -$3J"l'\e fo�tion. HO'h--e"e1. they 
noticed that �he sweater dried more quickly, 

111 

G� one -possible reason why 1he sWeater dried rnorc quickly when [11they repeated their test 

l'2 



39 ,Ray made a game In which he has to move a metal ring aloog a truck wire 
unti) i reaches the rest� Th& metal ring b connected to the 
electric8J clf'ClJit With a Wrf9 Whlch is covered wM a plas& hancne. 

When he is moving the metal ring. it must not touch the wire. tf it touche$ 
the wire, a bulb will light. 

plastic nandt-0 

(a) In order 10 allow ��ctriclty to :p3ss through, what property must the [1]
.metai nog �nd 1hlck wife nave?

(b) When the metal riog reache3 the r�t positlon, lhe bulb doos oot fight f?J
up. Which of the foUowing could Ray posslbly use to cover the rest
pooiUon? Ti�(./', the corred box(e.s).

Clear sticky tape 

Plasticine 

Ste&l wool 

Copper wire : 

'--->� 

Cardboard 

Aluminium foil 

SCORE 



Contin� from que$ffeJn 39 

(c) The bulb wnl only work in Ray's game when the me-tat ring touches
tMwire.

Put a tick in the bot to show the correct set....up for his �me. (1J 

□ 

(d} Ray plays the gwne and -decides that ho wants the bulb to be 
brighter. 
Without changing the bulb, how can he change ihe circuit lo maka the (1] 
bulb brightet? 

{Go on to the next page) 

[sco�JZJ 
14 



40 Seo bull a puzzJe citcuit with three identfcal bulbs and batteries, He 
covered the connec6ons to tho bubs Mth a piece of �rd as soown bek>w. 
The bulb$ oovld be� through hcles in the card. 

AH the bulbs lighted up bul their bri:Shtness was different. 

Ben remo•red bulbs A, B aoo C in turn. Before connec11ng each bulb back 
into the circuit, he o�rved the olh8f two bul)s. 

He recorded hi.$ obser\'atioos :in the table bekw,. 

Old the bulb light up? 

<a) Complete the drci.,tt in the diagr�m below to show how the lhree (2J 
bulbs could be connt1cted. 



Continue from quesiiQn 40 

(b} Sen added a switch to tile circu�t so 1hat he couJd turn on alJ three {1) 
b-ulbs on and off at the S<!me time. 

Put a lette'f 'S' on your clrcuit diagram where the switch could be 
pfaced. 

(c) sen used three simitar bulbs but they were of different brightness:. 12] 
state one advantage and oAe disadvantage of burbs arranged In
paralleL

Advan�ge :--�-----------------

OtSadvantage : ____ ---�---------

� SCORE . 
16 L-------�----' 



41 Daryl used three rods, X. Y and Z, and placed them one at a tlmo ln the eJectrical c.-�it &s shown below. The rods are- of similar size and thickness. The bVlb flghted up whon rod� X and Z were used but did not 
llgtlt up when rod Y was os&d. 

X y 

z 

The cods we.re th·eo uood in another electrkal circuit and placed at positions A, B an-d c. 
L2 

B 

C 
Basect·on too circuit above, complete the table below. Put a tic� { ✓) lo the approprlete .. ooxes to indicate if bulbs L 1, L2 or l3 ligMs up. 

r 

A 
j (i) 

Posmon of rods -,---- Bulb � _._ __ ( a 1 c _J ___ c� Ti2 ·T---���=- 1 •1 t 
z 1 ; ; 7 X 

(fl) 
i {ii� t±i ---·� -\----;-•- '. -� t X : : j ___J t-----

' y t--1 �- -r-·"-· -1 '------'-----·� _.L _ _.._� ___ _._ __ _l_,_J 

{3} 

I 
End of Booklet B 

� 













Booklet A (ff roarkfl 
For each quesUon from f to 28, four options are given. One of them Js the correct answer. Make 
yotr choice (f, 2, 3 or 4), Shada the correct oval (1, 2, 3 or 4) on the Optical Anawer Sheet. 

1. Tables A and B below show the characteristiC'f> of two dogs and their puppies.

Table A 
Ona Short hair 
Male Yes 

Female No 

Table 8 
PuoDV Short hair 

A Yes 
B No 
C Yes 
0 Yes 

Characteristics 
BlacksMts 

Yes 
Yes 

Characteristics 
Black soots 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

... . .. 

Loooears 
No 
No 

Lona ears 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 

WhJch puppy is feast likely to be an offspring of the male and female dog? 

(1)A 
(2) B
{3)C 
(4)D

2. Study the family tree of Jane befow. It shows who are the tongue rollers and the non-tongue
rollers.

Jane 

key 
■ male tongue roler

• femaJo tongue roller
□ male non.tongue roller.
O female non-tongu& roler

Which of the following statements about lhe family tree Is correct? 

(1) Ja.ne's mother ts a tongue roller.
(2) Jane has 2 sisters who are tongue rollers.
(3) Both Jane's grandfathers are non-tongue rollers.
( 4) Jane's mother has a brother who is a tongue roller.

2017 PS SA1 SC Page 1 of 17 □





5. The diagram below shows the cross-section of a flower.

A 

Jin Shin wanted to Investigate if a flower will develop into a fruit If she cuts off different parts 
of the flower. 

Which of the fotlowJng Is correct? 

(1) 
(2) 
{3) 
(4) 

Parts of flower cut off 
Aonlv .
Contv 
Sand Oontv 
AB and C onlv 

OJJtcome 
Not-oossible to devel<>n Into a 'ftult 
Possible to develoo Irita a fruit 
Possible to develoo Into a fruit 
Possible to develoo into a ftuit 

2017 P5 SAf SC Page3of 17 □



6. The diagram below shows how plant Y disperses fts seeds.

'#; .... 'I 
- -·- ..

WhJdl of _the rollowin� graphs represent the distance of the young pJant from the parent 
plantY? 

{1) 

h Ol$tan<:e f ,om parent 
2 4 6 8 plant 

(2) ...

r . . . 

} ., I! 
OistaJce fn>m pa,ent 
ptant 

(3) 

ft Distance from parent 
2 4 6 8 plant 

(4) 

i 
h Di8t.ance f,om parent 

plant 

2017 P5 SA1 SC Pag&4of 17 







10. Jane conducted an experiment to investigate how temperature of the surrounding air effects
lhe time taken by seed A to geffllinate.

The graph below shows 1he resulls of her experiment

Time taken for 
seed A to germinate 

0 10 20 30 
Temperature of 
$UJ1'0undf ng alt (°C) 

She then conducted another experiment to investigate. how the amount of water Will affect 
the time taken by seed A to germinate. 

The graph belo\•.r shows the res.ufts of her experiment. 

Time taken for 
seed A to gennlnate 

a.----tr------1-----1----�Amount of 
0 6 10 15 water (ml} 

Based on the re,utcs of Jane's experiments. which of the foNOWing conditions will help.
seed A to germinate the fastest? 

Temnaratwe of sunoundino air (oC) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

2017 P5 SA1 SC 

10 
20 
20 
30 

Page 7 of 17 

Amount of water (ml) 
10 
15 
5 
15 

□



11. The diagram below shows a cell beJng observed under a mtcroacope.

r t) Clll;D 

• 

.(l 
\._}o

� <:41{Pr 0 � . ·� 

From which part of an organism could the above cell be taken from? 

(1) $kJn of an.animal
(2) cheek of an anlmal
(3) leaf of a plant
(4) feg of an animal

12. A student placed two cells. P and Q, In solution Z. Solution Z was absorbed Into both ceDs.
Soon, Cell P swelled up and burst but Cell Q remained lhe same.

nucleus 

nucleus Solution Z in a dish 

What is a possible reason why Cen Q did not swel up like Cell P? 

(1) Cell P has a nucfeus Which controls the movement of solution Zin tha cell.
(2) Cell P has a cell membrane that prevents solution Z from entering.
(3) Cell Q has a cell wall that keeps its shape and prevents the cell from swelllng up.
(4) Cell Q has a chloroplast that prevents solution Z from entering the cell.

2017 P6 SA 1 SC Page 8 of 17 n 











21. The graph below shows the change In the sunoundlng temperature In a certatn place over a
period of tfme.

Surrounding 
temperature (°C) 

Time (years) 

Whk:h of the folk>wfng activttf.es contributed to the change In temperature over a period of 
time as �hown fn the graph? 

A: There l& an Increase In the number of cars on the road. 
B: People are recycDng their waste products. 
C: More trees are cut down for housing. 
D: Land is bumt before new crops are cultivated. 

(1)A onty
(2) B only
(3) A. C and D only
(4)A, 81 C and D

22. Deforestation is oonsidered one major factor confribuUng to global climate change.

Which of the followfng are the impacts caused by deforestation?

A: More carbon dloxtde Is released into the atmosphere. 
B: Ptants and animals lose their habitat. 
C: Soil erosion helps In plant growth. 

(1)Aonly
(2)Aand8only
(3) B end C only
(4)A, Band C
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23. Look at the graph 8hown below.

Amountof 
air pollution 

r-------------------s 

Number of vehldes on the road 

Which nne. P, 0. R ors. on the graph below �hows the result of an Increased number of 
vehicles on the road? 

(1) p
(2) a
(3) R
(4) S

24. An experfm�nt was set up usfng e sealed metal container which contains 80 cm3 of water
and 60 em3 of air as shown below.

pum X

I 
sealed metal container 

-+---- 60 cm' of air 

80 cm3 of water 

20 cm3 of water was removed from the container through tap A and 40 crn3 of air was then 
pumped In using pump X. 

What would the flnel volume of the air In the container? 

(1) 20 tm3 

(2) 40cm3
(3) 60 em3 

(4) 80 cm3 
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25, John pJaeed two similar 5 kg metal blocks on two slm�ar stools of different materials. Withirl 
a few minutes. he observed that stool P broke as shown In the diagram below. 

StoolQ 

Stooa P 

After that, he placed two sfmJlar 8 kg metal blocks on stool Q and another- similar etoo� R. 
made of a different rnatertal. Within a few minutes, he observed that stooJ Q broke as shown 
In lt\e diagram below. 

Stool R 

StoolQ 

What conclusJon{s) can John make basetl on his observations? 

A: Stool P Is made of the weakest material. 
B: Stool Q is made of a stronger material than stool P. 
C: Stool Q is made of a stronger materlaJ than stool R. 
D: Stool R Is made of the strongest material. 

{1)Aonly 
(2) A and B ·onty
(3) A. B and D onfy
(4) B, C and O only
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26. The following set-ups A and B below were ptaced In tho Selene� Room With a room
temperature of about 29°C.

glass tube 
Ink Indicator 
flask air 

glass tube Ink lndloator 
flask 

.:...::�=....:. ����- water at 75°C 
Which of the foBowing could be observed 2 minutes afler the flask was placed In the basin In set-ups A and B? 

{1) (2} 
(3) (4) 

Ob.Hrvatlons for A The Ink Indicator will fall 
The rnk indicator will rise 
The water level ln the basin will fall 
The. water level in the basin will rise

Observations for B -
The Ink JndlcatQr wll rise The Ink fndicator wlN fall The water level In the basin will rise Th& water level in the basin will fan

27. The diagram below shews four similar magne� with their poles Jabelled and arranged In thefoUowJng way,
B C 

D 
E 

Which of the following shows a possible arrangement of the magnets? 
(1) IA ajo cl 
(2) le DIH GI
(3) 

I E Fl Al B 
(4) jG HI E F I 
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28. The diagram below shows the fife cycle of an animal.

Egg 

Pupa 

\Nhlch group{s) of the following animals has/ have same llfe cycle as the animal shown 
above? 

GroupX 
chicken 

cocl<roach 

(1) Group Y
(2) Group z
(3) Groups X snd. Y.
(4) Groups Yand t

2017 P5SA1 SC 

GroupY 
mosquito 
butterfly 

End of Booklet A 
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frog 
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31. The table below gives some information about plants P, Q and R.

Charaderlstlcs Plant& 
Q 

Dresenoe of ovules ✓ 
dis- .. by water ✓ ✓ 

dlm>ersed bv SDllttloo 

✓ 

✓ 

a} Explain why plant P cannorbe a fem. [1] 

b} Based on lhe information given In the tabla above. state two characterlstk:8 of the (2)
seeds for plant Q.

-Sam counted and reootded the number of young plants that were found a certain distance 
from 1he parent plants Q and R in the table below. 

Distance from parent plant 
I.RlRI �, 

1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 

1 5 7 6 4 3 

2 7 1 0 0 0 

c) Which young plant, Q or R does data set 2 represent? [1] 

d) Explain why ll ls better for the seeds to be dispersed further away from the parent [1] 
plant.
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32. The diagram below shows a plant ceU.

plant cell 

a) One part is missing In the cell. The missing part helps to control acliviUes that
take place In Iha ceH. Name the missing part

b) Name one part of the above celf that Is not found In an anlmar cell.

A student found a one-<:elled organism taken from the school pond shown i'l the dJagram 
below. 

c) The student observes that the organlsm needs to move t� light for survival.

{1) 

[11 

Explain why. (2) 
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33. Study the diagram of water cycle below.

L Sea.Water 

a) Exp1ain the importance of water cycle to living thlng8. [1] 

The dfagtam below shows a model of a water cycle set up by a student lo demonstrate lhe 
formation of rarn. The student noticed fhat there were onty a few waler droplets formed on 
the underside of the atumlnlum sheet. 

Ice cubes 

water dropl&ts 

beaker 

alumlnlum sheet 

cold water 

b) The student noticed that there were water droplets forming on the outer surfaoe
of the beaker. Exptaln how these water droplets were fonned. [21 

c) SUgge st what lhe student could do to the set-up so that more water droplets are
fonned on the undersJde of the alumlnlum sheet. Give a reason for your answer. [2} 

�7PSSCSA1 Page S of 10 □



34. A group of students went camping at a beach and was tasked to obtain drinking water from
the sea. They dug a hole In the ground and lined It with a plastic sheet. They eoltected some
sea water and poured If Into the hole.

An empty cup was placed In the middle and another plastic sheet was used to cover 1he
hoJa. They also placed rocks at the two sides and a pebble was placed as shown In the
diagram below.

ground 

sea water cup 

a) How will the water coll�ted in the cup taste? Give a reason for your answer.

b) What difference would the students observe In the cup if the pebble on the
plastfo sheet in (a) was replaced with cold water?

12) 

(1) 

Another group of students did a slmlfar task with the same amount of sea water in the 
hole. In.stead of using a cup, they used a large bowl to collect the water. 

---· .,, :: ... . , -�--,�-..... - _.,. ... ·•.•-:·:., ...... ___ � - r· -,---�. . . . . . . . . 

·���"�' . .  · 

. .. I ·_. ·.. . . . . 
. . ., . . : 

. 
··,._ · .. ' . . . •. 

seawater water 

ground 

c) After another 6 hours, they found that less water was collected in the bowl.
Explain what had happened. [21 
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37. Samy set up the experiment as shown below.

The two set•ups are Identical except container A holding the water in Set-up X and container
B hording the water In Set�up Y were made of dirrerent materials. The water In the containers
were heated to 100°C.

thermometers 

Container 
A---1 .... ---------- ------------ ----------- ------------ ----------- -----·----- ----·------ _., ___ ____ _ -- -------------------------------------

Sel-UpX 

Container 
i,-,,-,,.,,.,,.-=-=-!�-::-9�-- B

Set-Up Y 
He recor:ded the resulfs of the experiment In the �ble .shown below. 

Time taken for the water to reactJ.100°C (s) 
Set-up X 80 
Set-tip Y 35 

a} Based on the results, complete the table below stating the material, metal or 
glass, each container is made of In the above set-ups.

Container Material of the container 
A 
B 

b) f:}(plain your reason of choice for the material you chose for Container A and
Container B.

c) The heater was switched off after the water in both containers reached 10D°C.
The water was left In the containers for 5 minutes.
In which set-up, X or Y, would the water be cooler?

[1] 

[2] 

l 1 J
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38. Tracy conducted several tests O!'} materiafs A. B, C and 0. She recorded her resuHs in the
table shown below. 

Mat&rfals - . A B C D . ·---••7 

flexible X ✓ X ✓ 
sinks in water ✓ ✓ X ✓ 
waterprQOf ✓ . X . ✓ ✓ 
alows most rlQht to pass throuah ✓ X X ✓

A tick (✓)Indicates the presence of the property while a cross {X) indicates 1he absence of the
property. 
a) Whk:h material should be used to make a float for beginning swimmers?

Gtve a reason for your answer. [2]

b) Jenny concluded that :!>olh materla1 Band C do not allow any Hght to pa6'5 ttueugh.
Explain why Jenny could be wrong. {1) 

39. Samy flas·two rods labelled X and Yanda bar magnet.

0 X ) 
0 y ) 

( barmagnet

a) He carried out an experiment using the rods and bar magnet From his experiment. he
conciuded that rod X is a magnet 
Explain what he did and the observations he made to come to the conclusion 
1hat Rod X Is a magnel {2)

b) Rod Y was attracted to the bar magnet as shown in the diagram below.

{_) ___ Y __ --;.r __ b_a_r_m.....:eg:::....n_et _ _j� 

Can this observation be used to conclude that rod Y is a magnet? Explain why. [2J
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40. An experiment was conducted to find out If water Is needed for the germfnatlon of
seeds.
Seeds were placed in each of the two identical test tubes as shown in the diagram.
The test tubes were placed near a window.

moist 
cotton 
woof 

A 8 

reed 

State two variables that must be kept the same· in order for the experiment to 
be fair. [2] 

!) ________________ _ 

Ji) ---------------------------
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b) P� SubstMee A Into different
contatwn Md tee ff 8Ub8tance A
takes the shaped the containers.

37. a)A: Glass, s: M(ltaJ . .. 

b) It lakes a longer time for water in
Container A to reach 100°C.
Ccmtafner A I& «>n<hict8d heat slower
from 1h& hot plate to the water.

o) Set-Up Y / Y

38. a) C. It Is does-not sink In water OR It
is waterproof. 

b) Both Band C/B ore could be a
translucent materlal.

39. a) He brought both ends of rod X to
a/the pole of the magnet. One of 
the ends repelled the pole I magnet 

b) N�. as rod Y couJd be made of a
magnetic materJal and Is only
attracted to the magnet.

40. Any 2 of the foUowlng; 
number of s·e&da / type of seeds J mass 
of seeds I slze of seeds / shape of 
sooda 

BookletA 
1. 3 ·11. 3 21. 3
2. 4 12. 3 22. 2

. 3 •. 4 13 • 3 23. 1
4. 2 14. 2 24. 4
5-. 2 15. 1 25. 3
6. 2 16. 2 26. 1
7. 1 17. 3 27. 4
8. 3 18. 3 28. 1
9. 3 19. 1
10. 2 20. 3

2 ' 
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BOOKLET A: [28 x 2 marks::= 66 marks] 
For each question from 1 to 28, four opUons are given. One of them is the correct 
answer. Make your choice (1, 2, 3 or 4). Shade your answer on the Optfcal 
Artawer Sheet. 

1. Which d the followlng are not examples of water in the gaseous state?

A. ice
B. snow
C. steam
0. water vapour

(1) B onfy
(2� A and B only 
(3) C and o only
(4) A. C and D only

2. Three oon1ainers of seeds A. Band C are planted under different conditions as
shown below.

Container Conditions 
Air Ljght Water 

A ✓ )C ✓ 
B ✓ ✓ ✓ 
C X ✓ ✓ 

fn which oontainer(s) would the seeds germinate? 

(1) Aonty
(2) Bonry
(3) A and C only
(4) B and C only

A-1

Temperature 
-2T'C

-3°C 
30°c 



3. The diagrams below show a flower and a male human reproductive system.

Which part of 1he ffower has the same function as part X of the male human 
reproductive system? 

(1) Part D
(2) Part E
(3) Part F
(4) Part G

4. Four pupils observed Cell A as shown in the diagram below.

ceflA 

After observing cell A, each pupil made 1he following statement 

Ali: This is an animal cell. 
Brandon: The cell wall gives the cell its sbape. 
Chloe: The cell is able to control what goes into and out of it 
Dennis: The cell is able to make its own food be(;ause it is a plant celf. 

Which of the pupils were correct? 

(1) Ali and Brandon
{2) Ali and Dennis 
(3) Brandon and Chloe
{4) Chloe and Dennis 

A-2



5. A white rose plant is placed inside a container-filled Wtlh water that has been
mixed with blue dye.

beginning a week later 

Which of the following can be ccncluded from the e,<periment? 

(1) The plant needs water to survive.
(2) Food-car,ying tubes are present in the plant
(3) The p1ant can trap sunright to make food through photosynthesis.
(4) The coloumd water has been transported to the flower and leaves.

6. Which of fhe followfng is an example of a matter?

(1) light
(2) sound
(3) shadow
(4) skin ceD

7. Whfch animal has a young that looks like Its adult?

(1) frog
(2) beetle
(3) butterfly
(4) cockroach

8. Which of tne following shows the parts that belong to the same organ system?

(1) mouth, gullet. lungs
(2) heart, lungs, blood vessels
{3) skull, ribcage, thigh muscles 
(4) gullet. stomach, large intestines

A-3



9. A plant. as shown below, is placed under the sun and given plenty of water and
nutrients.

=+- water with
nutrients 

Which of the following best explains why the plant will die? 

(1) The plant cannot make food.

(2) The plant is not planted in soH.

{3) The plant has too mtdl nutrients. 

(4) The plant cannot anchor itself uprighL

1 o. David ciassified the following into two groups based on Whether they are light 
sources or non-light sources. 

• sun
• moon
• mirror
• whiteboard
• lighted. torch

Which of the following classification is shown correcUy? 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Light sources 
sun, lighted torch 

sun. fsghted torch, mirror 

sun, moon and •lighted torch 

moon, whiteboard, mirror 

A-4 

Non-light sources 
moon, white.board. mirror 

moon and whltel;>oard 

whiteboard and mirror 

sun, ligbted torch



11. The diagram below shows two metal blocks at different temperatures.

I Block A (100"C) I j sloc:k s 11so·ci I 
The metal blocks were then brought into contact with each other. 

BlookA Block B 

Whfch of the following shows the possible temperatll"es of th� metal btocks 
after a few minU'ies? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Block A ("C) 
100 
120 
135 
150 

BlockB(°C) 
100 
120 
125 
150 

12. Paul used a magnet and stro�ed a steel bar as shown in the diagram below.

------1,,.;&a---- ...... 
direction of stroke "'-

------ � 

\ 
I 

After 40 strokes, he brought the steel bar dose to a bowl of steel paper clips. 
He noticed that a few paper clips were attracted by the steel bar. He would like 
to attract more paper clips. 

Vv'hich of the fotlowing actions would allow him to do so? 

(1) Replace the steel bar with a copper rod.
(2) Use paper clips made of iron instead of steel paper clfps.

(3) Stroke the steel bar with the bar magnet in another direction.
(4) Stroke the steeJ bar in the same manner more times with the bar magnet.

A-5



13. Study the flow chart below.

Animals 

Does it have scales? 

Yes 

Does it breathe No 
through gills? 

Yes 

Group 
L 

No { 
Group 

\Nhich group do meets belong to? 

(1) Group L(2) GroupM(3) Group N
(4) GroupO

Does it lay ) �o� Group
eggs? 0 

Yes 

Group 

14. Jane conducted an experiment to investigate the property of a material.
She placed the material over two wooden blocks for support and placed a
heavy load on the material.

load 

material 

She then increased the mass of the load placed on the ma�rial until it broke. 

What property of the material was Jane investigating? 

(1) Strength
(2) Flexibility 
(3) Transparency
{4) Ability to float

A-6 



15. An unknown substance is a sold at room temperature.
The substance i$ then heated and the changes in temperahlre am shown in the
graph below.

TempemhJre re) 

135 ---------------------

100 -----------·-·----' 

60 
25 

------------- llme(mln} 

Which c,f the follQWfng shows the mel6ng polm of the unknown substance? 

(1) 25"C
(2) 60"C
(3) 100°c
(4) 13s0c

16. The table below. shows the meHing point and boiling point of three different
substances X, V and Z.

Substance Metting point (°C) 
X -50
y -10
z 49 

Which of the substances will exist as a liquid at 50"C? 

(1) Y onfy
(2) X and Z only
(3) Y and Z only
(4) X, YandY

A-7

Bolling point (°C) 
24 
62 
120 



17. Which of the following ways of conserving water Involves the reuse.of water?

(1) Tum off the tap while brushing Your teeth.
(2) Use water from washlng machine for flushing 1he toilet. 
(3) Wash vegetables In a fflJed sink instead of using a running tap.
(4) Use a bucket of water to wash a car instead of using a water hose.. 

18. The diagram below shows the distribution of plants P, Q and R In an area at the
begiMing and at the end of the year.

river • 
• \ /

direction 
of wind 

beginning of the year 

nd: • ptant p 

A plantQ • ptantR 

+..4:♦... 
• 

• • 

• 
✓ 

end of the year 

directio 
ofwind 

Which of the following describes how each plant disperses its seeds correctly? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Plant P 
Water 
Wind 

Bmlosive action 
Exploslve action 

Plant Q Plant R 
Explosive action Wind 

Water Explosive action 
Water Wand 
Wind Water 





21. The graph below shows the number of mosquito larvae found in Sean's pond
over a period of time.

a 
25 

-

,., '" ,,, ' I 
_/ ' ,, 

✓ .... ' ,, J ' ,, , ... ,, , ,, , , , I , , 
-

0 
0 5 10 15 :zo time/days 

With reference to the data given In the graph, which of the following statements 
are possibly correct? 

A. Tne mosquito eggs took 15 days to hatch.
B. More mosquito eggs hatched after Day 15
C. The mosquito larvae started to die from Day 5.
D. So� mosquito larvae changed into pupae from Day 10.

(1) A and Conly

(2) A and S only-

(3) B and O only

(4) C and D only

A-10 



22. Which of Ute folfowing graphs shows the eotrect amount of undigested food as
it leave& the different organs in the human digestive _system?

-.N• •a,•M----------••••-� -••·· ; ___ .,,.,.....,. ... 

Mouth Stomach 

(1) 

intestine 

(3) 

intestine 

A-11

- -·-·----------

Mouth 

Gullet 

Gullet 

(2) 

Stomach . Sman 
intestine 

{4) 



23. A torchlight is shone onto two objects of equal sizes and a screen as shown
below.

E I I 
Torch!ght ObjectX ObjectY 

The shadow cast on the screen is shown below. 

Which of the following shapes could represent object X and Y? 

ObjectX ObjectY 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 0
A-12



24. A man is. given four pails of water of different temperatures.

He puts hls hands into one of the paU of water for thirty seconds, takes i out
and 1hen place his hands into another pail of water. He repeated this action a
few more times and recorded down his observations.

A B 

From A 1o C! hand fee!s cool 
From D to B: hand feels cool 
From D to C: hand fee!s warm 
From D to A: hand feels warm 

��
--- ---- -- ---

C D

Based on his observations, which of the following shows the order of the paBs 
of water from the warmest to the coolest? 

(1) 

(2} 

(3) 

{4) 

wannest 

D 
A 
B 
A 

B 

C 
D 
C 

A-13

-;.. coolest 

C A 
B D 
C A 

D B 



25. Three bar magnets with poles AS, CD and EF can be arranged as shown
below.

B E F 

C 

D 

Which of the following arrangement of magnets is not possible? 

A F D cl D C 

I s A 
F . 

B E 

(1) (2) 

F A C 

C 

A al
(3) (4) 

A-14

D 

F 

E 







28. The cf iagram below shows some characteristics of four different materiafs, A, B.
Cand D.

Materials 
Properties A B C D 

Absorbs water ✓ ✓ 

Strong ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Flexible ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Transparent ✓ ✓ 

WhJch of the above materials Is most suitable for making a raincoat? 

(1) A only

(2) A and D only

(3) B and C on1y

(4) A1 B, C and,O 

END OF BOOKLET A 

GO ON TO BOOKLET B 
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BOOKLET B: [44 marksJ For questions 29 to 41, write your answeis in this booklet. 
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29. The diagra,n below shows the changes In the state of water during the water

cycle.

( water on th 
i 

e Earth J X water vapour in the air 

fall onto Earth as rain 
(a) Name the following processes.

(i) X:
(ii) Y: ________ _ _ 

Y .  water droplets 
which foons clouds 

[1] 

(d) Use the water cycle to explain why cfouds are rarety seen in the skies of-the deserts. {11 

Marks : l ...... ___ ,_2__.I 
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(c) What do you think cou!d be obseJVed if the temperature of the water in
the basin was at 65°C? [1] 
(i) at set-up P

(d) How did the use of the same basin of water make the experiment a fair
test? (1) 

31. fn an experiment, two idenlical containers are filled with different amoums of
water and left under the hot sun for an hour.

' 

Container A Container B 

Two students then made a prediction at the start of the experiment 

Mary! There will be !esser water in both containers at the end of the experiment 

Tom: Container A will lose more water than container B. 

(a) Explain why Mary's prediction is correct.

(b) Is Tom's prediction correct? Explain your answer.

[1 J 

[2] 

Marks : l ....... ___ ,_5�1 



32 (a) The diagram below shows a flower.

brightly 
coloured---_,.,_ 

petals 

Suggest haw this flower is pollinated. Give a reason to support your 
answer. 

(b) The diagram below shows the cross-section of a flower.

X 

(1J 

Explain why fertilization will not occur in the flower if Part Xis removed. 
[2J 

Marks =I .... ___ ,_3�1 





34. Look at the cell shown below carefully.

X 

{a) Which part of the ce• whfch controls all activities inside the cell? 
Name this ·part. 

(b) State 'the function of1he part W of the cell shown above.

(1] 

[1) 

(c) Is the cell above a plant cell or an animal cell? Explain your answer. [1]

Marks =I 1... ___ ,_3__,JI 
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35. The diagram below shows a section of the branch from which the food�
tubes have been removed. The removal of these tul?es hefp the plants grow
bigger fruits.

branch ofa 
fruittree 

(a) Expfain why the farmers must be careful not to remove the 
water-carrying tubes as well when they are removing \he food.carrying 
tubes. [1) 

(b) Explain how removing the food-carrying tube will allow the fruit to grow 
bigger. [2) 

Marks : .... I ___ ,_3_1 
B-7



36. Sam carried out an experinent on four $lmilar basketbalfs of the same stze.

Ball A Ball B Ball C Ban D 
He inflated the four basketballs with different amounts of air with a bicycle pump 
and recorded his results in the table below. The volume of the inflated 
baske1balls remained the same. 

Bait 
Number of times tbe Masaofball 

ball has been pumped after being inflated (g) 
A 30 250 

B 35 262 
C 40 274 
D 45 286 

{a) State a variable that has been changed in the above experiment. (1} 

(b) Based on the experiment. explain why air is a matter. (1] 

(c) State the prop'erty of air which allowed the above eXperiment to be
carried out [11 

{d) What do think would happen to the basketballs if Sam had carried out 
the above experiment by pumping water instead of air into the 
basketball? Explain your answer. [1J 

Marks =I'-___ 1_4 ......1 
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38. The graph below shows how the length of three different meta1s. X. Y and Z,
changes with temperature.

Increase in length (mm) 

..,... .,,,..,, 

,.,,. ,...,,,. -·�.,,,. .... - . ,r- ..... ,.,.,,. .- ,. _,,,. -·- ----,,. _.. - .. - . 

MetalX 

MetalY 

Metal Z 

Temperatu,e (°C)

(a) From the graph, what can you observe about the e><pansion of the three
different types of metals? [1] 

(b} A railway engineer is using one of the metals to make a raitway track. 
Which metal is most suitable for the making the railway track? Explain 
your answer (2] 

Marks :
l .... ___,_3_1 

8--10 



(c) An engjneer is sefeclfng two metals to make a bimetamc s1rlp for a fire
alarm. A bimetallic strip ls made by joining two different metals together.

bimetallicstrip before heating 

metal expands m-0re 
bimetaUicstrip afterheating 

metal expands less 

When there is a change in temperature, the two metals will expand at 
d;fferent rates and cause the bimetallic strip to bend towards the metal 
part that expands the least 

In a fire alann system, the bimetam� strip will bend and touch the contact 
when the temperature Increases, so that the ftre alarm will be sounded. 

metal� melalO 

bimetallic ---1 

strip 

contact fire 
alarm 

(i) Label in the boxes in the diagram above, the most appropriate
choice of metals to be used for making the bimetallic strip used in
the fire alarm system. [1]

(ii) Explain your choice of metals in (i).

8-11

[1} 

Marks : l ....... ___ ,_2 ___!



39. The diagram below snows the set--tip of an experiment A lighted bulb is placed
against an object and a shadow is formed on the screen.

lighted 
bulb 

screen---

height of 
shadow 

i--- object 

distarn::e hetween 
object and candle 

The table below shows 1he height of the shadow as the distance between the 
object and the bulb increases. 

Distance between Height of shadow 
object and lighted bulb (cm) <cm> 

10 14 
15 
20 6 

(a) State the reason why the shadow .is fonned by the object.

(b) What is the aim of the experiment?

(1) 

[1) 

(c) Based on the results. what is the relationship between the height of the
shadow formed and the distance between the bulb and the object? (1)

Marks : ._I ___,_3_1 
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-40: Two objects. Kand L, were placed hangjng on a balance as shown in the 
diagram below. A magnet Is brought near to each oi?iect and the observation 
was recorded below. 

annx armY 

0 

balance 

Observation 
01,iectK Object L 

When magnet was 
Nothing happened Arm Y tilted downwaros 

brought near objec1 

(a) What does this observation tell you about object K? Explain your
answer.

{b} John suspects that object Lis a magnet Suggest a way for him to

[2] 

confirm that using the same materials in the experiment. [1 J 

(c) Explain your answer in (b). [1] 

Marks : l ____ ,_4�1 
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41. (a} John has desfgned his own bicycle, as shown below, to ride to school

bicyde frame: glass 

bicyde chain: metal bicyde spokes: metal 

His bicycle wiU not function properly as he is not using the correct 
materials for his bicycle. 

tn the table below, tick the part(s) of the bicycle where John has 
indicated material{s) which is/are unsuitable and state the useful
properties of material that should be used instead. [2] 

Put a tick if 1he Useful properties of materiais that 
Parts of bicycle materi.ll(s) used can be used to replace the material(s) 

ls/are unsuitable. of the part(s} that you have ticked. 

bicycle chain 

bicycie frame 

bicycle spokes 

handle bar 

seat 

tyre 

Marks: 12 
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(b) The diagram below shows a cooking pot 

base of cooking pot 

The graph below shows the temperature of the materials R, S and T as 
they are heated over time. 

temperalu re I ·c 

0 

....... --·�--·· 

__ .. .,.r-'
_____ ..,, .. 

material R 

..-··,··' ,. materials 
.. , 

. .-_:-:: _______________________ material T 

time/ min 

(i) Which material. R. Sor T, is best for making 1he base of the
cooking pot? Explain your answer. [1] 

Qi) Which material, R, S or T, is best for making the handle of the 
cooking pot? ExpJatn_your answer. (1] 

~ ENO OF PAPER ~ 

Marks =I ____ 12_! 
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Q30b 

Q30c 

Q30d 

Q31a 

Q31b 

Q32a 

Q32b 

Q33a 

Q33b 

Q34a 

Student B. The warmer water in the basin heats up 
the water in the glass containers, causing them to 
gain heat and evaporate into water vapour, and when 
the warmer water vapour touches the cooler 
underside of the glass lid, it loses heat and condense 
into tiny water droplets. 

{i) Lesser water droplets are observed. 
(ii) No water droplets are observed.

It makes sure that there is only one change variable. 

The water in the contairiers would gain heat and 
evaporate. 

No. The exposed surface area of water in both 
containers are the same, hence the rate of 
evaporation will be the same. 

The flower is pollinated by animals. It has brightly 
coloured petals to attract animals. 

Part X are the ovules, and the ovules produce the 
egg cell. Without it, there no egg cells would be 
produces and the male reproductive cell would not 
be able to fertilise it, hence fertilisation will not 
occur in the flower if Part Xis removed. 

It is to prevent overcrowding which results in competition 
for water, nutrients, sunlight and space. 

Seedg 
Dispersed by: Animals 
Explanation: The seeds have stiff hooks and hairs that allow 
it to be attached to the outer covering of animals. 

Part Y. It is the Nucleus. 



Q34b 

Q34c 

Q35a 

Q3Sb 

Q36a 

Q361: 

Q36c 

Q36d 

Q37a 

Q37b 

Q38a 

Q38b 

Part W contains chlorophyll that helps the plant to trap 
sunlight for photosynthesis. 

It is a plant cell. It has a cell wall and plant cells have a cell 
wall. 

Water-carrying tubes carry water to the leaves, and the 
leaves would die without water. 

Food made by the leaves would only be suppUed to th.e 
fruits as the food would be stuck. 

The number of times the ball has been pumped. 

The mass of the basketball increases with the amount of 
air pumped in, hence air has mass and occupies space. 

Air can be compressed. 

The basketbaUs would burst. Unlike air, water cannot be 
compressed. 

The teeth cuts the food into smaller pieces and digests it 
partially. 

Less food would be digested, as when the small intestine is 
shortened, lesser digested food is absorbed into the blood 
streams. 

Metal X expanded the most while Metal Z expanded the 
least. 

Metal Z. Metal Z expanded the least among the three 
metals, hence it would prevent the railway track from 
buckling easily in the hot sun. 



Q38c 

Q39a 

Q39b 

Q39c 

Q40a 

Q40b 

Q40c 

Q41a 

Parts of Bicycle 

bicycle chain 
bicycle frame 
bicycle spokes 
handle bar 
seat 
tyre 

(i) Metal X Metal Z 
(ii) The bimetallic strip will expand more and touch the
contact.

The object blocks the path of light. 

To find out if the height of the shadow decreases as the 
distance between the object and the bulb is further. 

The closer the distance between the bulb and the object1 

the taller the shadow. 

Object K is a non-magnetic material. Magnets only attract 
Magnetic materials. 

He could bring the other pole of the magnet closer to the 
object. 

Only magnets with like-poles facing each other would 
repel. 

Put a tick if the Useful properties of 
material(s} used is/are materials that can be 
unsuitable used to replace the 

materials{s) of the 
parts(s) that you have 
ticked 

'1 It cannot break easily 

'1 It is stiff not flexible 
,J It is soft and strong 
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1. Which statement(s) about the cells in our body is/are true?

A Each cell is a basic unit of life. 
B Every cell has a special function. 
C Each �II need food. water and oxygen. 

(1) A only
(2) B only
(3) A and B only
(4) A, 8 and C

2. Scientist� collect seeds and place them in seed bar,k. These seeds could be
germinated when plants die during natural disaste_rs. This method shows that seeds
are important in the reproduction of plants because they ensur& 
that. ______ _ 

(1) the plants of their own kind can continue to grow
(2) offspring have characteristics of the parent plants
(3) seedlings can be grown under favourable conditions
(4) young plants are dispersed far away from parent plants



3. Study the diagram below carefully.

Which one of the following processes of �exual reproduction in flowering plants is 
shown in the above diagram? 

( 1) Pollination
(2) Fertilisation
(3) Germination
(4) Seed dispersal

4. The diagram below shows the femaie reproductive system of a flowering plant.

Which part of the system has the same function as lhe ovary found in human? 

(1) A
(2) B 
(3) C
(4) D

2 





7. The following pictures show the various systems in a human body.

A B C 

Which of the system(s) above continue to function when you are sleeping at night? 

(1) Aonly
(2) B only
(3) A and 8 only
(4) A.Band C

4 





9. Study the set-up below carefully. Some starch solution is placed into a plastic bag
and dipped into a basin of iodine solution. Iodine solution turns dark blue when it
comes into contact with starch. After one hour, the starch solution in the plastic bag
turned dark blue but the iodine solution in the basin remained unchanged.

starch solution 
in a plastic bag 

iodine 
solution 

Which part of the cell could be represented by the plastic bag to explain what had 
happened in the E.xperiment? 

(1) Nucleus
(2) Cytoplasm
(3) Chloroplasts
(4) Cell Membrane

6 



ihe diagram below shows the distribution of plants W, X, Y and Z. 

Questions 10 and 11 are based on the diagram. 

< ( < A •• 
+ •••• 
+ Pond

.l 

•v
A • • 

10. Which of the following plant has fruits with stiff hairs?

(1) Plant W
(2) Plant X
(3) Plant Y
(4) Plant Z

11. ihe following statements describe the plants.

A Seeds of Plant Y may have wing-like structures. 

Key: 

PlantW: 

Plant X: 

Plant Y: 

Plant Z: 

� · Fruits of Plant Wand Plant X have fibrous parts. 
c· Plant Y experiences higher chances of overcrowding 

+ 
( •
A 

Based on your obseNations of the diagram above, which statement(s) is/are most 
likely to be correct? 

(1) A only
(2) A and B
(3) Band C
(4) A, Band C

7 



12. Which diagram shows the correct movement or food in a germinating seed?

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

. . . . . .. . - .. 

.. -... · .

•' . ...... 

. _: ·. _. ... . .. . . 

. . ... -

·. ·, .

·-,:
. ·:· - . : .. . 

. . · .. 
_:. ::_ ;·:-: . .  . . ·. 

:: : -.--·- : .. . . . ·. : . :: : . 
� : ·. · .. ' ·.: '·-. ' .

:: ·. ·:· ·. _: :· .. . .,.,, . .. . . . · . . : : . - . : .. : : .. :.. : ... : :\· ...
. � - . :. 

: . " .. -: : -� .
• • •  'I' -.. . ·: · .. . 

: .. . 

8 



3. The female reproductive system usually releases one egg every month. A woman
eats substance X regularly to increase chances of fertilisation. Substance X most
likely works by increasing ________ _

(1) the size of the womb
(2) _the number of sperms produced by the testes
(3) the number of eggs released by the ovaries monthly
(4) the number of ovaries in the female reproductive system

4. The diagram below shows a lizard kept in a sealed glass jar.

sealed 
glass jar 

tr; 
I ��� 
I ' 
� --=-=- d

�- ✓ 

lizard 

Which one of the graphs below shows how the amount. of oxygen and carbon 
dioxide changed over fifteen minutes? 

(1) 

Amount 
of gas 

(3) 

Amount of gas 

-·-- --·- - .. -,��
ounl

carbon dioxide of gas 

oxygen 

Time (min) 

carbon dioxide 

Time (min) 

9 

(4) 

Amount of gas 

------- oxygen ---
carbon dioxide 

Time{min) 

carbon dioxide 

Time (min) 



15. The diagrams below show the respiratory systems of a human and a fish.

r
Human Respiratory SystGm Fish Respiratory System 

Which statement(s) about the human and fish respiratory systems is/are correct? 

A Both systems take in oxygen and release carbon dioxide into the air. 
B Gaseous exchange occur in the lungs of the human and at the gills of the 

fish. 
C The human take in air·lhrough the nose but the fish take in water through the 

mouth. 

(1} A only 
(2) B only
(3) A and C only
(4j Band Conly 

16. Which of the following statements correctly describe what happens to the food in
the mouth before it is swallowed?

A The food is dissolved in saliva. 
B The food becomes moist and slippery. 
C The food is broken up into smaller pieces. 
D The food is starting to be broken down into simple substance. 

(1) A and B only
(2) C and D only
(3) A, B and C only
(4) B, C and O only

10 





19. Five magnets are connected as shown in the diagram below.

20. 

CF� 

B C 0 E 

A 

What are th.:? poles of A, D. F and G respectively? 

I ·-·---
A D E 

- -
(1) South North South 

(2) North South North 
-·- ... . -··----- . _ ... . -·------·--··-r---

(3) South North North --- . .. 
(4) North South North - --

The diagram below shows the water cycle. 

DI 
.. Clouds A 

Water 
vapour Raln 

cl Lakes, rivers 
and seas 

Which stalement(s) about the water cycle is/are true? 

A The Sun provides the heat for processes C and D. 

.,. __ 
G 

·- ··-South 
North 

-
South 

North 
.._ ... _, ____ 

,B Plants and animals also provide the water vapour for the water cycle. 
C Onty process B ensures a constant supply of water to lakes, rivers and seas. 

(1) A only
(2) B only
(3) A and B onry
(4) B and C only

12 





The supem:arkets that use a lot of plastic bags should consider changing to paper 
bags to reduce pollution. 

Which property/properties of plastic is/are the possible reason(s) why supermarkets 
continue to use plastic bags instead of paper oags? 

A strung 
waterproof 
translucent 

(1) A only
(2) A and B only
(3) A and Conly
(4) Band Conly

23. Damien placed a piece of cardboard between a papercfip and a magnet.

Magnet 

Cardboard �--:?' 

Paper Clip ----1
String ----1 

What does the above experiment show? 

(1) The magnet can act at a distance.
(2) The paper clip is a temporary magnet.
(3) The string is made of a magnetic material.
(4) Magnetic force cannot pass through the cardboard.

14 



24. Siti \\rants to find out how the magnetic strength of a temporary magnet is affected
by the number of strokes made by the magnet.

Path of magnet 
., -�-� .,. ... ., ,. 

/ ., 
'-

N 

'- ' 

/ � 

s 

\ 

I 
Permanent 
magnet 

Steel bar 

She magnetised four identical steel bars by stroking them wi1h a magnet for 
different number or times. After each steel bar was magnetised, she placed each 
steel bar 5 cm above a bowl of pins. 

The results of th1:: experiment are recorded in the table below. 

--
Number of strokes 

received by steel bar
-- ·--·

10 
20 ----
30 
40 --------· 

-
Number o f pins attracted 

1°t attempt 
4 
5 -
7 ---
10 

2nd 

·--
atte_�p_!___ 3rd attem t 

3 4 
6 6·----·

-- __ 13 ______ 8 __ --1 
10 11 

Siti decided that the circled value is unusually high. She removed the reading before 
calculating the average number of pins picked up for each temporary magnet before 
making a conclusion. This shows that repeating the experiment increases the 

of the result. -----
( 1) fairness
(2) reliability
(3) variables
(4) accuracy

15 







27. Sam poured different amount of water at 80°C into three cups of similar size.

A: Metal Cup with 
100 ml of water 

B'. Metal Cup with 
50 ml of water 

C: Plastic Cup with 
100 ml of water 

Arrange the cups according to the amount of heat in the water after ten minutes, 
from the least amount of heat to the most amount of heat. 

{1) A, B, C 
(2) 8. C, A
(3) 8, A, C
(4) C, A, 8

28. Mrs Lim placed the following set-Lip in a basin of ice.

Ink drop A 
p 

Stopper 

Conical flask---� 

Ink drop B 
Q 

After ten minutes, ink drops A and B will move towards ______ _ 

('I) p 
(2) Q
(3) each other
(4) towards P and Q respectively

18 
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Section B: (44 marks) 

Write your answers to questions 29 to 41. 
The number of marks available is shown in brackets [ ] at the end of �ach question or 
part question. 

29. Study the table below carefully.

Has part X 

Plant cell Yes . . .  --
A nimal cell No --··--'---· 

Has part Y 
Yes ·--
Yes -·----

(a) If both cells have nuclei, identify part X and Y.

Part X: ___________ _

Part Y: ___________ _

(b) The skeleton of an animal supports its body and gives it its shape.

[1] 

Which part of the plant cell performs this same function? [1] 

l 
I Score lZJ 



30. The diagram below shows the Afncan Tulip and the Pea.

Part Z 

Seed with wing-like 
structure 

African Tulip Pea 

)) 
0 

(a) Based on your observations. which seeds will be dispersed further? Explain
your answer. [2]

{b) Part Z is found to be dry and thin in the African Tulip and Pea. Which part of 
the flower is Part Z before fertilisation took place? [1) 

2 Score.0 



31. The diagram below shows a sperm cell and an egg cell .

• 
(a) What must happen between the sperm and the egg in order for fertilisation to

happen? [1]

(b) Children often have·similartraits with their parents. Which cell part in the sperm
and egg is responsible for this? [ 1]

(c) State a function of t�e cell part mentioned in (b). [1] 

Score 



32. Tom set up the apparatus as shown below.

inverted beaker 

lady bug 

substance to 
absorb carbon 
dioxide 
/ 

.,. _ ___ .. ___ _ - ..... .. .. ----� ------------- - ------·----- - -------- --- · 

Styrofoam plate 

basin of water 

{a) What w"Juld happen to the water level in the inverted beaker after one hour? 
(1J 

(b} How did the lady bug cause the change in the water level in the beaker in part 
(a) above? [2} 

4 Score. 



33. Study the now chart below carefully.

Cell 

s 

(a) Match P, Q, R or S to the appropriate blanks below.

(i) Leaf cen: ____________ _

(ii) Root cell: ____________ _

(b) Explain your answer in part (a).

p 

Q 

[1] 

{1] 

Score 



34. The diagram below shov,-s the dispersal patterns of Plant A �Plant B .

0 

0 o•o 

f> <> 
<>.o 

-- --·--1 0 Par-e�I Plant A
<§> • Seedling of 

(> Plant A 
Oo Parent Plant 8 

6. Seedling of Plant B <><>o◊ <§> Parent Plant C
h. J Seedling of __ x_,. --�--- � _:lanl C----

(a) State the dispersal method of Plant A and Plant C.i. _________ dispersal
ii. _________ dispersal

[ 1 J 

(b) It is observed that the seedlings of Plant A did not grow well even though theyare dispersed far away from their parent and each other. State a possiblereason. [2J

{c) Plant 8 is dispersed by the wind. Draw an arrow starting from point X in the diagram above to indicate the direction of the wind. [1 J 

6 



35. Cross-pollination happens when a Oower is pollinated by pollen grains from
another flower of a plant. A farmer wants to prevent cross-pollination to happen in
his farm. He grows Type D tomatoes and Type E tomatoes. The table below shows
the flowers of these tomato plants.

Flowor of Type D tomato plant
----···· - -----

• Orange in colour
• Sweet-smelling
• Blooms in April

Flower of Type E tomato plant 

e Yellow in colour 
• Sweet-smelling
• Blooms in July

'---------------'·-·-- -----

(a) How are pollen grains from the anthers transferred to the stigma of the flower?
Explain your answer. [2} 

(b) Explain why cross-pollination between these two types of flowers cannot take
place in the farm? [1 J 

(c) Anther is the part of the flower that produces male reproductive cells in pollen
grains. Which part in the human produces male reproductive cells? [1 l 

(d) The following diagram shows the male reproductive system in human. Mark a
cross to indicate the part mentioned in (c). (1}

7 
I score [2:J 



36. Dan placed two identical plants into two identical jars, each containing water at the
same level as shown below. l he roots of the plant in Set-up B had been tightly 
wrapped with a plastic bag. He placed both set-ups under the sun for an hour.

cardboard 
support 
layer of oil 

Set-up A Set-up B 

roots wrapped 
in plastic bag 

(a) At the end of the experiment, Dan measured the height of water left in each jar.
He found the height of water in Set-up A to be 85 mm. Complete the table to 
show the possible result for Set-up B [1] 

Height of water at Height of water··.
·-· first (mm) after 1 hour (mm 

Set-up A 200 

Set-u�-;-I 
-� ·--

200 

(b) Explain the purpose of the layer of oil in the jars.

85 

(c) Explain clearly why the water in set-up A was lower.

- . ·•·-•-

[2] 

[1] 

8 
I Score_ 1:21 









39. Tommy kept some water boili'ng in an electric kettle. He brought a metal plate al
room temperature to the 5pout of the kettle as shown below. He collected and
measured the amount of water that dripped from the metal plate for one minute.

water droplets 

(a) Explain clearly how the water droplets are foilTled en the metal plate. (21 

Tommy repeated the experiment above with another metal plate taken from the 
refrigerator. 

(b} Would Tommy collect more or less water in the beaker in one minute? 
Explain your answer. [1 J 

(c) While observing the water dripping into the beaker from both metal plates,
Tommy noticed that less water droplets fell into the beaker nearer to the end
of the observation.

What could be the reason far this? [2)

12 '&ore[;?:] 



40. Containers in set-ups A, B and C are of the same size and thickness but made of
different materials. The containers were filled With the same volume.of water at 70°C
and left on a table.

Set-up A

thermometer

glass

Set-up B

iron wood

Set-up C

The graph below shows the tempera lure of water in set-ups A, 8 and C over a r:ierlod
of time 

Temperature(0C) 

70"C ���---
��Set-upC

�Set-up A

Set-up B

Time (minutes) 

(a) Based on the graph, which material (glass, iron or wood) is the poorest
conductor of heat? Explain your answer. [2]

13 







b)When the lady bug respired,it took in oxygen and give out carbon
dioxide.The carbon dioxide is absorbed by the substance causing the amount of 
air in the inverted beaker to decrease.The water will then occupy the space of 
the carbon dioxide. 

33)a)i)leaf cell:S

ii)Root cell:R

b)The leaf cell has chloroplast which contain chlorophyll to trap sunlight to
photosynthesis but the root cell does not have chloroplast as it docs not 
photosynthesis. 

34)a)i)animal

ii)animal

b)As Plant A and C grow in the same area ,Plant A has to compete with Plant
C for space, water, light. 

c) 

◊-◊ 

0 

-p�i 0 ParentPla�tA 

0 0 • See<!ijng of 

Oo o PlanlA 
• • 1.1 

(>◊ !]f; l'arent PlaM 8 

D. Seeding or
Plant 8 

0 D. 0 � l'arcnt Plan! C I 
6. 6 :\0 o

o•o 'v" 

�----◊-b ·-- - £ __ J ◊- i::.�"' - I

35)a}When the insect come to find nectar,the pollen grain will stick onto the
insect's body and it will land onto the stigma.

b)The flowers of the two types of tomatoes flower at difference time.

c)Testes





c)The metal plate had gained heat from the steam and become hotter.This
caused the temperature difference between the metal plates and steam to 
decrease resulting in a decrease in the rate of condensation. 

40)a)Wood.The set-up with wood has the temperature of the water is the
highest at the end so that the water loses heat to the surrounding the slowest.

b)The metal spoon is a better conductor of heat.Tom lost heat to the spoon
and then the ice water faster. 
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3. Study the flowchart below carefully.

Living things 

mushroom 

Which of the following could represent X, Y and Z? 

bird's nest fern 
coconut 

bird's nest fem 
coconut 

3 

z 



4. Irene plan1ed Plant V on a plot of land. She noticed that the plants were
not growing well. Her friend, Carina, commented that the presence of
weeds has affected the growth of Plant V.

Plant V

Weeds 

Which of.the following explains why plant Vis not growing well? 

A There is not enough air for Plant V.
B There is nor enough food for Plant V. 
C There is not enough space for Plant V. 

(1) Conly
(2) A and C only
(3) B and C only
(4) A, Band C

4 



5. The diagrams below show the parts of two flowers, G and H, from
different plants.

ffQwer G Flower H 

Based on the diagrams, which of the following statements are correct? 

A Flower G can pollinate itself. 
B Only Flow�r H can develop into a fruit. 
C Both flowers can develop into fruits after fertilisation. 
D Both flowers can produce both male and female reproductive 

cells. 

(1) A and Conly
(2) B and D only
(3) A, C and D only
(4) A, B and D only

5 



6. The diagram below shows a flower of a plant.

small, dull•coloured petal 
feathery 

/ stigma 

anther 

Based only on this diagrar,, which of the following best describes the 
vl3y in. which the flower is most likely pollinated? 

(1} The feathery stigma can capture pollen floating in the air. 
(2) The feathery stigma will be carried by the wind to the anther.
(3) Th�. petals are dull-coloured to attract insects for pollination.
(4) The flower produces a sweet scent to attract insects for

pollination.

7. The diagram below shows a fruit that had been cut into half.

seeds 

Based_ only on this diagram which one of the following statements is 
definitely true about the flower from which the fruit is developed from? 

(1) The fruit developed from a male flower.
(2) There are at least two ovules present in the ovary.
(3) The flower has brightly coloured petals to attract animals.
(4) The stigma hangs out of the petals to capture pollen grains.

6 



8. The diagram below shows the fruits of three different types of plants. X,
Y and Z.

Frujt dries up 

X 

o.·�l�n,� � 
Fleshy fruit 

y 

Hooks 

z 

After three years, Karen observed the dispersal pattern of each plant. 
She recorded her observations as shown below. 

Key: 
6 

6 ,6 6 Q Q Parent plant

0 [::. 
6 6 Young plant6 

6 6' 

A B 

Which one of the following correctly matches the dispersal pattern of the 
seeds to their parent plants? 

A 8 --
(1) y X and Z 
(2) X and Y z 
(3) Xand Z y 

Yand Z 
·- l (4) X 

7 



9. Emily carried out an experiment to find out how the length of the
wing-like structure of a shorea fruit affects the distance travelled by it.
The shorea fruit was released in front of an electric fan as shown
below.

Electric fan Wing-like structure of the· snore a fruit+ 
Which of the foUowing grapPs shows the most likely relationship 
between the length of the wing-like structure ot the shorea fruit and the 
distance travelled by It? 

Distance.travelled by 
(1) the shorea fruit (cm)

Distance travelled by 
(2) the sho,ea fruit (cm)

Length of wing-like 
structure (cm) 

�-------> 
Length of wing-like 
structure {cm) 

Distance travelled by 
(3) Distance travelled by

the $hDroa fruit (cm)
(4) the shorea fruit (cm)

'--------�-➔ 

Length of wing-like 
structure (cm) 

8 

Le[Jgth of wing-like 
structure {cm) 



10. Megan set up the following experiment using green bean seeds.

Flask 

Green bean seeds 
Cotton woof 

Which of the following conditions should she choose in order to have 
the thinnest and tallest seedlings at the end of her experiment? 

Location Type of cotton Number of green 
wool bean seeds 

Li!L in a dark cupboard dry 40 
(2) in the qarden moist 5 
(3) 

- ··I--• in the refriQerator dry 5 
(4) near the window moist 40 



11. Gary observed a seed developing into a seedling over eight days as
shown below. He then made a comparison between the mass of the
seed leaves and the shoot.

Seed K\ -ct-Shootl�f
r 

Which of the following graphs most likely shows the result of his 
experiment? 

(1) Mass {g}

---- -..
Seed 

..... leaves ', 

Shoot 

0 2 4 6 8 Days 

(3) Mass (g}

Seed ----- ..... .... leaves ' 
Shoot 

0 2 4 6 8 Days 

10 

(2). Mass (g) 

�hoot

----� __ .,,
.,, 

Seed 
leaves 

0 2 4 6 8 Days 

{4) Mass {g) 

___,./Shoot 

.,, 
,,.,. ,,.,. Seed _..,. leaves ----

,·---;> 
0 ') 4 6 8 Days 



12. The dtagram below shows the female human reproductive system.

Which of the following correctly identit/ parts A and B? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

A 
womb 
womb 

egg
ovary 

11 

B 
ei:m --

OVfJ,ry 
womb ·--
womb 



13. The diagram befow shows Shinee's family tree.

-□ Male cannot roll 
tongue , 0 Female cannot roirl
tongue 

Shinee 

·■• 

Based on the family tree, which one of the following statements is 
true? 

(1) Shinee's brother cannot roll his tongue.
(2) Both Shinee's grandparents can roll their tongues.
(3) Everyone in Shinee's family can roll their tongues.
(4) Shinee inherited her ability to roll her tongue from her mother.

12 

Mala can roll 
tongue 

Female can roll 
tongue 



14. Study the flow chart below,

Male reproductive organ 

'It 

J 

prod uces 

'I/ 

K � 

·--

Female reproductive organ 

I 
! 
M 

produ ces
',, 

N : Fusion of L - L and 

· Which of the following could represent ·J; K, L, M and N?

J K 
{1) s enns testis fertilisation 
(2) testis fertilisation 
(3) enis s erms fertilisation 
(4) enls re reduction 

13 



15. A beaker of iced water was left on the table in a room.

I r7 � 11-----beaker-.w-------- ice cube 
it__J�_l � \-=--=--1 - iced water

Which of the following observations after 1 hour are eo·rr&ct? 
A The water level in the beaker will increase. 
B Water droplets wlll be formed on the inner side of the beaker. 
C The temperature of the ice remains at 0°C until all the ice has 

melted. 
O f:ormation of the water droplets is due to the condensation of 

water vapour on the cold outer surface of the beaker.

( D . A and D only 
{3) A, C and D only (2) B and C only

(4) A, B, C and D 

16. Which of the following activities are ways to help in conserving water?

A Take a shorter shower. 
B Use full Rush to flush the toilet. 
C Use an energy-efficient refrigerator.
D Turn off the tap while soaping the dishes. 

(1) A and O only
(3) A. 8 and O only

14 

(2) 
(4) 

Band Conly 
A, C and D only 



17. Which one of the folloWing diagrams correcUy represents the water
cycle?

(1) clouds ( ] loses heal
gains heat/ \ 

(3) 

water 0vapour 

\ / G 

water 
vapour 

] 
\, 

0 
gains heat\.� ,I

�

15 

.. (2) ( Glouds 
] I s ' I l \ es ,,ea 

water 0vapour 

gains heal\. G / 
nvers 

(4) r Llouds 
gains heat / . . ] 

\, 
water 

vapour G 
loses heat\. r=7 /

L.::_J 
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18. Ji Sub was conducting an experiment to find out how the temperature
of the surroundings would affect the rate of evaporation of water. He
placed one beaker in the classroom and the other beaker in the
basketball court.

Which of the following variables must he keep the same·,n·order for the
experiment to be fair?

A Temperature of surroundings 
B Amount of water in the beaker at first 
C Exposed surface area of the water in the beakers 
D Amount of water in the beaker at the end of the experiment 

(1) A and B only
(3) B and C only

(2) A and D only
(4} 8, C and O only 

19. Four similar beakers, E, F, G and H, were e�ch filled with 100ml of
waler at different temperatures. The beakers were placed in the same
room at 28°C as sh�wn in the diagram below. · ...

water at 
50°C 

E 

water at 
s0c 

F 

water at 
80°C 

G 

water at 
20°c 

H 

Which beakers would have water droplets forming on their outer 
surfaces after some time? 

(1) 
(3) 

E and G only 
E, F and G only 

16 

(2) 
(4) 

F and H only 
F, G and H only 



20. Minho heated some water in a beaker until it boiled. He continued to
allow the water to boO for some time. The beaker of water was then left
on a table to cool. He recorded his results in the graph as shown
below.

Temperature (°C) 

B 
100 

80 

60 

40 
D E 

20 

Time (min). 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Which of the following statements below correctly explain what 
happened to the water at the different stages? 

A Heat was lost from C to O. 
B Evaporation took place from A to B only .. 
C Water exists in two states between B and C. 
D The water had reached room temperature from D to E. 

. (1) 
(3) 

Band Conly 
A, C �nd D only 

17 

(2) 
(4) 

A, B and D only 
A, B, C and D 



21. Fandi Is planning to put up a shadow puppet performance. He placed
the puppet between a torch and a screen as shown below.

---- ---

---_1:r==-
torch --. - - _ --

--

-- -- --
puppet 

--
--- --- _.,,. . . 

--- --- --
screen 

Fandi wants to get a bigger shadow of the puppet. Which of the 
following ways would allow him to get a bigger shadow? 

A Move the torch nearer to the puppet. 
B Move the torch further away from the puppet. 
C Move the puppet nearer lo the screen. 
D Move the puppet further away from the screen. 

(1) 
(3} 

A and Conly 
Band Conly 

' 
18 

(2) 
(4) 

A and D only 
Band D only 



22. Ravi looked into a mirror and saw his own reflection.

l 
.,...-·-·1!-.. _--- lamp 

� .· ! 

j�".,1,. i • �.,-=7, I !����I
I:·- . __ j 

Reflection in the 
mirror 

Which one of the following diagram shows the correct light ray to 
explain why Ravi could see his own reflection? 

(1)

(3) 

'\ 

Direction of light !
<-------·--·· -----J 

l . (2} I

.------.------·--
(4) 

• I \ 

�·

,... 

�\. ':, .. . '· 

19 
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24. Eddie's grandmother knitted a wool cover for his water bottle which
was made of metal. Eddie observed that the wool cover helped to keep
the water in his water bottle warm for a longer period of time.

Water bottle Wool cover 

Which one of the following statements gives a correct explanatio·n for 
his observation? 

(1) The metal reduces heat loss from the water to the wool.

(2) 

(3) 

The wool reduces hea� gain from the surrounding to the bottle. 

The metal makes the water gain he�t faster from the 
surrounding. 

(4) The air in the wool reduces heat loss from the water bottle to
the surrounding.

25. Two cubes of the same size were left on the table at room temperature.
One cube was made of metal and the other cube was made of plastic.
After 30 minutes. Rajan touched both the metal cube and the plastic
cube. He realised that the metal cube felt cooler than the plastic cube.

Which one of the following statements is true?

(1) The metal cube felt cooler because it has a higher temperature
than the plastic cube.

(2) The metal cube felt cooler because it has a lower temperature
than the plastic cube.

(3) The metal cube felt cooler because it conducted heat away
from Rajan's hand faster than the plastic cube.

(4) The metal cube felt cooler because it conducted heat away
from Rajan's hand slower than the plastic cube.

21 



26. An experiment was set up using a pump which is connected to a glass
.container as shown below. The volume of the glass container is
3OOcm3 and it contained 50cm3 of water.

50cm3 of air 

pump 
glass container 

50cm" of water 

50cm3 of air was added into the glass container by pushing the 
pl,Jnger. It was observed that the fina1 volume of air in the container 
was 25Ocm3 • 

What is the reason for the above observation?· 

(1) Air occupies space.
(2) Air has no definite volume.
(3) Liquid has no definite shape.
(4) Liquid has no definite volume.

27. Kumar has 2 objects, a 50 cent coin and a metal rod, as shown below.

50 cent coin metal rod 

Which of the following statements made by Kumar is false? 

(1) They are flexible.
(2) They are waterproof.
(3) They will not break when dropped.
(4) They do not allow light to pass through.

22 
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30. Jasmine cut away two parts, A and B, of a flower shown below and observed it
for a week- At. the end of the week, she was·surprised to see a fruit developing
fr'O'm the-rrower.

. �� .,. . 

(a) If no pollination had taken place before parts A and B were cut, explain
why a fruit could develop from the flower? [2] 

(b) What would happen to part C when the fruit developed from the flower?
[1] 

3 



31. The graph below shows the number of seeds of Plant X and Y dispersed by
��-

Number of seeds dispersed .. 
Plant X 

Plant Y 

"--------------'--------------♦ 

(a) Give an example of Plant X.

Strength of wind 

{1] 

(b) Based on the graph above, give the reason why Plant Y is not likely to
be dispersed by wind. [1] 

4 



32. AJice set up an experiment to compare the growth of seeds from plants X and
Y. The set-ups were put in her room by the window for 15 days as shown
below.

Seeds from Plant Y 

Wet cotton wool 

She then recorded 1he changes in the average height of the seedlings over 
seven days in the graph shown below. 

Average h�ight of seedlings (cm) 

Seedlings of Plant X 

Seedlings of Plant Y 

0 15 Number of days 

(a) Compare the changes in the average height of both seedlings over 15
days. [1} 

5 



(b) After 15 days, Alice went on a trip and left the seedlings unattended.
When she came back 3 days later, she observed that all the seedlings
in both beakers died. Suggest a possible reason why they died. l2]

(c) Identify another variable that must be kept constant in order to conduct
a fair experiment. [1}

33. The diagram below represents the human fertilisation process. Cells E and F
are necessary for fertilisation to take place.

(a} Identify cells E and F. 

E: ______ _ 

6 

· .. · E 

F 

F: ______ _ 
[2]



' 

The diagram below shows the parts of the reproductive system of a plant and 
human. 

(b} 

(c} 

(i) 

(Ii} 

X 

Which part of the ftow�r. R, P or Q, performs 1he same function as part 
Z? · (1) ·

Identify the parts where fertilisation will take place In the plant and 
female human reproductive systems respectively. Write the letters. P, Q, 
R, X, Y or Z, that represent the parts in the boxes below. (2) 

Letter that represents the part 

Reproductive system of a plant 

Reproductive system of a human 

7 



34. Bogum prepared 3 set�ups as shown below. He then poured 300ml of water
into each flask.

flask 

� 

� f'funnel 

beaker contai�ing
� 300ml of wate

� 

straw rubber 
stoppers 

A B C 

(a) Based on the diaqram above, which flask would collect the most
amou,nt of water in the shortest time? Explain your ,rnswer. - [2]

(b) This experiment shows that liquids occupy space. State another
property of liquids that could be observed based on the experiment
above. [1]

8 



35. Junjie heated a beaker of ice and recorded the change in its temperature over
a period of time in the graph below.

Temperature (°C) 

C 
100 

·o

E F 

B A -----+--.... -+-----1----+-----1----4--+ Time {min)
2 4 6 8 10 12 

(a) Which part of the graph shows a change in the state of water from
solid to liquid? [1]

(b) Why does the temperature remain constant for the period E to F? [11

(c) What is the process that takes place from the period C to D? [1) 

9 



36. Four identical towels, W, X, Y and Z, _each containing the same amount of
water, were left to dry under different conditions as shown below.

Conditio111 Condition 2 
• Hot • Hot
• Windy • No wind

Towel folded into quarter 
I ·· \

,I ' 

ci 0 
Condition 3 
• Shady

Condition 4 
• Shady

• No wind • Windy

En XI recorded the mass of each towel at the start of the experiment and 
again aftftr 2 hours. The results are shown in the table below . 

Towel Mass of towel at the start .Mass of towel after 2h (g) 
of the experiment (g) 

w 300 200 
X 300 120 

300 80 

z 300 160 

(a) Based on the results in the table above, match the towels (W. X, Y and
Z) to the correct conditions that they were left out-to dry. (2) 

Conditions Towels 

1 

2 

3 

4 -

10 



(b) 

Another identical towel containing tfJe same amount of water was folded 
into haff and left to dry under a windy and shady location. 

1----- Towel folded ·· · 
into half 

Condition 
• Shady
o Windy

What.is the likely mass of the above towel after 2 hours? (1) 

{c) En Xi wanted to hang her wet clothes out to dry. Other than hangJng 
the clothes out In the sun, suggest another 2 methods that would 
enabi'e her wet clothes to dry the fastest.

· · (2]

(i) ---------------------

(ii) ______________________ _

11 



37. Joyce set up an experiment below. She.carried out the experiment in threestages to find out how different types of materials allow different amounts oflight to pass through them. Objects A, B, C and D are of the same shape andsize but are made of different types of materials.

DD 
A B 

!. 1 
=:: _____ 0 0 torch 

A Cscreen screen 
c=c(' torch ',, ,,_ D 0 C D screen 

S�ae1 Sbae2 Sbge3 .___ __ ___;;'-='-a&..;..�---_,__ ____ ...c...,._;.. ____ _,__ ___ ..;....�,;__---�

Joyce recorded her results in the table below. 
Stage Objects Observation 

1 

3 

(a) 

AandB There was a vr-rv faint shadow formed on the screen. AandC A dark shadow was seen on the screen. 
C and D A dark shadow was seen on the screen. 

Put a tick ( ✓) in the appropriate boxes to indicate what conclusions she could draw based on her observations. [2J 
Objoct Allows most light Do-os not allow Not possible to 

to pass through light to pass tell throuQh 
B 

C 

D 

Joyce repeated the experiment with only Object E placed between the torch and the screen. S�e observed that a dark shadow was formed on the screen. 

(b) Using the properties or light, explain how the sha.dow was formed. [1]

12 
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38. Keane had a grass bottle with a metal cap. He observed that it was easier to
remove the metal cap after it was dipped fnto hot water for 5 minutes.

(a) Give a reason for his observation. (1) 

Keane filled a glass cup with hot water quickly as shown in the diagram below. 

Part A--

Part B 

He observed that the glass cup cracked immediately. 

(b) Explain why the glass cup cracked. l11 

(c) Suggest one way to prevent the glass cup from cracking when we pour
the same amount of hot water into it. [1)

13 



39. The .table below shows the properties of materials, E, F, G and H, that are
used to make a tent as shown in the table below.

Material I Strong 
t: I Yes 

I Yes 
!
I No 

-

Waterproof 
No . .

Yes 
Yes 
No 

Outer layer of 
--------- the tent 

(a) Which material, E, F, G or H, is the most suitable for making the outer
layer of the tent? Give 2 reasons for your answer. [2)

Material: -----
Reasons: 

(I) ____________________ _

(ii..__ _______________________ _ 

(b) Name another property that the outer layer should possess in order to
be used for outdoor camping. [1)

14.



40. Cindy had a box of four rods. A, 8, C and 0, made of different materials. She
put a magnet into the box to find out which rods were made of magnetic
materials.

Rod Material 
A Aluminium 
B Iron 

Steel 
D Coooer 

{a) Complete the table below by placing the four materials, A, B, C and 0, 
under the c.orrect headings. (11 

ttracted to the ma net 

(b) • She was given rod E which was made of a magnetic material. Describe
how she could use her bar magnet to turn rod E into a magnet. {1 J

15 



41. Chong Boon bought a "floating" globe toy as shown below.

stand 

top 

globe 

base 

switch 

(a) He observed that the globe was able to float. Using the concept of
magnets, describe how the globe was able to float in the · [21

Chong Boon placed the stand on the table which had some steel paper clips 
scattered around. Once he turned on the switch, he realised that some of the 
steel paper clip$ were attracted to the base of the stand. 

(b) Suggest why the steel paper clips were attracted to the base of the
stand when the switch was turned on. [2]

End of paper 

16 



SCHOOL 
LEVEL 
SUBJECT 
TERM 

SECTION A 

01 Q2. 

1 3 

Q 11 Q12 
1 2 

Q 21 022 
2 3 

SECTION B 

NANYANG PRIMARY SCHOOL 
PRIMARY 5 
SCIENCE 
SA1 

Q3 04 
1 1 

013 Q14 

4 2 

Q23 Q24 

4 4 

05 Q6 Q7 QB 

1 1 2 4 

Q15 016 Q17 Q18 

3 1 3 3 

Q25 026 Q27 Q28 

3 2 1 2 

Q29) (a) A:Pollen tube B:Style

Q9 Q10 

2 4 

019 Q20 
2 3 

(b) Male reproductive cell will enter from the stigma to the ovary to fuse with 
the female reproductive cell. 
(c) It allows the male reproductive cell to reach the ovary to fuse with the
female reproductive cell.

Q30) (a) As the stigma is still intact, pollen grains from a flower of the same
species can still pollinate the flower and fertilisation can hence take place.

Pg 1 



Q31) 

Q32) 

Q33) 

Q34) 

035) 

Q36) 

Q37) 

038) 

039) 

(b) It will turn into seeds of the fruit.

{a) Shorea / Angsana /Dandelion 
(b) As the strength of the wind increased, the number of seeds dispersed
remains the same.

(a) 

-- . 
(a) Seedlings of Plant X grew taller than seedlings of Plant Y.
(b) The water in the cotton wool had been absorbed by the plant so it

has not enough water to survive.
(c) The number of seeds planted.

(a) E: egg F: sperm
(b) Q
(c) (i) Q (ii) X

(a) A. The most amount of air in A has escaped from the flask via the
two tubes compared to B and C, hence water flows into the flask to
occupy the space previously occupied by the water displacing the
air.

(b) W�ter has no definite shape.

(a) A to B
(b) It has reached room temperature.
(c) Boiling

(a) Y, X, W, Z
(b) 140g
(c) (i) Use a hair dryer to dry it

(ii) Put it in a dryer

A ➔ Allows most light to pass through 
B ➔ Allows most light to pass through 
C ➔ Does not allow light to pass through 
D ➔ Not possible to tell 

(b) Light travels in a straight line so when it is blocked, it forms a shadow.

(a) The cap gained heat and expanded.
(b) A expanded faster than B.
(c) Pour the hot water into the cup slowly.

(a) Material: F
(i) It needs to be strong to block fallen branches from hitting the people

inside the tent.
(ii) It needs to be waterproof so that the camper inside the tent will not get

Prepared By MR GAN @ 9299 8971, 8606 5443, 9247 5053 Pg 2 
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1. Three bar magnets, AB, CO and E.F. can be arranged as shown below.

oje 

Which of the following .;trrangements of the magnets Is not posslble? 

(1} A D cl 

B E 

(3) C 8 E 

D A F 

S¢/ PS/SA1 /Sedion Af 2017 /Pao,, 1 Qf 18 

(2) F B C

E A 

{4) IE F A -----

ol 

B C ol 



2. Ufang bied 1o magnetise s steel nall using the stroke method. She stroked the steel
nal with a bar magnet as shown below. When she brought the steel nan near some
P8?61" dips, nolhtng happened.

N 

s Dt:=::=========--
Which ot the following could be fhe poss Ible reason for her observation? 

{1) The ber magnet was too small. 

{2) Steel ls not a magnetic material. 

(3) The steel naU -Na$ stroked In more than one direction.

(4} The st�el naH was not stroked with the" North pole of the magnet 

3. Yan Ung oonducted an experiment using the set-up below.

material X 

--support 

She increased the number of loads until material X broke. 

The aim of her experiment was to find out _________ _ 

{1) how strong the load was 

(2) howhoovythe load was

(3) how strong material X was

(4) how flexible material X was

4. Which of the following i$ !l2l a function of the human skeletal system?

(1) Protects the Internal organs.

(2) Supports the body and gives it shape.

(3) Works wjth the muscular system lo enable the body to move.

(4) Transports waste material away from different parts of the body.
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9. Jeremy v,ants to find out ff llght ·1s naedBd for seeds to oem,Inate. The ta� below
oontalns information on set-upaA. B, C, D, E and F. Each set-up oonlafns the same
number of seeds.

Set.up Temperature of ·Presence of Presence of 
surroundtng tc} wmar light 

A 0 
. 

✓ 

8 0 ✓ ✓ 

C 30 ✓ ✓ 

D 30 ./ 
E 30 ✓ 

F 30 

Which two set-ups shoutd Jeremy choose to ensure a fair l$st? 

(1) A and B

(2) A and C

(3) C and E
(4) 0 and F
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10. The dtegram below shows two sheets, S aod T, wlth a shape cut out In the centre.
Both are made of different materials.

10cm 

![2 
3cm 

I' -------
s 

{made of wood) 

10cm 

T 
(made of clear glass) 

Toe sheats were then glued togeU,er and light was shone at them. 

screen 

Which of Iha following correctly shows the shadow formed on the screen? 

(1) (2) 

(3} (4) 
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16. Three test-tubes were set up as shown In the diagram and left in fuH sunlrght

black paper 

test-tube A test-tube B test-tube C

Which of 1he foUowing correctly describe$ Ult, change In the amounl of carbon dioxide In 
Iha water after two hours? 

Test-tube A Test•tube B 

decrease increase (1} 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Increase not possible to tell 

not possible to tell 

Increase 

17. Study th& flowchart given below.

Start 

increase 

decrease 

No 

Test-tube C 

Increase 

inaease 

increase 
decrease 

bread mould 

=>---No--+( papaya plant J 

organlsmQ 

Which of the following is correct? 

(1) 
(2) 

{3) 

(4) 

- Question P 

Does.it make Its own food? 
Does it produce seeds? 

Does it make its own food? 
Does it produce seods? 

So/PS { SA1 / s«:tionAI 2017 /P� 10 of 18 
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moss 

moss 

mushroom 
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18. Maena wanted to ffnd out if file temperature of the surroundings affeds the amount
of water taken fn by a pfant. The diagram beklYI shows one of her set-ups.

glass tube With 
water1nn--

air bubble 

She placed the set-up in a room. She measured the temperature in the room and 
the distance moved by the aJr bubbfe at the end of the experiment She repeated her 
e�rimf?nt In the same room with another similar set-up. 

Which of the following variables should be kept oonst:ant for a fair test? 

A Temperature in the roomx 
B Duration of the experiment 
C Number of leaves on the plant 
D Position of the air bubbls at the end of the experiment){ 

{1) AandD 
(2) BandC

(3) 6, Cand D

(4) A, B, C and 0
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29. Junheng-\lsed the set-up below to study a-certain property of material.

string 
P Q R 

Ha hung three dry ships of different mater�ls, P, Q and R, on a siring and let the ends 
of each strip touch a tray of ttJJoured water. The ships wera of the same length and 
hung from the same height. After ten minutes, he measured the length of $8ch strip 
&hat was stained by the coloured water .. His results ar& shown below. 

length .of material 
Material smfned by coloured 

water(cm) 
p 0 
a 12 
R 5 

a) Name the property of material that Is being tested. I 1 1 

b) Based on his ,esults, which material Is Iha most suitable to be used for making a rain
coat? Expfatn your answer. [ 1 ] 
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31. Lenny removGd the bottom half or a plastic boHfe and placed the top half on the surface
of the water as shown in diagram 1. Diagram 2 shoWs what he observed after he had
pushed the bottle Into the water.

push 

plastic bottle 

diagram 1 dlam:am2 

a) Lenny obsef'ved that some water entered the plastic bottle IAhen it was pushed down
but the water !evel In the bottle was law&r lhan the water level fn the container.
Explalr, his observations. [ 2 J 

b) Lenny removed the bottle cap. He observed that the water level In the bottle went up.
Explain his oooervatlon. [ 1 ) 

c) Which of the following dia.grams correctly shows the water levels In both the container
and the bottle after the bottle cap had b�n removed?
Choose your answer by ticking ( ✓) in the box below the diagram. [ 1 ]

Before bottle cap 
was removed 

--- -·-- - ---- . .----- ----- ..----- ---- ·------ ---�- ----- -·- .. ------ ...--- ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ....-- ------ -·--· ---... - ... --�.,- -.. -.---.. --- -----:-:-.r:-:-:-:-:-: -:-: ---------------------- --------------------------------------· -------------�-·-------·---·---- --

-D
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32. Xiao Ming set up the experiment shown below. When the torch was switched on, a
dark shadow of the wooden block was formed on the wall.

wooden 
block 

wall 

Xiao Ming wanted to find out how variable X would affect the height of the shadow 
formed on the wall. He changed variable X and measured the height of the shadow 
formed. He did not move the torch throughout his experlmenl 

His results are shown below. 

VariabJe X (cm) Height of shadow formi,d (cm} 

10 
15 

a) State two properties of light that cause shadows to form.

18 

12 

8 

Property 1 :. _______________________ _

Property 2:._ ______________________ _ 

b) What is variable X?

[2] 

[ 1 l 

c) Give a reason why the same wooden block must be used throughout the experiment to
ensure a fair tesl [ 1 J

d) Xiao Ming replaced the wooden block wnn a s1m1lar block made of frosted glass. He
observed that the shadow formed on the wan was lighter. Give a reason for his
observation. [ 1 )
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33, Aziz learnt that the oen membrane anows certain substances to enter and leave a ceR. 
Ha oonducted an experiment to find out if the cell membrane allows water to pass 
through. He soaked an animal cen In a dish of water. Mer a whlle. the animal cell
appeared swollen. The diagram below shows his �rvation. 

original animal cell 

- after 
10min 

cell swelled In size 

• 
a) Based on his observation, what could Aziz conclude about the ceU membrane of the

anlmal cell? [ 1 ) 

b) Aziz also observed that the animal c:&11 in the dish of water burst after some tlme as
shown below.

swollen animal cell 

after 
10 min 

cell burst 

Aziz repeated the experiment with a plant cell. He soaked the plant cell in a dish of 
water for one hour. He observed that the plant cell appeared swollen but did not burst 
after one hour. 

original plant cell 

.. VE'·.:-�-,·· •. ' : ·r· ' • \-. .; � - --
. . ... 

after 
1 hour 

cell swelled in size 

i.Rre')··.·_···.-_· · C ,. , .. ' . . . 

. . .. 

Which part of the plant cell prevented it from bursting like the animal celt? ( 1 ] 
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c} The diagram below shows two building materials, A and 8.

materialA 

stiel 

plastic 
foam 
(without air 
spaces) 

materfatB 

Based on Veron's experiment, explaln how walls made of material B would help k�p 
the Inside of a house cooler on a hot day, as compared to walls made of material A. 

[ 2) 
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37. Wel Cheng earned out an experiment to find out how tne hefght at whJch fruit M ts
dropped affects the distance It 1ravels. The dlagram -be!ow shows frult M.

fruit M 

a) Based on the diagram, suggoot the method of;dlspersal for fruit M.
Give a roason for your answer.

He dropped fruit M from a height (H) in front of a fan as shown. He measured the 
distance (D) traveled by the fruil 

fans 

., , ... _, ,, , ,., 

,, , , .... , --, ,..,, 
,, 

I '• "" ·-' ,_, -�, .... , .... 
I ,,.., 

H 

D 

[ 1 J 

He repeated his experiment by dropping fruit M from different heights. The table below 
shows the results of his experiment 

H(cm) 140 120 100 80 

D(cm) 60 50 44 35 

b) State how the distance (D} travetled by the fruit changes with the hefght (H) at which it
was dropped. ( 1 J 

c) Based on the resutts, why is it an advantage for fruit M to be found growing on a taH
parent plant? [ 1 ] 
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38. Rajoo cons1ruct8d a clrcut for a doorbell as shown In� 1. X Is an Iron bar Jnside
a coil of Insulated wire. A short while after he had closed the switch, 3teel f0d Y moved
up and the hammer hit the bell as shown In dlagram .2.

bell 

y 
hammer diagram 1 

X 

bell 

y 

a) Explain why the hammer hit the bell after Rajoo closed the switch.

diagram Z 

C 1 I 

b) After the hammer has hit the b&n, R.aloo observed that rod Y moved down and touched
barZagaln.
ExpJaln why rod Y moved down. { 1 ] 

c) �joo replaced steel rod Y with a similar rod made of elumlnium.
Would the hammer stlll hit the bell after he had closed the switch?
Give a reason for your answer.
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b) Refer to the graph, the temperature of the waler in set-up S took a longer time
to fall to room temperature and that tells us that the trapped air between the
cups caused the water to lose heat slower

Air is a poor conductor heat --------------------
The water in set-up S lost heat __ s_l_o_w _e_r __ than the water in set-up
R. 

c) Compare material A and B (steel and wood, air spaces?)
In part (b), we learnt that trapped air is a poor conductor of heat.
The wall will gain heal from the air outside the house and the sun. The healwill pass through the wall and the air ins;de of the house will gain heat from the
wall. waJI 

cool air 
(inside the house) 

hot air I Sun 
(oulside the house) 

Discuss how the trapped air in the air spaces and wood are going to affect the heat transfer. 

Wood is a poorer conduct of heat than steel. 

The trapped __ a,_·r_ and wood would (691 increase ) 
heat ({!!3 I Joss ) frcrn the hot air outside of the house/ Sun.

35 Concept.:
a) • Leaves lose water through the stomata.• Stomata a/low exchange of gases in plants.• Oil blocks the stomata on the leaves and prevents the exchange of gases.

Compare the leaves. 
Leaf A _N_o_n_ e __ of the stomata leaf A was blocked by

oil. Thus, the leaf lost ___ t_h_e __ m_o_s_t _w_a_te_r�--------

b) Leaf C lost more waler than leaf D. It has ( more le;;'\) stomatablocked by oil. If lower surface was covered in oil. / 

There are fewer s.tomata on the lower surface of the leaf.------�



C) Concepts:
• Oil on the Jeef prevented air from &ntering and leaving through the stomata.
• Plants take In carboh dioxide fer photosynthesis and produce oxygen.

ants Sand T 

(The leaves on plant S were coated in ofl which prevented air from

entering and leaving through tho stomata so) Plant S could not take 

In ___ ca_r_b_o_n_d_,_· o_x_id_e __ and cany out photosynthesis

However, plant T could take in ___ ...:..c.:....a_r...:..b_o...:..n_d_i
...:..o.:....x.:....id-=e�--· 't could 

carry out photosynthesis and produce oxygen 

there would be more oxygen in the tank with plant T. 

36 Concepts: 

Thus, 

a) • The human body uses oxygen and digested food to produce energy ..
• Oxygen and digested food 8f9 transported around the body in the blood.

Answ<N tho qu&stk>n directty. Do NOT just write down what you have 
memorised. 
"When we-exercise, IW8 need more energy. Our aoarl ptJmfJG fasteF-18 tr.ansport 

more digested food and oxygen IA fl:le l>.�eq_ to aJI palts of-euI: bedy to produc" 
more energy." 

When Devi was exercising, she needed__ more energy

The blood Jn her body had to flow more quickly to ---=tra�n--=s/:;.p.;;;..o;..;;rt...:..-_ 

___ 
m_o_re_d_ig_e_s_t_ed_fi_o_o_d_·a_n_d_ o_x_y_

g_e _n___ (C> her muscles to

produce more energy 

b) Lower heart rate ➔ blood flows faster I sJo

Exercise 8 . Her blood was flowing slower 

exercise and the exercise required __ le_s_s __ _energy. 

during the 
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1. Lily placed four identical animals in four different containers.
In which container will the animal be able to survive for the longest period of time?

(1) 

(3) plastic film 

animal 

water 

leaf 

(2) 

(4) 

1 

plastic film 

hole 

animal 

����water 
leaf 

ptastlc film 

animal 

leaf 
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2. Study the pictures of fruits, A. B. c and D, as shown below.

A B C D

Based on the pictures above, which one of the following shows the correct classlflcatlon? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Fruita with many seeds 
AandB 

A&ndC 

Band D 

BandC 

3. Study the classification diagram below.

Group A 

orchid 
hibiscus 

Plante 

Fruits with one seed 
Cando 

BMdD 

AandC 

AandO 

Groups 

moss 
bird's nest fem 

Which of the following shows the correct headings for Group A and B? 

Group A Group B 

(1) Grow on land Grow in water 

(2) Bear flowers Do not bear flowers 

(3) Have a weak stem Have a strong stem 

(4) Reproduce from spores Reproduce from seeds 
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4. The fonowing diagrams show animals A. B. C and 0, not drawn to scale.

1 

A 

w 

B 
Animals 

More than 1 pair 
of wings 

X 

C 

y 

More than 3 
pairs of Jegs 

z 

Which of the following shows the correct cfassiflcatlon of animals A, B, C and D? 

w X y z 
(1) D a C A 

{2) C A D B 

(3} B D A C 

{4} A C B D 
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5. \J\Jhich of ihe following are characteristics of fungi?

A They do not bear flowers.

B They �n only live in water. 

C They can make their own food. 

O They feed on organisms, dead ot alive. 

(1) A and D only

(2) A, C and D only

(3) A. B and C only

(4) B, C and D only

6. The diagram below shows the life cycle of a butterfly.

Which of the following statements desoribe(s) the animal in the adult and larval stage? 

A Both have wings. 
B Both live on land. 

C They resemble each other. 

D The animal moults in the larval stage but not in the adult stage. 

(1) D only

(2) B and O only

(3) C and D only

(4) A, B and Conly
PS SA1 Science 2017 



7. The flow chart below i$ used to identify 3 pupils, Ali, Bala and Weiming based on their
inherited characterisUcs.

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Bala 

AH 

Based on the information above. which of the following statements is true? 

(1) Ali has curty hair and single eyellds.

(2) Bala has black pupils and straight hair.

(3) Ati has double eyelids but not Bala

(4) Weiming has curly hair and cannot roll his tongue
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8. David put four seeds, P,Q, R ands. from the same lady's finger plant under the conditions as
shown In the table below.

A tick (-J) in the box indicates the conditions that are provided for the seed.

Conditions 

Seed Te,r;perature 
Air Llaht Water " v 

Q ·� "' 
R ✓ v � 

s � " 
Which of the foHowing seed(s) will most llkefy germinate? 

(1) P only

(2) P and R only

(3) Q and S only

(4) P, Q and Sonly

9, Which af the folowlng statements about reproduction is not true? 

(1) Reproduction In human Involves cell dlvlskm.

(2) Animals reproduce to ensure the continuity of their kind.

(3) Sexual reproduction involves male and female sex cells.

(4) Sexual reproduction onty happens In animals an� not plants.

,·cl 
31 

29 
35 

85 
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10. The diagrams below show a pfant and human reproductive•system.

Plant reproductive system Male reproductive system 

v\fhioh part, P. Q. R ors. has the same function as Part T? 

(1) p
(2) Q
(3) R
(4) S
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11. The table below shows the physicat characteristics of Tommy. his sister and his parents.
Mr and Mrs Ho.

Physical Characteristics 

Hair length Ablllty to roll Eyelids Earlobes 
t()nguo 

. .... 
Mr Ho Short No Double Attached 

Mrs Ho Long Yes Single Detached 

Tommy Short Yes Double Detached 

Tommy's Short No Double Detached Sister 

Based on the table above, which of the following statements :,re conect? 

A Tommy inherited the abiltty to roD tongue from his parenl 

B Tommy inherited the detached earlobes from his mother. 

C Mr Ho passed down the short hair length 10 both.children. 

D Only Tommy Inherited the double eyelid from hls father. 

1) A and B only

2} B and C onty

3) A. B and C only

4) A. Band O only
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12. The diagram below shows the cross section of a flower.

Which part of the flower becomes a fruit after fertilisation has taken place? 

(1) A

(2) B

(3) C

(4) 0

13. Jenny SetN Flower X during a field trip and concluded that it was Pollinated
by wind. Which of the following features are likeJy to have helped her arrive
at the conclusion?

A The flowers are large. 
B The flowers aro red in colour. 

C The ffowers have no nectar and fragrance. 
D The filaments are long and thin and are hanging out of the flowers. 

(1) A and B only

(2) C and D only

(3) A, B and C only

(4) B, C and O only
P5 SA1 Science 2017 



14. The drawing below sh� how three types of plants were found growing on parts of an
island.

• • •••• • 
* 

* 
island 

• • ..... PlantA 
sea Plant B•

* Plante

After two years, the plants were found growing on different parts of the island as shown in 
th'9 diagram below. 

• • • •••• * • * ••••• 
* •• 

islanct .1•• ..* ... ... • ... sea 

Which of 1he following best describes the characteristics of the fruit I seed of each type of 
plant? 

.A • * 
(1) Fibrous husk Have hoOks Dry and llght 

(2) Have hooks Ory and light Fibrous husk 

(3) Dry and light Fibrous husk Pod-like fruits 

(4) Fibrous husk Pod-like fruits Dry and light 
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16. Tne diagram below shows two animal cells, A and B. before an_experiment

Before the experiment 

Animal cell A Animal cell B 

Animal cell&. A and B. were then placed in a container of water cootaining the same amount
of dissolved substances. X and Y. 

The diagram below shows how cells. A and B, look like after the experiment. 

After the &xperimont 

Y X r X 

y 

••• 
• • • X •• •• •

X y X •
Animal cell A Animal cell B 

Which one of the following observations about the cells ls/are correct? 

A Wat.Br can enter both ceH& A and B. 

B Substance Y is urn)ble to enter cell B. 

C Cell A does not allow any substance to enter it. 

(1) A only

(2) Bonly

(3) A and B onty

(-4) A, 8 and C 

Kev 
X- substance X
V - substance Y 
• -water
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17. Steven's diving watch strap is made of material Has shown below.

Which of the following propertle(s) is/are Important when choosing material H to make the 
diving watch strap? ·-

A Flexibility 

8 Float in water 

C Waterproof 

D Allows light to pass through 

(1) Conly

(2) A and C only

(3) C and D only

(4) A, B and D only
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18. John p1aced two balls, A and B, of the same size but made of different materials. Into two
containers of water as shown below.

b311 B 

He replaced the water with the same amount of liquid M and plaoed balls A and B into the 
two containers as shown below. 

Based on the information above, which of.the following statement(s) ls/are definitely 
correct? 

A 8-0th balls are waterproof. 

B Ball A is stronger than ball B. 

C Ball A sinks in water but floats on Oquid M. 

D Ball B sinks In water but floats on liquid M. 

(1) Donly

(2) AandBonly

(3) Band Conly

(4) C and D only
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20. The information of substance A is shown below.

• It boils at 280 °C.
• It js a sorld at 30 °c.
• It turns into a liquid at 44 °C.

Based on the information above. which of the following statement(s) about substance A 
is/are correct? 

A It freezes at 150 °C. 
B It is a gas at 320 °C. 
C It remains at the liquid state at 120 °C. 

(1) A only

(2) B only

(3) 8 and C only

(4) A and Conly

21. The diagram below represents the changes of state In a water cyde.

Ice 

Which one of the following correctly describes A, B and C? 

A B C 

(1) condensation water boiling 
(2) condensa1lon water evaporation 

(3) meHing water vapour condensation 

(4) melting water condensation 
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For questions 22 and 23, refer to the diagram below. 

The graph below shows the changes in the temperature of water at 100°C which was left on the 
table over a period of time. 

Temperature (°C) 

100...,..-......._ 

o ...._ ___ __,;;.._...;,l_....;.. __ �---.Tune (min}
A B C 0 

22. Which of the following statements is correct?

{ 1) Evaporation takes plaoe at A. 

(2) Water Is placed in the freezer at D.

(3) A change of state of water takes pface at C.

(4) Water gained heat from the surroundillgs at E.

E F 

23. Which of the following correctly shows the state of water at A, C, D and E?

A C D 

(1) ltqulct liquid gas 

(2) gas Uquld liquid 

(3) gas gas liquid 

(4) liquk:f llquld solid 

E 

liquid 

solid 

liquid 

solid 
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24. AJJce placed some freshly baked cookies ln a glass jar and covered it with a lid as shown in
the diagram below.

After 20 minutes, she removed the lid and found some cookies were damp. 

Which of the following correctly exp,ains her obsefvation? 

(1) Water vapour in the jar condensed on the coolde.s.

(2) The surrounding air in the jar condensed onto the cookies.

(3) Water vapour In.the surrouncing air condensed the cooki(ts.

(4) Steam from the cookias evaporated and condensed on the cookies.
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25. Study the diagram below.

□ 0

screen wooden box marble 

� C ) ---- ____, 

torch 

Which of the foOowlvtg shadows will be observed on the scr&Gn? 

(1) (2) 

screen 

(3) 

screen 

(4) a screen 
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26. The diagram below shows a connection of .pipes. Different materials are placed inside the
pipes.

I 

Legend 

·--- mirror

wood 

........... clear glass 

.... 

I 

[�-':::. 

C 

0 

In order to see an object through the pipes, where should the eye and the object be 
· placed?

(1) 

(2) 

{3) 

(4) 

Eye at posltiot\ 

A 

D 
B 

C 

Object �t po•ltk>n 
C 
A 
D 

B 
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27. A bime,aJfic strip is made O.f two different metals. The diagram below-shows the observation
of the two bimetallic strips, X and V. after being heated for five minutes.

Legend 
D MetaJA 
m MetalB 
� MetalC 

Blmetalllc strips 

X 

I 

y 

I 

Before heating After heating 

I e � 

�� 

� 

Based on the information above, which of the foUowlng statements is most llkeJy to oo 
correct? 

(1) Metal A expands the least

(2) Metal B expands the most 

(3) Metal 8 and C have 1he same rate of expansion.

(4) Metat A expands Jess Ulan metal C but more than 8.
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28. Fatimah put ice cubes of e:qual volume into four $inilar boxes. A. B. C and D. The boxes
were made of different materials. She left the ice cubes in the boxes for twenty minutes and
measured the amount of water collected in each box. Then she recorded her findings in the
graph below.

BoxA 

J"' 

Amount of 
water 
eollected 
(cm') 

A 

BoxB 

.. 

B 

ice cubes 

BoxC BoxD 

I I 
C D 8ox 

Based on the results above, whieh one of the following boxes should Fatimah use lo keep 
her cans of soya bean drinks cold for ttie longest time? 

(1) A
(2) 8

(3) C

(4) D
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30. The table below shows the characteristics of the stages in the life cycles of
four animals, A, B, C and D. A tick(✓) indicates the presence of the
characteristics.

Characteristic Animal A 

It lays eggs in water

The young lives in water. ✓ 

lt has 3..stage life cycle. ✓ 

Animal B 
✓ 

✓ 

Animal C 
. , . . -

✓ 

AnlmalD 
✓ 

✓ 

Based on the information in the table above, answer part (a) and {b). 

(a) State one differenoe between Animal$ A and D.
[1)

(b) 'M'lich· of the following animals, A. B, C or D, are most likety to be a
chicken and a mosquito? Write thi:t fetters, A, 8, C or D in the correci
boxes below. [1)

Chicken Mosquito 
Animal 

(c) Give a reason why it is easier to get rid of mosquitoes in its egg stage
rather than its ad1:11t stage. {1]

I SCORE l;;?;I
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32. The diagram below shows the female reproductive system.

(a) In •�·diagram above, label part X Where a fertilised egg will develop.

{b) Ruth was told that there was a complete blockage at part Y of her 
reproductive system as shown in the diagram above. 

[1) 

Can fertilisation sUU take place? Explain your answer. (2) 

28 
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Continued from previous page 

(a} Based on the information above, name the method of seed dispersal of 
the f rult. [1) 

(b) Based on the infonnation above. what is the relationship between the
distance travelled by the fruit and the length of structure Y? {1) 

(c) Sarah removed the whole of sbllcture Y from the fruit as shown below.

with atructure Y removed 

What would moat likely be the distance travelled by the fruit when 
dropped from the same height? Explain your answer cleatly. [2) 

(d) Explain why plants need to disperse their seeds to prevent
overcrowding. (1) 

I
SCOREC-2-1 
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34. Kim Seng obse,ved 3 types of cells under the microscope. He recorded his
obseruatiOns in the table below. A tick(✓) indicates the presence of the cell
parts.

Ce11 Part Cell A CellB CeflC 
-· ..

Nucleus ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Cell Wall ✓ 

Chtoropta&t ✓ 

Cell Membrane ✓ ✓ ✓ 

(a) Kim Seng made a mistake in his recording. Which cell, A, B or C, did he
most lkely record wrongly? Give a reason for your answer. [1)

(b) Which cell is most likely to be taken from the roots of a plant?
Give a reason for your answer. (1) 

SCORE 
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35. Joe set up an e><pemient to find out the strength of materials A. B, C and D.He clamped both ends of material A to a support and gently released a 50-kgload from the tieight as shown in· the diagram be,ow. He repeated the
experiment by replacing the materialand then recorded his observations.

50..kg load 

••mzrr..im.mm=lllal---ciamp
1---- support 

The table below shows his observations. 
Material Observations of the rnawrlalA break into two pfeces 

B fine cracks 
· c no cracks 0 break into a few pieces 

Based on _the information given, answer tne foflowing questions. 
(a) Which type of materials, A, B, C or D, Is most suitable to make Into achair for an adult? Give a reason for your answer. (11

Continue on the next page ISCORE�I 
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Continued from previous page 

(b) other than the va�bles given in the question. state another twovariables that should be kept the same to ensure a fair test [2) 

Variable 1

Variable2 

31 
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3E,. Irene measured the mass of a deflated and inflated balloon and reoorded her 
results in the table below. 

Balloon Maaa fal 
Deflated 1.9 
Inflated 5.4 

(a) State the property of matter that explains why there is a difference between
the mass of the deflated and inflated balloon. [1] 

Irene folded her quilt blanket and placed it into a :storage bag as shown in 
diagram 1 below. She weighed the blanket together with the storage bag. 

Then she used a vacuum pump to remove all the air from the storage bag as 
shown In diagram 3. She weighed the blanket toge�r with �e storage bag 
shown in diagram 4. 

Diagram 1 

Diagram 4 

Continue on the next page 
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Diagram 2 

, • ._,» 
Oiagmm 3 
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37. Alex poured some hot water into a container. He observed some mist was
formed in the container above the hot water.

. - - .. � . 
mist _._ __ •.·.·.·.·.· .. . .. - ....... 

hot water --..1::::::--:::::----1

contain&r --l 

(a) State the process and the change of state of water when the mist was���- � 

Proceaa Change of state of water 

From to . . 

(b) List two ways to reduce the amount of mist in the container. (2) 

(i) -------------------------
0 � ______________ .;..,_ __ _ 

I SCORE I�
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38. Bala poured 50 ml of water mo 2 containers, A and B. as shown in the
diagram below.

--·•·--�•.:-... · •• · ..... ---- 50 ml of -············--
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-: water 

Container A Container B 
He placed tile two containers next to an open window and measured the time 
taken for the water fn each container to evaporate completely. His resutte are 
shown tiefow. 

Amount of water in 
container (mO 

70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 

10...._-1,._4---1----1f---'-�-I----'----� 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 Tim& (min)

(a) Draw and label the line graph for container A In the graph above. {1)

(b} Explain your answer ln (a). [2) 

{c) Without changing containers A and B, suggest two ways to increase 
the rate of evaporatJOh of the water in containers A and 8. [2) 

35 
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39. Ahmad used different materials to cut out three different shapes; a triangle, a
square with the middle section being cut out and a circle as shown In the
magram below.

DI3cm
- -� 

3cm 

ObfectX 

Middle section 
cutout 

I I I Fem 013cm 
4◄----► ◄ ► 

3cm 3cm 

Object Y Object Z 

He arranged the objecl$ as shown in the diagram below. 

fight source 

tn::::(11� D D 
X Z screen 

The following diagram shows ttw shadow that was cast on the screen. 

Based on the information above, put a tick(✓) in the correct box against each 
object (3] 

Transparency of the materials 

Objects Allow most light Allowsome Does not allow 
to pass through Hght to pass light to pass 

through through 
X 

y 

z 

I
SCORE�I
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40. Shi Ung conducted an experiment as shown below. She observed that the
water level in the glass tube increase after the water in the flask had been
heated for 10 minutes.

water level 

At1he start After 10 minutes 
t+--water level 

1---- glass tube----1� 

(a) Give a reason why t.he water level rose in the glass tube.

The diagram be1ow show some bottled drinks. 

TJ--- space :,■--- '.j 
,,1 :, __ 
' . ·· • .. . .. 

. . . _.,.,,�

(1] 

(b) Explain why the drinks are often not filled to the brim in bottles during
packaging. I2] 
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41. Sally put a block of ice in Bag Y and ice cubes In Bag Z. The two bags of ice
are of the same ma$$. She left the two bags on a table in the kitchen.

BagY BagZ 

The table below shows the time taken for the Ice in eaeh bag to melt 
compJetey. 

Ice in Tim& taken for the Ice to melt completelY 

BagY 15 min20 s 

BagZ 7 min 15 s 

(a).E><plaln why the ice in Bag Z took a shorter time to melt completely. (11

Sally wanted to use a COOier bag to keep her cold dtinks which she would be 
bringing for. her picnic in a park. 

cooler bag 

{b) Which bag of ice, Y or Z, should Sally put In her cooler bag? 
Explain your answer. {2] 

38 
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31)a}The seed leaf.

b)Seedling P and Q. Seedlings P and Q still have their seed leaves to provide
them with stored food for growth until they had grown ti:ue Jeaves to make 
food by photosynthesis. 

c)As the seedling has not developed any leaves yet, it does not need sunlight
to make food as it depends on the seed leaves for food.

32)a)

b}Yes. Sperm can still rea.ch her mature egg released by the other ovary to
fuse with her egg, allowing fertilization to take place. 

33)a)The fruit is dispersed by wind.

b}The longer the length of structure Y, the greater the distance travelled by
the fruit. 

c)10cm. There is an absence of wing-like structure to help it stay afloat in the
air for a longer period of time and to be blown by the wind to a further distance. 

d}Plants need to disperse their seeds away from their parent plant to prevent
overcrowding to reduce completion for light, nutrients, water and space. 

34)a)Cell A, It is a plant cell as it has chloroplasts therefore it should also have a
cell wall.

b)Cell B. It has a cell wall but no chloroplast.





38)b)The water in container A had a greater exposed surface area than the
water in Container B, resulting in a greater rate of evaporation then the water in
Container B.

c)lncrease the temperature of the surroundings or put a fan near container
A and B. 

39) 

X ✓ 
y ✓ 

z ✓ 

40)a)The water in the flask gained heat from the flame, expanded and occupied
more space, causing the water level in the glass tube to rise.

b)The dinks in the bottle would eventually gain· heat from the surrounding
air, expand a·nd occupy more space. Hence, the drinks are often not filled to the 
brim to prevent the bottles from cracking when the drinks expands. 

41)a)The ice in bag Z took a sh .orter time to melt completely in due to the
greater exposed surface area, which leads to a greater rate of heat gain.

b)She should use Bag Y. It is because with a smaller exposed surface area, the
rate of heat gain would be slower, and the ice would take a longer time to melt. 
Hence, the cold drinks can be kept cold for a longer period of time. 
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2. An experiment was set up to investigate 1he factors that affect the rate of condensation
of water vapour.

The same amount of water at 5°C or 90 .. C was poured into similar containers which
were covered with similar plastic slieets.

Which one·of the following would result in no watar being collected in. the cup? 

( 1 ) Ice cubes 

Plastic sheet 

Cup to collect water droplets 

(2) Ice cubes 

Plastic sheet 

E===+- Cup to collect water droplets 

(3) 

Plastic sheet 

I===+- Cup to collect water droplets 

(4) 

Plastic sheet 

- Cup to collect water droplets

( 
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4. Mary placed the stem of a plant in a container of water with red food colouring. After
some 1ime, she cut a se�on of the stem;

Leaves stained red 

One hour later 

Red-coloured water Cross�section of the stem 

Mary observed the leaves-and the stains on 1he cross-section of the stem and wrote 

three statements. 

What of the following statement(s) is/are correct? 

A: The stem has tubes that transport the water downwards. 

B: The colouring on the leaves comes from the red-coloured water. 

C'. The part of the stem, which is coloured red, transports food to the leaves. 

( 1) A only

( 2) B only

( 3) Conly

( 4) A, Band C

Pg. 4 of 45 
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5. 'Mlich of the statements below are .!!2! functions of Part X?

A It heJps the plant to absorb water. 

B. It holds the plant firmly to the ground.

C. It supports the plant and holds it upright.

D. It allows the exchange of gases to take place.
E. It transports food from the leaves to other parts of the plant.

( 1 ) A, B and D only 

( 2) B, C and E onl_y

( 3) B, 0 and E only

{ 4} C, D and E only

Pg. 5 of 45 
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7. Ga,y placed a seed into a container or soil as shown below. He poured water on the soil

daUy.

t-8---4-- Seed 

--J--Soil 

Which one of the following diagrams shows what Gary would observe after some time? 

( 1 ) (2) 

{ 3) ( 4} 

( 
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8. Study the life cycles of Animal P and Animal Q below.

Animal P Animal Q 

Which one of the foffowlng statements rs true about ihe life cycles shown above? 

{ 1 ) An£mal P lays eggs but Animal Q does not 

( 2 } Both Animal .P and Animal Q have a pupa stage. 

( 3 ) The young of both Animal P .and Animal Q live in land. 

( 4 ) The young of both Animal .P and Animal Q resemble their adults. 

Pg. 8 of 45 
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9. Studytheffowch�below.

Stomach 

OrganX Absorbs .. Substance A

Organ Y - Substance B
Absorbs

Anus 

Which of the following correctly Identifies the correct organs of the human body and the 

substances absorbed by it? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Organ X 

small intestine 

small intestine 

large intestine 

large intestine 

Organ Y Substance A 

large intestine digested food 

.large intestine water 

small intestine digested food 

small Intestine water 

Pg. 9 of 45 
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water 

digested food 

water 
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10. AU:wanted to test if ,1he surface area of food affects the rate of digestJon. He had four set
ups shown below.

100 ml of fruit 
juice 

5gram 
of food ---+-"---'a 

Set-up A 

50 mJ offnul 
juice --Ji=-------i

10 gram ---+--i 
offood ---------

Set-up C 

50 ml of fruit 
juice 

5gram 
of food 

50 mloffnd 
juice 

10 gram of food 
(broken into e♦ 
three pieces) Set-up D 

Which two set-ups should Ali use in order to ensure a fa rr tes1? 

( 1) Set-ups-A and C

(2} Set-ups A and B 

(3) Set-ups C and D

( 4) Set-ups B and D

Pg. 10 of45 
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12. Air is pumped into the two containers through a number of tubes, as shown below.

Air flows from A to 8 and 1hen to C.

Pump 

The bar below shows the composition of oxygen and carbon dfoxide at A. 

Oxygen Carbon dloxrde 

Which of the follov-Jing bars correctly shows the composition of oxygen and carbon 

dioxide at C? 

( 1 ) 

Oxygen 

(2) 

Oxygen Carbon dioxide 

{3) 

Oxygen Carbon dioxide 

(4) I -·�
Carbon dioxide 

Pg. 12 of 45 
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13. The diagram shows two flowers.

8 

Which arrows show the process of pollination? 

( 1) A and 8

(2) A and C

{ 3) Band D

{4) Cando

Pg. 13 of45 
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14. study the ftow chart befow.

r jm I
Flowering plant? 

No 

Reproduce by spores? 

Yes 

Yes Brightly coloured Yes 
flowers? 

w 
Yes 

Poisonous? 

No 

Which letters, W, Xt Y or 2 represents pfants that are most likely pollinated by wind? 

( 1) W

(2) X

(3) y

(4) Z

Pg. 14 of 45 
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15. The diagram below shows a process that takes place In the human reproduetive system.

Which of the following statement(s) about the process is/are true? 

A The fertilised egg develops in the stomach. 

B. The fertilisation process takes .place in the female reproductive system onty.

C. A fertilised egg carries both characteristics inherited from the male and the female.

D. The fertills·ation process only takes place when more than one sperm is fused with the
egg c�IJ.

( 1) A only

( 2) B and C only

( 3 ) A and D only 

( 4 ) B, C and D only 

( ) 
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17. The dlagram below shows a pair of gloves used to hold a tray in the hot oven.

Tray 

Study the properties of the four materials shown below. 

Material 
Properties of material 

Can it conduct heat easily? Is it flexible? 

A No No 

8 No Yes 

C Yes No 
D I Yes Yes 

Which material is most suitable for making the pair of gloves? 

( 1) A

(2) B

( 3) C

( 4) D

Pg. 17 of 45 
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19. Which one of the following Is a source of heat?

( 1} The moon 

( 2 ) A bowl of cnUli 

( 3 ) A leather jacket 

( 4 ) A lighted candle 

20. Water vapour that rises to the sky is clean and pure. Why is it so?

( 1 ) Dirt evaporates from the water vapour. 

{ 2 ) ctean air helps to trap dirt in the water vapour. 

( 3 } The heat that causes water to evaporate also kUfs the bacteria in the 

water. 

{ 4 ) When water evaporates, water vapour becomes separated from the dirt. 

Pg. 19 of 45 
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21. The <fiagl'am below shows how blood ls circulated In the body.

8ratn 

A B 
Lungs 

0 
Heart 

Which one of the paths shows the wrong direction of the flow of blood? 

( 1 ) A and B only 

{ 2 ) B and C only 

{ 3 ) C and D only 

( 4 ) A and C only 

Pg. 20 of 45 
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22, The dfagram below shows a water tank which is used for ·flushing a toilet bowl. After 
flushing, water enters and refills the tank. Once the water level reaches height Z cm, the 

tank WJ1 stop refilling with water. 

water tank 

Height,Zcm 

Salim suggested putting a brick into the water tank in order so that the water reaches 

height Z faster. 

Which of the 3Rs of water conservation•is Salim practising? 

( 1 ) Reduce only 

(2) Reduce and Reuse

(3) Reuse and Recycle

(4) Recycle only

( ) 
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23. Gabriel filled a glass with water to the brim. When he put two ice cubes Into the gfass of
water as shown in the diagram below, he observed that the water overflowed.

➔ 

Whlch one of the following best explains Gabriel's observation? 

( 1 ) Ice has mass. 

( 2 ) Ice occupies &pace. 

{ 3 ) tee has a definite shape. 

( 4) Ice changes from one state to another.

Pg. 22 of 45 
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24. In the diagram below, each child gave a statement about the reproduction of plants and
animals.

Rachel 

Adult plants dfsperse their 
seeds so that the chances 
of survival are higher. 

Who made correct state-ment(s)? 

( 1 ) Rachel and Tom only 

{ 2 ) Rachel and Vicky only 

( 3} Tom and Vicky only 

{ 4 } Rachel, Tom and Vicky 

Tom 

Some animals produce 
many young at one time 
so that the chances are 

survival are higher. 

Pg. 23 of 45 
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25. Shawn was at a beverage stall buying a cup of hot tea. He noticed that the statl-holder

would pour the tea from a container to another as shown fn the diagram below.

When the tea flowed to another container, Shawn noticed 'mist' forming atong 1he trail of 
the tea and guessed that the 'mist' is due to _____________ . 

Which of the foff owlng ls correct? 

( 1 ) the evaporation of the tea 

( 2 ) the condensation of the tea 

{ 3 ) the evaporation of the water 

( 4 ) the condensation of the water vapour 

Pg. 24of 45 
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26. Tom placed a ruler at the edge of the table and heJd It down firmly with his hand. On the
other end of the ruler, he put an eraser and pressed the ruler down before taking his finger
away.

He noticed that the eraser was thrown off the ruler. From the results of the experiment, 

Tom was hying 10 find out if the ruler is _________ _ 

{ 1) strong 

( 2 ) fleXJ'bJe 

{ 3 } waterproof 

( 4 ) transparent 

( 
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Seqtjon B (44 marks) 

Write your answers to questions 29 to 40 in this booklQl 

29. The diagram below shows the movement of blood In the human body. A, B, C and D
represent the blood vessels.

'---a_:_�_:_gs __ �1;:•�1 ___ H_�_rt __ �1◄:•1L ___ L_ungs---�
{a) Which of the blood vessel(s), A, B, C or D, transport(s) blood rich in carhon dioxk:la? 

(tm] 

( b ) Besides water, state two other useful substances that are transported by blood 1o the 
anns and fegs of the human body. (2m] 

( c) What happens to the substances mentioned In ( b ) after they reach the arms and legs
of the body? [1m]

4 
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31. The dfagrarn below shows the human digestive system with the organs labelled.

E 

F 

( a ) State the organ(s) where 

(I) digestion takes place: _________ [1m]

(ii) digestion ends: [1m] 

( b) State the function of organ F. (1m]

Pg. 30 of 45 
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Alice ate some food containing 100 grams of substance X. Y and Z each. 
The table bet ow shows the amount of undigested food at the start and at the end of the 
digestive system. 

. . . 

Amount of undigested food feft (grams) 

Start End 

SubstanceX 100 30 

SubstanceY 100 100 

SubstanceZ 100 50 

( c ) Which of the three substances {X, Y or Z) couJd not be digested by Alice's di3estive 

system? Explain your answer. {1 r,1] 

( d) Give an example of food 1hat cannot be digested. [1m]

Pg. 31 of 45 
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32. Ragu wanted to find out if the number of roots on a plant affeds the amount of water

absorbed by the plant He prepared 3 identical container'$ A, B and C and filled them

with equal amount of water. He placed a plant In both containers B and C. He also

added a layer of oil on top as enown in the diagram below.

Oil 

Container A Container B 

Oil ' 

Contalnerc 

Ragu then measured the heiS;ht of the water in the container for a f,3W days. 

Toe results are shown in the gTT':ph below. 

Water level 

{cm) LineX 

Line Y 

lineZ 

Day 

(a) Which fine, X, Y. or z. represents the results collected for the plant in Container B?

Explain your answer. [1 m]

1 
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( b ) Raio added a fayer of oil into au the containers to ensure a fair test 
Explaln Why he added the oll. 11 m] 

( c ) Write down one variable 1hat Ragu had kept constant and one variable he had 
changed in order for the experiment to be a fair one. [1m] 

To keep constant: _________________ _ 

To change: 

Pg. 33 of 45 







34.. Figure A and B below shows Mr Urn's swimming pool at different times. 

Figure A (At·12 midnight) Figure B (At 12 noon) 

(a)· The water in Figure ____ will evaporate faster. [1m}

( b) Explain your answer in (a). [1m]

( o ) Mr Lim used a pool cover to reduce the amount of water in the pool from evaporating.

Water--➔]-=---:_-_--= r Pool cover

Provide two reasons how using a pool cover can reduce evaporation of water. [1m] 

(i) 

{ii) --------------------------

3 
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( c) Besides dropping the stones faster. suggest one thing that ths crow could .do to- make

the water level Jncrease faster. [1m]

{ d ) The crow found some stryrofoam pieces and dropped them into the pitcher. 

However, the water level did not increase. Give a reason. [-1mJ 

Pg. 41 of 45 
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38. Jen wanted 10 make the iron bar below into a magnet for _her experiment.

--- lronbar 

(a) Name one method she can use to make the Iron bar into a magnet. [1m]

After making the iron bar into a magnet, Jen then placed it into a box of steel pins. She 

observed that the steel pins were attracted' to the iron bar as shown below. 

Steel pins 

{ b ) Based on her observation, wha1 could she cor,clude about the magn�tic strength of 

the magnet? (1m] 

( c) Jen repeated the experiment by placing the magnet into a box of copper clips. She

observed that the magnet did no1 attract the copper clips. Why is this so?. [1m)

( d ) After Jen is done with her experiment, she no longer needs the magnet. 

Name two methods she can use to make the magnet lose its magnetic strength. {1m] 

( i ) ----------- ( ii ) -----------

4 
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40. Jimmy used a thermometer to measure the temperature of warm water in a glass

(l()ntalner.

....., �- ....., - - -
- - __. -- .... ,.. - - -

( a ) He measured the temperature after he had pfaced the thermometer into th� warm 

water for ten minutes. Is the temperature correct? Explain your ;answer. (1 m] 

Pg. 44 of 45 







Q33) 

Q34) 

Q35) 

Q36) 

Q37) 

(c) To keep constanl:.The amount of wate.r
To change: The number of root on each plant

(a) By wind
(b) It has a wing-like structure for the seed to be blown away further.
(c).The seedlings would have to fight for food, water and sunlight which

n:�sulted in some seedlings withering and dying. 
(d) 6 meters
(e) The higher the seeds were released, the further they would land.

(a) B
(b) The heat energy from the sun evaporated the water from the

swimming pool.
(c) The pool cover reduces the temperature of the water.

Even though with the cover is there, water still evaporate. The water
vapour will come in contact with the cool surface of the pool cover,
loses heat and forms water droplets which drip back into the pool.

(a) Warm water vapour touches the cooler surface of the cups, loses
heat and condense and forming water droplets

(b) There is lesser water vapour around Y. So lesser water vapour
touches the cooler Guo Y and condenses to form water droplets.

(c) The amount of water in both cups.

(a) B
(b) Lesser.water lose heat faster.
(c) Different volume of water affects the time taken for it to freeze.
(d)

11\ 

) 

(a) It would still be at 80 ml. Plasticine is a solid which has a definite
volume.

(b) As the stones are solid which has a definite volume, they occupy
space.

(c) Use larger stones
(d) The styrofoam is light and will float, it did not occupy the space of the

water. So, the water level did not increase.

Pg2 



Q38) (a) Stroke the bar with a magnet with one pole in one direction for at
least 20 times.

(b) A magnet is stronger at its poles.
(c) As copper is not a magnetic material, it cannot be attracted to a

magnet.
(d) (i) Drop the magn�t from the highest point

(ii) Heat up the magnet
Q39) (a) Child 3

(b) (i) Reduce: Use the water for watering plant after washing rice
(ii) Recycle : Filter the dirty water into drinkable water

Q40) (a) No. The water loses heat to the surrounding./ The water·has cooled
down.

(b) The tub of water lost heat to the cup of cold water and the cup of
cold water gained heat from the tub of warm water.

Pg 3 
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2. Janice wrote her observations about organisms P and Sas shown below.

Organism P 

• It needs sunlight.
• It cannot move by itself.
■ It has flowers.

Organism S 

o lt reproduces by laying eggs.
Q it feeds its young with milk. 
• It can die.

What are organisms P and S most likely to be? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
--

Organism P 

Rose plant 

Bird's nest fern 

Bird's nest fem 

Rose plant 

Organism S 

Python 

Platypus 

Python 

Platypus 

3. ian managed to pu1 only 9 objects into a box. He could not squeeze in 1 more
Object X into the box as shown below.

Object 
---'i 

Box 

What property of matter does this activity show about Object X? 

(1) It has mass.

(2) It has a fixed volume.

(3) It cnn be compressed.

(4) It docs not have a definite shape.

A - 3 of 20 



4. Alexis set up an experiment as shown below.
Cardboards with holes at centre 

Hole 

Candi•-� 
VAlexis

She was able to see the candle when she placed the cardboards with theholes in a straight line. 
'Which one of the following action(s) can Alexis do in order to find out if lightonJ:; travels in a straight line? 

(1) R�move the candle.
(2) Shift cardboard B to the left.

(3) Replace the candle with a pencil.
(4) Replace the cardboards with clear glass.

5. Sue used a saucepan as shown below.

C-_J--
Saucepan 

Which one of the following is not a possible shadow formed by the abovesaucepan? 

(1) (3)--
(2) (4) 

A - 4 of 20 



6. Zena has 2 similar Cups, A 2nd B. Each cup contains a different nmount ofwater and has a different temperature as shown below_
- .. -----------------

-- - - .... .. --- -- - .. -
.. .. ..  -4 ...... - .. - -------1--- -. -... - ..... - .. - -.. � .. - - .. ---•_-- .. -·,

Basin of water ---+---=..::: ... .. . . . ... - ...,. ___ __ _ ---- __ .., 

Water in Cup A 
at50°C 

Waterm Cup B at 15°C

at98°C 

She puts both cups of water in a basin of 98°C water. She concluded based on her experiment that a longer time is needed to heat up a greater volumeof water. 
Why can't Zena make that conclusion based on her experiment? (1) Only the volume of water in both cups was not the same.(2) The temperature of water in the basin was kept at 98°C.(3) Cup A has less water but a lower temperature than Cup 8.(4) Cup B has more water but a lower temperature than Cup A

7. Ciera studied the life cycle of Animal X and recorded its life cycle in the bargraph below_
Life Cycle of Animal X

(/) 6 �----------- ---·--·- .. � I_---�----·-. _., ___________ ·- - -- ·-- - .

� 4 .t===
i 

-- ·-· ----·--· · -1·- ·- __ ··-Q) .• - • . � 2 �F------.----J ---1::�:::::}- ·-··-- :_:_:_:_: -- -
� o 1 ··--CJ·-··: ···f:=:::=:=f ______ 3J _- ·---- --��tageofEgg larva Pupa Adult life cycle Based on the information provided in the above bar graph only, which one of the following statements about Animal X is correct? (1) Animal X took 5 days to lay eggs.(2) The pupa is bigger ihan the larva.(3) The larva and the pupa five in water_(4) The pupa took 3 days to become an adult.

A-5 of 20



8. Study Jamie's family tree below.

G H

E F

Jamie

Legend 
Q Female

• female with
characteristic X

□ Male

� Male with
� characteristic X

Based on the family tree above, who did Jamie inherit characteristic X from?
(1) A

(2) B
(3) C
(4) H

9. Felicia conducted an experiment using pieces of Bread, A, B, C and D. The bread
had different amounts of water and were placed In different temperatures as
shown in Tables 1 and 2 below. 

Bread Temperature of surrounding air 
0°C 1°c 32°c 

A ✓ 
8 " 
C ✓ 
D - --1-- ----·-

--·-... ---� -� - ---
Table 1

Bread Amount of water added to each pfece of bread
0 ml 3ml 5ml

A ✓ 
B " 
C '-I' 

✓ 
Table 2

On which bread. A, B, C or D, would Felicia observe the least amount of bread
mould growth? 

--

(1) A
(2) B

(3) C
(4) D

A - 6 of 20



10. Raine set-up an experiment to separate Substances Land Mas shown
below. Both substances L and M are heated in a flask. After some time, only
Substance L remained in the flask.

Tripod 

If the temperature of heat source is constantly at 116°C, which one of the 
following could most likely represent the boiling poinls of Substances L and 
M? 

(1) 
{2) 

(3} 

(4) 

Boiling point of 
Substance L 

86 °C 

10o vc

86 vc 
156 uc 

Boiling point of 
Substance M 

156 °c 
100 uc 

116 uc 
..

86 °C

A- 7 of 20



11 _ The diagram below shows the water cycle that takes place in a reservoir
Processes A and B are important processes of the water cycle. 

Proce-ss A 

,,.., Clouds l
C:Rai, 

..---------, ----Reservoir 

The Water Cycle 

Which one of the following correctly represents Processes A and B? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
{4) 

Process A 
Melting 

Co.idensation 
Condensation 
Evaporation 

Process B 
Condensation 
Condensation 
Evaporation 

Condensation 

12. Della recorded her observations of 3 objects, A, Band C, as shown below.

A C 

B 
C A C 

Observation 1 Observation 2 Observation 3 

Which one of the following statements about Objects A, B and C is true? 

( 1) Object A is definitely not a magnet.
(2) Object C is definitely not a magnet
(3) Object A and B are definitely magnets.
(4) Objects Band Care definitely magnets.
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13. Nicole used a rod to conduct an experiment. She placed equal amounts of
wax onto 4 identical thumbtacks, A, B, C and D. Next, she placed a candle
under the rod as shown below.

I. I 
Rod TT T 

A 6 C D 

In which sequence will the thumbtacl<s drop? 

(1) A, B, C, D

(2) B, A, i_;, D

(3) B, C, A, D

(4) D. C. A, B

wax 

� 4. Kelly cut some cell samples from a plant and observed them under a 
microscope. 

G 
A B C 

Which of the following cells were taken from the leaves, fruit and roots of 
the plant? 

( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

� Leaves 
B 
B 
A 
C 

Fruit Root 
A C 
A A 
8 B 
B B 
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15. The diagram shows a capped bottle with its end open in a trough of water.

Trough of 
water 

Open end 
-·-- of bottle

Which one of the following diagrams correctly shows what would happen to 
the water level in the bottle when the cap of the bottle is removed? 

j 
r-----

l_f----_ -
. ..J -__ -___ -___ --t--_-..-1 _-L -_-_ = 

(1) (3) 

L LJ 
L. 

� - -
(2) (4) 

A-10of20



16. Study the life cycles of Animals X and Y as shown below.

✓�
� � 

�, Larva j_/ 

✓ Adult

Egg } _I _N_y_m_p__.h -

� 

Animal X Animal Y 

'Which statement about the life cycles of Animals X and Y is definitely 
corred? 

(1) Animal X has a longer life span than Animal Y.

(2) Animal Y does not moult at the nymph stage.

(3) The young of Animal X does not look not like the adult,

(4) The adult of Animal X lays eggs in water but the adult of Animal Y
lays eggs on land.

17. Which one of the following graphs shows Sean's heartbeat rate slowed
down after he stopped jogging?

(1) Heartbeat rate (3) Heartbeat rate

►Time l::_►Time

(2) Heartbeat rate (4} Heartbeat rate 

f==►Time �►Time 
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18, Sally has 8 marbles as shown below. 

Which one of the following should Sally choose if she wants to find out how 
heavy each ball is? 

A Conical flask 

(B) Measuring cylinder

(1) B only

(2) Conly

(C) Weighing scale

CT:' I "I 1111' 1 'I" 'I' jl I' ''I'' I I''' l"'I'' 'I 
1 2 3 4 :; e 1 a 1> 10 11 

(D) Ruler

(3) A and 8 only

(4) A, 8, C and D

A - 12 of 20 



19. Cecilia recorded the number of paper clips that electromagnets, A, Band C
could attract in the table below.

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Electromagnet Number of paper dips attracted

B 12 

· ·--

Based on the above results, which of the following set-ups correctly 
represents electromagnets, A, B and C? 

A B C 

A B C 

A 8 C 

A B C 

A-13of20





21. Study the diagram below.

w 

X 

lungs 
y 

heart 

body 

Which blood v�ssels, W, X, Y and Z, has been described wrongly? 

1} 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Blood Vessel$ 

w 
X 

y 
z 

Type of Blood 

Rich in carbon dioxide 

Rich in carbon dioxide ; 

Rich in oxygen I 
·--1

Rich in carbon dioxide ! 
' 
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22. Leonard placed 2 containers of the green bean seeds, A and B under a
lamp. He put different number of seeds in each container and recorded the
average height and width of the seedling after 10 days. Equal amounts of
water were provided for the seeds each day.

Container Number of seeds 
Average height Averc�ge width 

of seedlings of saedUngs 

A 20 10cm 1mm 

B 5 6.5cm 3mm 
·-

Which one of the following most likely explains why the seedlings in 

container A grew taller than the seedlings in container B? 

{1) Seedlings in container A needed to compete for more air. 

{2) s�edlings in container A needed.to compete for more sunlight. 

(3) Seedlings in container A received more nutrients since they are

taller.

(4) Seedlings in container A had more food stored in their seed

leaves.

23. The table below shows the freezing points and boiling points of 3 differe ...
substances, R, S. and T.

Substance Freezing Point (°C) Boiling Point (°C) 

R 40 180 

s 20 120 

T 0 80 

Which of the Substances, R, Sand/or Tis/are liquid{s) at 100° C? 

(1) Ronly

(2) R and S only

(3) T only

(4) NJ:>ne of the above
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24. Lisa poured equal amounts of water into 2 test tubes as shown below. She
placed a similar piant each into Test tubes X and Y. Only the roots of the
plant in test tube X were coated with wax.

with wax 
Testtuba X 

Test 
tube ►,.,nr,..._ Roots not coated

with wax 
Test tube Y 

She recorded the amount of water left in each test lube after 5 days in the 
. table below. Which set of data wou:d she expect to see at the end of the 

experiment? 

I Beaker Volume of water at Voiume of water left 
the start (ml) after 5 days (ml) 

X 500 500 

y 500 480 

Beaker Volume of water at Volume of water !eft 
the start (mil after 5 days (ml) 

(2) X 500 540 

y 500 520 -

(3) 

Beaker Volume of water at Volume of water left 
---- the start (ml) after 5 days (ml) 

X 500 460 
y 500 480 ···�--. -·-

�-
Beaker Volume of water at Volume of water left 

the start (ml) afte� 5 days (mi) 
(4) X 500 480 

. 7y 500 500 
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25. A table below shows the length of different parts of a seed over a period of
8 days.

\\.------Roo1 

Day Length (cm) 

PartX Part Y 

1 0 0 

2 0 0 

3 0 0 

4 0.1 0 

5 0.5 0 

6 1 0.1 

7 1.4 0.3 

8 1.9 0.8 

Based on the above table, which parts of the seed do Parts X and Y 
represent? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

PartX 

Seed leaf 

Shoot 

Seed leaf 

Root 

PartY 

Root 

Root 

Shoot 

Shoot 

A- 18 of 20



26. The diagrams below show the plant and human reproductive systems.

F 

In which parts, A, B, C, D, E and F, are the male reproductive cells 
produced? 

(1) A only

(2) A and E onl'}
(3) C and F only

(4) A, C and F only

27. The diagram below shows a human reproductive system.

Explain how blocking parts W prevent reproduction from taking place. 

(1) The eggs in parts Y will die.

(2) The sperms in parts W will die.

(3) The eggs cannot move to p�rt X.

(4) The sperms cannot move to part w.

A - 19 of 20 



28. A group of workers installed the steel cable from Point A to Point B during a
28°C day as shown in the diagram below.

Point 
A 

Steel cable Point 
B 

Which one of the following correctly shows how the cables would appear on 

days when their temperatures are 5°C day and 38°C day respectively? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

{4) 

G 
Point 

A 

� 
Point 

A 

Point 
A 

Point 
A 

S°C 38°C day 

7 Steel cable 

I Steel cable 

Steel cable 

Point 
B 

.� 
Point 

B 

Point 
8 

Point 
A 

Point 
A 

� 
Point 

A 

Point Point 
B A 

Steel cable 

"' 
Steel cable 

I 
Steel cable 

Steel cable 

Point 
B 

Point 
B 

� 
Point 

B 

Point 
B 

.___ _ _._ ____________ j ___________ ____. 
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Part II (44 marks) 

Answer all the following questions. 

29. Alan placed a large ice block at 0°C in a 20°C enclosed room. After some time. he 
ot?served that there was "white cloud" forming around the ice block. 

------------------------ - - - - - -�- - ---- -�- --------------L . ---------------�--arge ice :-:-:-:-:--:-:•:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-:-:-:-
block at OQ:;:c;;-t-----1,._..,-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: - - · - ---�--- ·- - ----

a} What was the "white cloud" made up of? (lm)

b) Circle the correct word in each box below. (2m)

Surrounding air 
---rn enclosed 

room 20°c

The! cooler / warmer j vapour from the surrounding air I lost / gain�heat

and I condensed t evaporated I onto the I cooler I warmer I air around the

ice block.

c) Without adding or changing the large Ice block. explain how Alan can 
increase the amount of "white cloud" forming around the large ice block. (1m) 

8 • 2 of 16 0 . 
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30. a) Study the flowchart below .

._r_· 
___ 1s----,it.--a_liv�e-? ___ _:--N_o ____ 1 Non-living thing

I Yes 
QUESTION A 

Yes 
QUESTION 8 

j Yes 
,. 

r ··Leaf cell 

No Root cell 

Based on the above flowchart, complete the 2 questions below to classify the different cells in the chart. (2m) 

Question A Does it have ________________ ? 

Question 8 Does it have ________________ ? 

b) A bag of Solution Xis placed in a basin of Solution Y. Owen observed thatSolution X could not exit the special plastic bag but Solution Y could enter1he special plastic bag.

Solution Y 
Solution X in special plastic bag 

i) Baseq on his setup above, which part of a plant cell has a snnilarfunction as the special plastic bag? (1 m)

ii) What happened to the size of the bag at the end of the experiment?(1m)

B - 3 of 16 



31. a) Pie Chart A shows the average composition of air John breathed in before
an exercise. Pie Chart B shows the average compos�ion of air John 
breathed out durtng an exercise. 

Pie Chart A - Before exercise 

Legend: 
m Nitrogen 

Pie Chart B - During exercise 

[:::J Oxygen 

fi!�l Carbon dioxide, water vapour and other gases '----------------------------··-------· 
State 2 mistakes in the Pie Chart B. (2m) 

Mistake 1: There should not be a decrease in 

-
Mistake 2: There should not be an increase in 

b) The diagram below shows the human circulatory system.

Part X 

Enlarged picture of Part X 

State the function of Part X. (1m) 

8 - 4 of 16 



32. Jack recorded 1he properties of 4 different types of materials as shown below.

Material Br�akable 
No -- ---

Yes 
No 

: 0 No 

Melting point 
110 °C 
50 °C 
97 °C 
43 °c 

I 
- --

Flexibility 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 

Jack wanted to use one of the materials above to make into a bowl for hot 
noodles at 85°C as shown in the picture below. 

Noodles at 85°C 

a) Which material, A, B, C or D is the most suitable to be used to contain hot
noodles? Explain your answer. (2m)

b) Jack used a type of material to pack noodles as shown in the diagram
below.

�--� �-----·► fi=:v 
. . Food in material is 

Noodles at 60°C Material 1s t . b pu m paper ox 
on material folded 

Explain why Material C will be a good choice to pack noodles at 60°C. 
(1m) 

B-5of16



33a) Linda wanted to observe the plant transport system. Diagram 1 shows the 
stem of a plant. Diagram 2 shows the water-carrying and food-carrying tubes 
in the stem. 

eaves B 
SegmentX 

egmentY 

Diagram 1 Diagram 2· 

i) Explain why leaves A remained healthy when a 1 cm cut is made at
Segment Y. {1m)

ii) Explain why Leaves B died when a 2 cm cut is made at Segment X. (1 m)

b) Linda tied 2 plastic bags around a plant for 12 hours. Plastic Sag A is tied to
some leaves and Plastic Bag 8 is tied to a branch without any leaves.

Plastic B 
_..-·· Plastic A 

Linda observed that there were water droplets on the inner side of Plastic Bag 
A but there were no water droplets on the inner side of Plastic Bag B. 

i) What can Linda conclude from the above experiment? (2m)
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34. Lily obsetved the characteristics of 2 seeds, P and Q, as shown below.,. ,.,,.,,,.,,,,,�,., 

Seed from Ptant P 

• tiny and light
o has feathery-like structure

Seeafrom Plant Q 

e Tiny and light 
• Hard
• Surrounded by juicy flesh

a) She recorded how the speed of wind affected the dis1ance travelled by
the seeds, P and Q, as shown in the graph below. Write "Seed P" and
"Seed Q" in the correct boxes in the graph betow. (1 m)

Dis·1ance 
travelled 
by seeds 

-·-- · -------· -- · ·- -----------,'-----
'------'-------_;_---i. Speed of wind 

b) Two islands A and Bare surrounded by water. The table belov, describes
them further.

I Island A Island B 
.,_ ·-

Presence of animals I 
I No Yes 

Presence of wind 
-·

Yes Yes 

Amount of sunlight Sufficient Sufficient 

i) On which island, A or B will there more likely to have fewer Plant Q
than Plant P? (1 m)

ii) Plant Wis not found on Island B and does not disperse by wind.
Give 2 possible reasons why Plant Ws seedling appear on Island B
one year later. (2m)

B - 7 of 16 





36a) Sherlyn placed 2 identical wooden blocks in different positions directly under 
identical light sources in a dark room. Shadows were formed on Screens 
X and Y. 

Screen X 

Identical 
light 

source 

ldentica�I .._.;-6-:::='9 ---wooden 
block 

Screen Y 

i) Draw the shadows formed on -;creens X and Y. ('1m)

Screen X Screen Y 

ii) Without moving the screen or changing the wood�n blocks, state
a way to increase the size of the shadow fonned on the screen. (1m)
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36b) Sherlyn reeorde<l the amount of light that passed through Material R. She 
repeated the same experiment with materials Sand P and recorded the 
results in the graph below. 

�,---M:t-� 

� ::J ro ...J .c_.... 
-- .t::. .c 0) 0) :J = 0 
- '-0 £
C -0 
::, Q) 
0 (/) 
E Ul 
<t:�

R Screen 

Next. she cul materials, R, Sand P into different shapes as sho'lvn below. 

Material 
R 

Material 
s 

Material 
p 

She then shone the torch through Materials R, S and P and drew the 
shadow formed on the screen as shown below. 

Torch 
Screen 

Shadow formed by 
Materials R, Sand P 

Screen 

Explain why the shadow drawn is incorrect. (1m) 

8 - 10 of 16 
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37a) Tommy wanted to find out the [elatiohship·between the number of bees in his 
garden and the number of fruits developed in his garden. He recorded the 
results in the tabfe below. 

Months Number of bees Number of fruits developed 

January 234 -----
15 

··-···· 
March 341 18 

June 651 21 

September 423 19 --
i) State the relationship between the number of bees in Tommy's garden

and the number of fruits developed. {1m)

ii) In the development of fruits, which process are the bees involved in?
(1m)

iii} In December, no bees wer-e found in the garden but some fruits were
developed. Give a possible reason why the fruits can still develop. {1 m)

8 - 11 of 16 
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37b) The diagram below shows a flower. 

C 

i) Which part, A, B, Co, D will become a fruit? (1m}

B 

D 

ii) Tommy has removed petals and pollen of Flower A as shown below.

Flower A 

Explain why Flower A can still becom� a fruit. (1 m) 
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38a) Kelly placed containers, A, 8, and C in an open garden. She filled each 
container completely with water and recorded the number of hours taken for 
the water to decrease by 50ml. 

I 

Container 

A 

B 
·- ··-

! Time taken to decrease by 50ml

25 hours 

18 hours 

38 hours 

The diagram below shows 3 containers. Based on the results in the 
above table, fill in ·A", "B" and ucH in the correct boxes below. (2m) 

LJ 
D 

8 - 13 of 16 
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38b) Kelly conducted an experiment as shown below using set�ups, X and Y. 
Both containers are identical and filled completely with water. 

Set-up 
X 

Set-up 
y 

80cm 

Container 
Fan at wind speed 3 

Tern -erature of room at 30°c 

20 cm LJ 
� 

Fan at wind speed 1 
Container 

Temperature of room at 18°C 

She recorded the results of her experiment as shown below. 

Set-up Amount of water left in container 

X 150ml 
210ml 

-··---·-

i) Based on Kelly's experiment, explain why she was unable to conclude
that the greater the wind speed of the fan, the faster the rate of
evaporation. ( 1 m)

ii) Kelly wanted to find out how the distance between the fan and container
of water affects the rate of evaporation.
State 2 variables which Kelly should keep the same for her lo conduct a
fair test. (1 m)

Variable 1 : _______________________ _

Variable 2: _______________________ _

H - 14 or 16 



39. Sally has a special writing board that works as shown below.

Before writing 

Writing pen with magnet tip 

Words on 
writing board 

After writing 

Writing board containing 
Substance X 

Writing board containing 
Substance X 

a) Explain how the words appear on the writing board. (1m)

b) Suggest a material which Substance X could be made of. (1m)

In order to remove the written words on the writing board. Sally placed 
Object A below the writing board. As Object A mov�s around the bottom of 
the writing board, the 'written' words would disappear. 

Writing pen with magnet tip 

Object A 

Writing board 
ontaining Substance X 

c) Explain why Sally is unable to remove the written words if Object A is
made of aluminium. (1m)
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40. Janice used 3 materials. X. Y and Z to conduct an experiment. She placed the
materials in different conditions and observed the changes in the-ir lengths as
shown in the table below.

Material Original length Length Length 
at25oC (cm) at 0°C (cm) at 55°C (cm} 

X 5 
7 

z 9 

-- - 4.5 
6.7 
8.9 

a) Which material, X, Y or Z, expands the most at 55°C? (1 m)

5.4 
8.1 
9.2 

b) Janice created a plate using Material Y and Z as shown below.

----- Material Y

Explain why the plate will crack at 55°C. (2m) 

B. 16 of 16





surroundinQs to the ice the slowest. 
Q36ai - -

Screen A Screen B 
Q36aii Move the light source nearer to the wooden block. 

OR Move the wooden block away from the screen. 
Q36b- Material S is opaque/does not allow light to pass through(0.5) There 

should be a black triangle in the shadow shown (0.5). 

Q37ai When the number of bees in Tommy's garden increases, the number of 
fruits developed will increase. (Cause and effect cannot be reversed)

Q37aii Pollination 

Q37aiii Other insects I Wind can still help to· pollinate the flowers/ transfer the 
pollen grains to the stigma. 

Q37bi C . 

Q37.bii Flower B can be pollinated by pollen grain from anpther flower of the same 
species and develop into a fruit. 

Q38a A,C, B 

Q38bi She changed two variables, the temperature of the room and the distance 
between the water and the fan, making the test unfair. 

Q38bii Variable : The wind speed 
Variable : Temperature of the room/ temperature of water 
Variable: Exposed surface area of water 

Q39a The maqnetic tip of the pen attracts Substance X. 
Q39b Iron OR Steel 
Q39c Aluminium is (non-magnetic and) cannot be/ is not a magnet, thus it cannot 

attract Substance X. 
(As an iron bar is a magnetic material but it also can't attract X if it is not
made into a magnet, saying 'aluminium is non-magnetic' is not sufficient) 

Q40a Material Y 
Q40b Materials Zand Y e-xpanded at different rates. 
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2. Sludy the table sh0W11 be.low.

A 
Heart 
Lungs 

Blood vessels 

Which of the above organs haV& been classified wrongJy? 

(1) LuJl9$ and stomach onty
{2) Lungs and 9Uflet only 
(3) Gullet and mouth onty
(4) Diaphragm and mouth only

3. Which of the following statements is true for all amphibians?

(1} They lay eggs. 
{2) They live on land onty. 
(3) They live In water only.
(4) They only breathe through their gllls.

4. Mei!lng observed a 5eed as it germinated into a young plant She recorded her obseJVatlons
as shown below.

A B C D E 

At which stages do the germinating seed take in oxygen? 

(1) A and B only
(2) A, B and C only
(3) C, D and E onty
(4) A, B, C, 0 and E

3 





7. Which of the following set-ups can be used to show that plants take In water?

(1) (2)

(3). (4) 

5 







12. The diagram below shows how food and various gases are transported in the human body

_,ooo __ --8 Key: -- path taken by food 
-.. ·.:: •·► path taken by ga3es

surroundi'lg 
air 

'--------J 

t i GasX

--------+ 8emC ---------•I exhaled I air 

Which systems do P, Q and R represent and what fs gas X? 
GasX 

(1) carbon dioxide
(2) carbon dioxide 
(3) . 1---===;;.;.&..--+--�=�--+----'-==="-�-__..:;o=x,u;;,..;;;e=n--------1 
(4)

8 





15 The chart below shows how four cells W, X. Y and z. are classified. 

Cell 

has a celf wall has no cell wall 

has 
chloroplast 

has no 
chloropJast 

has 
nucleus 

has no 
nudeus 

w X 

Which of the following statements are true? 

A: Cell Z ha$ a regular shape. 
B; Cell W can trap sunlight 
C: Cell Y can be taken from the cheek. 

y 

D: Cell$ W and X ·can be found In the rear of the plant.. 

(1) A and C only
(2) A and D only
(3) B and C only 
(4) B and D on!y

10 
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16. Study the diagram below.

tubing 

Which of the following ED<pfains why the size of the tubing becomes bigger after some time? 
(1) The tubing Is (uly permeable and allows water particles to pass through.
(2) The tubing is fuly permeable and aJlows the blue dye particles to pass through.(3) The tubing is semi-permeable and allows the water particles to pass through but theblue dye particles are too large to move out of the tubing.(4) The tubing Is semi-permeable and allows both the particles of water and blue dyeto move out of the tubing.

17. Johnson suspended 4 magnets A. 8, C and D. above a tray of pins. The result is shownbelow.

r 'Pf C 
0 

string 

pins 
"--=�::...r-__.,t_Y.:::!::k�:::..'r.:.=.;r_?b_?..::b::.:.'r...:..f��:...:�=...f__,_1 - tray

What can you conclude from the result of his experiment? 

(1) A is weaker than B.
(2) A is stronger than D.
(3) C is stronger than D.(4) 8 is the strongest magnet.

11 



18. Study the flow chart below.

Start 

y 

No [Z] 

No 

\l\lhfch one of the following correctty kfenUfies X, Y and Z? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

shadow 
ice 
llaht 
steam 

X y 
OX\IQ&n sand 
nitrooen flour ·-
waler vaoour mnk 
air soap 

12 
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24. Martin carried out an experiment In a dark room. He arranged 4 sheets made of dffferent
materials s. T. U and V, In a straight line as shO'Ml below. When the torch was swffched on,
he observed that a bright patch of light in the shape of a star was seen on sheet U only.

Star-shaped 
hole 

torch 
sheets 

sheetV 
sheetU 

sheetT 

· Mllch of the fotlowtng statements ls/are true about the sheets used above?

A: Sheet S Is opaque. 
B: Sheet T is transparent. 
C: Sheet U Is traosfucenl 
D: Sheet V le opaque. . . . 

(1) A only
(2) A and 8 on�/
(3) Band Donly
(4) 8, C and O only

17 



25. Samy carried out an experiment with the set-up shown below.

torch CJ:: 
tennis baB 

He wrote down what he did for his experiment 

A &Hitch on the torch. 

screen 

B Measure the height of the shadow of the tennis ball cast on the screen. 
C Move th·e tennis baJJ 5 an closer to the t01ch. 
D Measlff8 the height of the madow agaitl. 
E Rep�t steps (C) and (D) twice, movlng lhe tennis ball 5 cm closer to the torch 

Which one of the following statemetits is the correct hypothesis for his investigation? 

{1) The bigger1he SCfeen, the bigger the size of the shadow cast1 
{2) The brightness of the tOfch WiB affect the size of the shadow. 
(3) The distance between the torch and the tennis.ball will affect the height of the sh(l(low.
{4) The distance between the torch and the screen will affect the height of the shadow. 

26, Suslfa wanted to find out how the temperature of water affects 1he rate at which sugar 
dissolves. She used sugar Ct.Jbes of similar slze and 4 Identical beakers to set up her 
experiment Details of her experiment are shown in the table below. 

Beaker Number of sugar cube T emp9rature of water Amount of wator
{ oc) (mil_ w 2 90 600 

X 30 600 
y 1 90 500 - -···z 1 40 500 ---· _ ....... .

Which beakers should Sustla compare? 

(1) WandX
(2) Warld Y
{3) Yand Z 
{4) Xand Y 

18 





28. Ben frlled two Identical metal cans X and Y, with 150 cm3 of water at 80 °C. Next, he
wrapped a &trip of metal P around can X and a strip ot metal a around can V. as shown In
the diagram below. The metal strips were of the same lenglh and thickness.

It: lJ t, : • 

.. Ji· ···l. 
strip of metal P I strip of meta) Q 

�-J 
canX canY 

Ben ,ecorded the temperature or the water in each can al 5--min intervals for 20 minutes in 
the table below. 

Time Temperature of wator ln the can (°C) 
_ _Jmin} � X 

0 80 
5 64 
10 53 
15 51 
20 48 

Which of the f oltowing statements are correct? 

A Can Y is a better conductor of heat than can X. 

-···-

8 Metal Q is a better conductor of heat than metal P. 

y 
8� 
60 ·--
<49 .. 
46 
43 

C The temperalure of water in can Y drops more quickly than that in can X. 
O The water In (;8f) X gains heat more qulckly from the surroundings than the 

water in can Y. 

(1) A and B only
(2) 8 and C only
(3) C and D only
(4} A. B and C only

-~ End of Section A --
20 
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31. Study the flow chart befoW.

Natural Yes 
materials 

No 

Is it 
flexi>le? 

No 

Yea Is it 
waterproof? 

Is It strong? Yes Is 1t a poor Ye& 
conductor 

No 

Is It able to 
sink in watei7 

of heat? 

No 

(a) Based on the flow chart above. write the letter M, N. 0 and P in the boxes that best {2]
represent the objecls shown in the box below.

,--• Objects 

(i) Car tyre

(it) Raincoat

(ffl) woooen chopsticks 

(iv) Ceramic pot

(b) State all the charaderislics of object Q.

6 

Letter 

11) 

□



32. Edward dlsoovered eel A in a sample of pond water shown befow. Upon
microscopic examination. he noticed that ceU A moves about using its tail-like
struc11Jre called flagellum.

flageJJum 

nucleus cell wall 

ce� membrane 

chloroplast 
cellA 

(a) Based on the dla9ram. Edward thinks that cell A is more likely to be a plant <:SIi than 12}
an animal ce!I. Explain why.

(b) Would call A need to depend on other organisms for food? E?(Pialn your answer. {1 l

7 [] 



33. Ravi measured the breathing rates of various age groups of children (between 4 to
16 year olds) at rest His fildlngs are plotted in a graph shown below.

-�
E

IX) 

2$ 

20 --- -
15 ------ ---
10 

s 

0 -+--...---.---,----,-·-....---�----.--r---,----T--,-··--i 
4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Age of children 
·-

(a) What ls the relationship between lht:i breathing rate anctthe age of the children?

(b) These children were allowed to run for 10 minutes. Ravi measured their breathing
rates again and found that all their breathing rates have Increased. Explain why.

(c) Which system in the human body Is similar to the transport system of a plant?

8 

[1] 

[1] 

(1] 

□



34. Jovi piaced a heallhy plant in a beaker of red-<:oloured water as shown below. He
sealed the top of the beaker wfth some aluminium foU. T11JO days later, Jovt obsarved
that the flowers had tumed red.

flowar 

(a) Explain Why the flowers turned red?

--

----Jeaves

.beaker of Jed
coloured water 

Cb) Jovi repeated the experiment wUh a similar set-up, but without the aluminium foll.
Would the flowers in the second set-up tum red too? Explain your answer. 

9 

(1) 

(1) 
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35. Siew Choo set up the e,rperfment beJow to find out how water pJan18 affect the
percentage of dissolved carbon dioxide in water at different times of the day.

water with 
Indicator W added 

light 

Set-upA 

'---beaker 

water plants 

She placed set•up A near a window and added a few drops of indicator W to the 
beaker of water. Indicator W changes colour according to the percentage of
dissoSved carbon dioxlde in the water as shown in the table below. 

-- ·-
Percentage of 

dissotved carbon Less than 0.03% 
dioxide ln water 

lndicatorW purpte colour change 

(a) Write down the colour of the water.

Normal (0.03%) 

red 

{i) At 12.30 pm, in the allemoon: __________ _ 

(ii) At 11.30pm, at night: __________ _

10 

More than 0.03% 

yellow 

(1] 

D 



' 

b. Stew Choo repeated the experiment by addlng some flsh to a similar set-up B
shown below.

(I) 

water with 
lndicatorW 

l 
Oght 

----oo•r 

Set-up B 

She predicted ltlat the colour of tho water at 12.30 pm for set-up 8 would be yellow 
because thoro would be mOJe dissolved caboo dioxide In the water. Explain why 
her prediction may not be correct

11 

l2J 

□



36. Edison pushed an empty inverted bottle without a cap. vertlcaUy down into a b.asln of
water as shown below. He notioed that the water level in th& basin had risen.

oNi,,vw.--bottle· 
�--basin 

(a) State another observation that he woul!t likety see. Explain your answer. [2] 

Nex1. he tilted the Inverted bottle at an angle under water 8$ shown below. 

(b) State one observation Edison would likely see.

(c) Explain Edison's observation in (b)

12 
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40. Kevin conducted an experiment to fmd out how the amount of light reflected by
three different materials A. B and C, ls affected by the distance the material 1,
away from the lfght souroe.

UgMsour� 

Light sensor 
conneoted to 

OOtq>uter 

....., _______ ..,.. stance away 
Yghtsouroe 

K&vln placed the materials A, B and C at dltferent dlstanoes BrNay from the light 
source and he used a tight sensor to determine the amount of light that was 
reHected. 

He recorded the results and plotted the results In the graph below. 

____________ c 

B 

Distance �way from Mght source I metres 

(a) Explain why Kelvin should conduct his experimel11 in a dark ,oom to (1) 
ensure a fair test.

16 □





41. Each of the three metal bars A.Band C, was suspended with a string as shown In
the diagram.

bar A barB 

sj . 1-strmg

-�-
bare 

Olagram 1 below shows what happened when bars A B and C were brought 
together. 

bar A barB 

cfiagram 1

bare 

Diagram 2 below shows what heppaned when bar A and bar C were brought 
together. 

I•� Qlr � oj
bar A bare 

diagram 2 

Based on the results above, state whether each of the following statemenw Is (4} 
Tru� (T) or False (F), 

i------A 
B --
C 

Statement 

... Ends ·s-and T are like poles. 
•-♦ ---·- · ,_ .. . .  

Ends P and U are unlike poles. 
'--

Only bars 8 and C are magnets. 

Bar A is made of a non-magnetic material. 

- End of Paper -
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ii)Benefit 1:There will be enough food as the larvae can feed on decaying
animal bodies. 

Benefit 2:lt is not easy for the predators to·find the young of organisms W 
inside the decaying animal so they will not be eaten up easily. 

31)a)i)M

ii)N

iii)P

iv) 0

b)Object Q is a natural material,it is strong and it is a good conductor of heat.

32)a)Cell A has chloroplast and cell wall.Plant cells have chloroplasts and cell
wall while animal cells do not.

b)No,cell A would not need to.It has chloroplasfthat contains chlorophyll
and traps sunlight for the plant to make food. 

33)a)The older the children ,the lower the breathing rate per minute.

b)More energy is needed during the run so the breathing rate increases to
take in more oxygen and remove more carbon dioxide for higher respiration 
rate. -33>)<:) C,rcv1l0i+ orj Qj�teM 
34)a)The roots absorbed the red-coloured water and the water carrying tubes
transported it to the other parts of the plants.

b)Yes,the flowers in the second set-up would turn red too.The roots can still
absorb the red-coloured water and the water carrying tubes will transport it to 
other parts of the plant. 

35 )a)i)Purple 

ii)Yellow

b)i}ln set-up B ,even though the fish give out carbon dioxide but the plants
also take in carbon dioxide for photosynthesis.The amount of carbon dioxide 
absorbed by the plant may be higher than the amount of carbon dioxide given 
out by the fish.Thus the colour of the water will not be yellow. 
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